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Introduction 
 
 The study of cemeteries has figured prominently in historical archaeology, because they 
are sites where the identity and social memory of a community are materially manifest. 
Numerous studies in the past have shown how ideology and culture change are reflected in 
shifting trends in headstone iconography (e.g., Dethlefsen and Deetz 1966; Deetz 1977; 
Dethlefsen 1981; Nutty 1984; Gradwohl 1993; Ludwig 1966; Giroux 2009;). For example, 
Dethlefsen and Deetz (1966) demonstrated that changes in headstone iconography reflected 
changes in shared beliefs and values at a regional scale. But is iconography the only headstone 
attribute that can serve as an indicator of such changes? 
 More recent studies have examined how cultural expression within cemeteries is subject 
to the material factors of headstone manufacture (e.g., Bauer et al. 2002; Mallios & Caterino 
2007; Mallios & Caterino 2011; Brennan 2011; Reynolds 2012; Reiffenstein and Selig 2013). 
The materials and manufacturing techniques of headstone production can influence how cultural 
meaning manifests within cemeteries. Such processes include improvements in quarrying and 
stonecutting technology, as well as long-distance expansion of headstone markets.  
 In American cemeteries, the influence of manufacturing processes is best exemplified by 
a gradual shift in headstone material from marble to granite between the late 19th and early 20th 
centuries. The cause of this shift is directly related to industrialization and innovative 
technologies, such as the pneumatic hammer. The purpose of this project is to establish the 
chronology when this shift in headstone material occurred in North Carolina using quantitative 
analysis of headstone manufacture dates. In addition to the shift from marble to granite, are other 
aspects of headstone morphology affected by these alternative manufacturing processes? By 
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answering these questions, I will shed light on the effects of industrialization in North Carolina 
cemeteries, and demonstrate the relationship between headstone production and the 
memorialization of identity in North Carolina cemeteries.  
 This project is important because it seeks to examine the link between a society’s means 
of production (i.e., the technology, tools, and raw materials utilized in the process of production) 
and the expression of cultural meaning and ideology within that society’s material culture. As 
will be discussed, the development of the granite industry was dependent on technological 
improvements in stonecutting and an expansion of available markets through the construction of 
new railroad systems. In North Carolina, based on work in other areas of the United States, I 
expect that granite headstones began to outnumber marble headstones during the 1920s or 1930s. 
As grave markers in North Carolina shifted from marble monuments to granite, it is expected 
that the style and form of headstones changed in relation to the new methods of headstone 
production and material.
Background History 
 
Before examining the headstone patterns of North Carolina, it is important to understand 
why the transition from marble to granite markers ever occurred. Because granite is a harder 
substance than marble, it was more difficult to work with prior to the advent of power tools. In 
addition, access to granite was geographically limited prior to the expansion of railway systems 
capable of transporting the material to various regions. In particular, the South experienced this 
transition in headstone materials much later than the North, due to delayed industrialization in 
the region. While granite reserves occur naturally in North Carolina, these sources historically 
have not been used for the purposes of monuments. An examination of the documentary record 
will demonstrate the factors that led to granite’s replacement of marble as the predominant 
headstone material in North Carolina, as well as the effects of industrialization on the cemetery 
landscape of North Carolina. 
 In early 19th century North Carolina, marble was one of the preferred headstone 
materials, although other local sources of stone, such as slate and soapstone, were commonly 
used, as well (Little 1998:77-78). Granite was also available, but it was utilized as bases for 
headstones, rather than being worked into headstones themselves. This is because granite is an 
incredibly hard igneous rock, and stonecutters of this period lacked the tools and skills to carve, 
polish, and inscribe this material (Little 1998:78). The Mohs scale of mineral hardness ranks the 
scratch resistance of various minerals on a scale of 1 to 10, where 1 is the softest and 10 is the 
hardest. On this scale, marble has a hardness value between 3 and 4, while granite has a hardness 
value between 6 and 8 (Trinkley 2013:21). Soapstone, which occurs in small deposits throughout 
the Piedmont (Little 1998:77), ranks on this scale as a 1, while slate, also found in the Piedmont 
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(Little 1998:78), ranks from 3 to 4. The variation in hardness is dependent on the quality of the 
stone, which is itself a determining factor in the selection of stones used for monuments.  
 Obviously, soapstone, slate, and marble, are much softer materials than granite, making 
them easier substances to sculpt and carve, leading to their value as source materials for 
headstones in the early 1800’s. While the hand tools used in the 19th century were suitable for 
carving and engraving into these relatively soft stones, they were not effective for granite 
carving.  
 Unlike soapstone and slate, however, marble does not occur naturally in North Carolina. 
Therefore, marble that was being used for monuments and buildings within the state were being 
imported from other regions of the country. In the late 1700s, marble was imported into North 
Carolina from Pennsylvania and Vermont. After the turn of the century, marble was coming into 
the state from numerous sources, including Tennessee, Georgia, Maryland, Kentucky, and New 
York. Prior to the construction of an expansive railway network, transporting marble into the 
state was quite difficult and costly. Each region within the state acquired marble from varying 
methods of transportation. North Carolina’s Coastal Plain was receiving marble from New 
England, the mid-Atlantic, and Charleston largely from sailing vessels. Overland and river 
transportation were utilized to transport marble to the Piedmont region, with the northern portion 
receiving the stone from the Northeast, while the southern half acquired its share mainly from 
South Carolina. Because marble was not easily accessible, it was an expensive commodity that 
was initially only affordable by the upper class (Little 1998:180-181). 
 Why, then, was marble so desirable during this time period when there were other 
mineral resources of similar hardness that were more readily available within the state? Slate, for 
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example, is found in abundance in the Carolina Slate Belt, which stretches from South Carolina 
to Virginia along the eastern Piedmont (Little 1998:78).  
 Marble’s value over other stones during this period derives from its geological qualities. 
Because slate has a high sedimentary content, it is prone to flaking, making it less suitable for 
headstone carving (Little 1998:78). Marble, on the other hand, was desirable because of its ease 
of sculpting and its relative resistance to shattering.  
 Cultural trends were another factor that made marble highly sought after. The Greek 
Revival movement of the 19th century swept across North America, and influenced American 
culture ranging from politics to architecture. The classical civilization’s traditional usage of 
marble sparked a trend of buildings and monuments being constructed from the stone during this 
movement (Bauer et al. 2002:92-93). 
 In the early 1800s, marble stonecutters in North Carolina were mostly artisans and 
craftsmen of European training. They immigrated to the United States to find work and practice 
their craft. They enjoyed higher status than their American counterparts as a result of their 
European training. Stonecutters followed the apprenticeship model, a system that had developed 
in Europe. Master craftsmen, generally located in large urban centers, established standards that 
spread across the nation through their apprentices. They also published patternbooks containing 
detailed designs of engravings and styles, which were disseminated nationwide. Marble 
stonecutters were able to broaden their markets nationally through newspaper advertisements in 
the 1800s. Demand was high enough that these artisans were capable of practicing their craft 
full-time. It was even common for marble cutters to sign their work. Usually, these specialists 
would set up in areas near railways where they could easily ship their products to clients (Little 
1998:179).  
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 The monuments created by marble cutters in the early 19th century had a tendency to be 
intricately worked and decoratively detailed. The geological properties of marble allowed 
craftsmen to demonstrate the skill they possessed in creating beautiful sculptures. The elegance 
of marble headstones brought status and beauty to the graves that they marked. However, the 
marble tombstone industry would undergo dramatic changes midway through the 1800s. 
 North Carolina’s construction of railroads in the mid-19th century was a significant 
catalyst for these changes in the marble industry, as well as for broader economic changes to the 
state as a whole. Two of the earliest railroads in the state, the Raleigh & Gaston and the 
Wilmington & Weldon, were chartered in 1830 by the North Carolina legislature. The 
Wilmington & Weldon became connected to markets in the North in the 1850s, and construction 
of new lines running south further extended Wilmington’s markets (Link 2009:141-142).  
 The most important railroad constructed in this era was the North Carolina Railroad 
(NCRR), chartered in 1849 and completed in 1856. The line ran from Goldsboro to Charlotte, 
extending over 223 miles across the state. The NCRR drastically reduced travel time and costs 
for both passengers and goods. Overall, the 1850s was a key period due to the growth of 
railroads in North Carolina, with the total length of train tracks rising from 283 miles to an 
astounding 922 miles (Link 2009:142-143). 
 The rise of the railway system brought an influx of marble and skilled craftsmen into 
North Carolina. Because of transportation along railroads, the cost of shipping marble was 
reduced by half (Little 1998:219). Local marble yards began popping up around the state, located 
along the new railroad lines. These enabled clients to buy marble headstones directly and locally, 
and these products were no longer only affordable by the wealthy. The middle class now had 
greater access to marble tombstones because of the material’s reduced cost (Little 1998:180). 
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 A significant contributor to the change of North Carolina’s cemetery landscape was the 
Civil War. Over 40,000 North Carolinians lost their lives in the war (Link 2009:217). According 
to Little, most families in North Carolina had not purchased gravestones during the Civil War, 
and “the new marble yards prospered by supplying fashionable monuments to those North 
Carolinians who had buried many family members during the tragic years of the Civil War and 
Reconstruction and had cash to purchase suitable memorials for these loved ones” (1998:219-
220).  
 As the 19th century entered its latter stages, the marble headstone industry began to 
change again. While railroads had initially brought prosperity to the small, local marble yards, it 
would eventually bring about their end. Larger companies began to absorb the smaller marble 
yards and consolidate them under one business. The rise of these commercial yards caused local 
artisans to vanish, and headstones started to become mass-produced. Mail-order monuments 
became the norm (Little 1998:230). 
 The nail in the coffin for the marble industry was the advent of new stonecutting 
technology, such as pneumatic hammers and drills, sandblasting, and carborundum as an 
abrasive. These tools allowed a new material to enter the market: granite.  
As previously mentioned, granite ranks much higher on the Mohs Scale of Mineral 
Hardness than marble. Just as marble’s geological properties made it more desirable than local 
stones for grave markers, granite’s properties made it more desirable than marble. Because 
marble was a much softer material than granite, it was far more susceptible to deterioration 
through a variety of mechanisms. One such catalyst for deterioration is the presence of 
atmospheric pollutants. Marble monuments commonly develop a gypsum crust when water 
containing carbon dioxide evaporates from its pores, leaving behind trace amounts of 
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bicarbonate on the surface. Soot and sulfur dioxide from air pollution causes an oxidizing effect, 
turning the carbonate into gypsum. The soot and other pollutants leave the crust black or gray 
colored. Marble monuments with protruding parts (e.g., sculptures with fingers, noses, or 
flowers) are at increased risk of this deterioration because they have an greater surface to volume 
ratio that allows for larger transfers of carbonate to the surface of the marble. This process of 
gypsum crust development creates cavities within the monument (Meierding 1993:578-580; 
Trinkley 2013:21-22). 
Other mechanisms include “sugaring,” weathering, erosion, and cracking. “Sugaring” is 
caused by intrusion of acidic water, and results in the surface of the stone crumbling into loose 
granules. Weathering is caused by the natural effects of wind, rain, and temperature changes, and 
results in a loss of polish to the monument surface, and can also reduce the crispness of details. 
Erosion is similar to sugaring, and can result in the deterioration of the surface, edges, and 
corners of the marker. Cracking refers to the development of fissures due to veins within the 
marble that are formed by impurities (Meierding 1993:573-577; Trinkley 2013:22-23). The 
problems associated with marble headstones are many, and their poor preservation was a key 
factor leading to the transition to granite headstones. 
Before granite could be used as a viable headstone material, stonecutting technology 
needed to be improved so that it could be effectively quarried, carved, polished, and engraved. 
Originally, the American granite industry first developed along the coast of New England in the 
early 1800s. Low-cost transportation was necessary for the granite trade, as granite is heavy and 
has a low price per pound. The sailing vessels of New England provided the cheap transportation 
that was needed (Wood 2006:39). 
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One of the pioneers of the granite industry, Solomon Willard, developed important 
quarrying machinery in the 1820s. He was appointed the superintendent and architect for the 
Bunker Hill Monument, which he constructed from granite. He purchased a quarry in Quincy, 
Massachusetts, and to facilitate the extraction of granite, he “invented a boom derrick, lifting 
jack, pulling jack, and hoisting jack” (Wood 2006:39). Willard’s contributions helped to make 
quarrying commercially viable. New England quarry owners began to follow Willard’s lead and 
started developing new ways to quarry, handle, and transport granite (Wood 2006:40). 
The first steam-powered rock drill was created by Joseph Couch of Massachusetts in 
1849. His design was “the first drilling mechanism that did not depend solely on gravity for the 
drilling stroke” (Wood 2006:46), which allowed it to be used for drilling at various angles other 
than vertically. This design was improved upon numerous times over the following decades, 
including in 1852 by Joseph Fowle in Boston; in 1866 by Charles Burleigh in Fitchburg, 
Massachusetts; in 1871 by Simon Ingersoll in Brooklyn; and in 1873 by Henry Sergeant of New 
York City (Wood 2006:46).  
Steam quarry drills became widespread in the 1870s, and truly changed the operation of 
quarries. These machines were in use until the 1920s, but their replacement by pneumatic drills 
began in the early 1900s. These drills, which were also developed in the Northeast, utilized 
compressed air to drive a piston, and could achieve six hundred blows per minute in early 
models (Wood 2006:46-47). Obviously, the Northeast was central to the development of the 
granite industry, as well as the introduction of the necessary stonecutting technology. 
Pneumatic drills were useful for both quarrying, and carving monuments. In his 
Monument Dealer’s Manual, Omar H. Sample describes the delicate nature of these tools and 
how to properly care for them. “In a new tool, when properly fitted, the piston is not more than 
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one-quarter thousandth of an inch smaller than the barrel in which it works…” (Sample 
1910:110). Because these tools are so precisely constructed, the smallest amount of dirt or grit 
can render them useless. To avoid such a situation from arising, Sample offers an interesting 
solution: “…have a tank large enough to hold all the tools in use filled with kerosene and 
gasoline, and when the tools are not in service, keep them immersed in the oil” (1910:109). This 
technique served to keep tools from rusting, and the gasoline would soften any dirt deposits that 
may have built up during use. Clearly, these new stonecutting tools brought with them new 
considerations for stonecutters, who had previously relied on little more than hammers and 
chisels for carving headstones from marble. 
Naturally, granite headstones first began to appear in the Northeast, where the mineral 
was first being quarried. Numerous archaeological and historical studies have observed this 
transition from marble to granite occurring across North America. One of the earliest loci of 
transition is New Jersey, where Richard F. Veit and Mark Nonestied note that granite headstones 
became popular during the 1870s (2008:165). Monument dealers in the state began ordering 
“stock finished markers,” mass-produced slabs that simply required dealers to inscribe the stones 
with the desired engravings. This trend would soon become a hallmark of the granite headstone 
industry. 
In northeastern Ohio, Andrew Bauer (2002:87,94) also notes that granite began replacing 
marble gravestones in the region during the 1870s, and that granite became the predominant 
headstone material between 1880 and 1890. In this study, the researchers also attribute this shift 
to the advancement in transportation networks within the state, as well as the advent of 
pneumatic drills, sandblasting, and carborundum as an abrasive (Bauer et al. 2002:93-94). 
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In San Diego, Mallios and Caterino (2011:445) observe that granite became the primary 
headstone material between 1880 and 1890, as well. Again, the transition to granite markers is 
attributed to advances in stonecutting technology, and marble’s poor preservation (Mallios and 
Caterino 2011:446). This study was significant because it also reported trends in headstone form 
over time. The data shows a clear correlation between an increase in granite headstones and an 
increase in flat markers devoid of decorative elements (Mallios and Caterino 2011: 442). This is 
reflective of the headstone industry transitioning to mass production and standardization of shape 
and size. 
Jerry Moore and his colleagues (1991) noticed the transition occurring in a Kansas 
Cemetery later than the Northeast and California. The data in this study clearly shows that in the 
1910s, half of the headstones erected were marble, while the other half were made of granite. In 
the 1920s, granite made up 87% of the headstones placed during that decade, and continued to be 
the dominant headstone material in every decade afterwards (Moore et al. 1991:69). 
Interestingly, this study also examined the change in headstone height over time. A significant 
decrease in average headstone height occurred in the 1920s, corresponding with granite’s role as 
the predominant headstone material within the cemetery (Moore et al. 1991:70). The data 
regarding trends in headstone form over time also show a strong correlation between an increase 
in granite markers and an increase in flat block markers (Moore et al. 1991:72), further 
demonstrating standardization of headstone form and size. 
On Prince Edward Island, located off the coast of New Brunswick, Canada, Tim 
Reiffenstein and Nigel Selig (2013:173) observed the replacement of marble headstones by those 
of granite occurring in the 1920s. Similarly to the studies in Sand Diego and Kansas, these 
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researchers noted an increase in block markers corresponding to the shift to granite monuments 
(Reiffenstein and Selig 2013:168). 
Numerous studies in Florida have identified granite as replacing marble as the primary 
headstone material in the early 20th century (Dethlefsen 1981; Giroux 2009; Reynolds 2012). 
Edwin S. Dethlefsen (1981:148), in a survey of four Alachua County cemeteries, notes that 
granite headstones begin to outnumber those of marble in the 1920s. In the same study, he shows 
that there is an increase in block headstones occurring concurrently to the introduction and 
growing popularity of granite headstones (Dethlefsen 1981:150). 
Amy Larner Giroux (2009:79), in a study of St. Michael’s Cemetery in Pensacola, 
Florida, notes that by 1930 granite is the predominant material being used within this graveyard. 
She also notes that there is a corresponding decrease in headstone size (Giroux 2009:76). 
In a study of ten cemeteries across the state of Florida, Patrisha Reynolds (2012:80) 
demonstrates that granite markers began to outnumber marble ones between 1920-1939. Unlike 
the other studies previously mentioned, Reynolds reports her data in twenty-year periods, rather 
than by decade. She also notes that, instead of an increase in block markers, a significant 
increase in upright tablet markers occurs corresponding to the shift to granite (Reynolds 
2012:77). This data may be skewed, however, with 704 of the total 1267 grave markers in her 
sample (i.e., 55.6% of the sample) coming from a single cemetery in Central Florida (Reynolds 
2012:31). Therefore, it is possible that regional variation may be responsible for these results.  
 In North Carolina, few headstone studies have been performed, and they have focused 
mainly on ethnicity. For example, one early study examined the German pierced soapstone 
monuments found in Davidson County (Rauschenberg 1977). Another discusses the emerging 
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sense of American identity among Scots-Irish stonecutters in the Carolina Piedmont (Clark 
1989).  
 Only one study, performed by M. Ruth Little (1998), has endeavored to systematically 
assess the headstones of North Carolina. While this work is primarily a study of architectural 
history that focuses on differences in design elements between the headstones of various ethnic 
and religious groups across North Carolina, the author does touch briefly upon the transition 
from marble to granite headstones within the state. Again, this shift is attributed to the 
introduction of improved stonecutting technology (Little 1998:231). While Little posits that 
granite monuments began to replace marble monuments by the 1930s (1998:231), she does not 
provide any quantitative data to support her assertion, nor does she include any discussion about 
how this conclusion was reached. An absence of citations only increases the uncertainty of this 
claim. It should be noted, however, that this subject was not the primary focus of Little’s 
research, and it would be unfair to discount the value of her study based on this singular point of 
criticism. 
 While Little’s claim remains to be tested archaeologically, it has some interesting 
implications. If her assertion is correct, then the transition from marble to granite headstones 
occurred later in North Carolina (i.e., 1930s) than in other parts of the country (i.e., 1870s-
1920s). If this is the case, what factors could have contributed to this delayed transition in North 
Carolina compared to other regions? 
 It has been well established in the academic literature that industrialization of the South 
lagged behind that of its northern counterparts (e.g., Carlton 1990; Cobb 1984; Link 2009). This 
was due in part to the South’s deeply rooted plantation economy, a largely rural population, and 
a lack of potential markets for manufactured goods. These factors contributed to uneven 
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industrial development between the North and South (Carlton 1990:448-449). This is especially 
true for the country’s granite industry, which, as already mentioned, first developed on the New 
England coast in the early 1800s (Wood 2006:59). It was not until the end of the 19th century that 
the granite industry started developing in the South, with North Carolina and Georgia as the 
leading producers of granite in the region (Bowles 1930:3). The formation of these Southern 
granite industries was slow due to a lack of skilled laborers trained to use stonecutting tools, and 
limited available markets due to inadequate access to railroads for transportation of granite 
products (Ouzts 2002:589).  
 Another factor that contributed to the delayed predominance of granite headstones in 
North Carolina may be that the state’s own granite deposits were not being used for monuments. 
The Minerals Yearbook is a yearly report published by the Department of the Interior and the 
United States Geological Survey (USGS). These reports document the use and flow of minerals 
and other geological resources throughout the United States. In the report from 1883, which at 
the time was called Mineral Resources of the United States, Albert Williams, Jr., provides an 
analysis of how the United States building stone resources were utilized in the census year 1880. 
He divides building stone into four categories: marble and limestone; sandstone; crystalline 
siliceous rocks (granites are included within this category); and slate. It is important to note that 
granite does not make up its own category at this time. According to the report, there were 616 
marble and limestone quarries in operation in 1880, compared to 313 quarries of crystalline 
siliceous rock. The report also states that over 65 million cubic feet of marble and limestone 
were produced in 1880, while only 20 million cubic feet of crystalline siliceous rock were 
produced (Williams 1883:450). It is evident that at this time, marble was still the main mineral 
resource being produced in the nation. 
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 Williams (1883:451) also includes statistics about the stone production of individual 
states. Among the states listed as producers of crystalline siliceous rocks, North Carolina is 
nowhere to be found. In fact, North Carolina is not listed as a producer of any of the four types of 
stones discussed in this section. 
 The 1905 report on the stone industry, prepared by A.T. Coons, includes a breakdown of 
how the values of different kinds of stone produced in the United States changed between 1895 
and 1905. The various stone industries discussed include: granite, trap rock, sandstone, 
bluestone, marble, and limestone. Notably, granite is not only its own category in this report, but 
it is the first stone type listed. Between 1895 and 1905, the granite industry grew in value from 
just under $9 million to over $17 million. In that same time period, the marble industry grew in 
value from just under $3 million to over $7 million (Coons 1906:1022). Obviously, granite was 
far more valuable in this period than marble. In fact, it was more valuable than any other stone 
industry in this ten-year period. 
 Coons (1906:1024) also provides a breakdown of each state’s contribution to the total 
national value of the granite industry. In 1905, the granite produced by North Carolina equaled 
$564,578, just 2.7% of the national total. Of the money earned by the North Carolina granite 
industry, 54% came from granite sold for building purposes, while roughly 2% was earned from 
monumental granite (Coons 1906:1034). This data clearly shows that the North Carolina granite 
industry was still relatively small in 1905, and that its granite resources were not being used for 
monuments at the time. 
 In 1934, Oliver Bowles, the supervising Engineer for the Building Materials Section of 
the United States Bureau of Mines in the 1930s, published a report titled The Stone Industries: 
Dimension Stone, Crushed Stone, Geology, Technology, Distribution, Utilization. Within this 
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publication, Bowles discussed the national trends of the stone industries for the year of 1928. 
That year, the value of North Carolina granite made up 9.1% of the total for the United States; 
43.7% of the granite produced in North Carolina was used for building stone, while only 15% 
was used for monumental purposes (Bowles 1934:124). Vermont, on the other hand, was the 
leading producer of granite in 1928, making up 17.1% of the total national value of the granite 
industry. Ninety-six percent of the granite produced in the state in 1928 was monumental stone, 
which made up 36% of the monumental stone produced in the United States that same year 
(Bowles 1934:114). Based off of this data, it is evident that North Carolina’s granite industry had 
grown fairly well since 1905; however, it was still producing granite predominantly for building 
purposes, and its monumental granite output paled in comparison to that of Vermont. 
 The data from these reports indicate that the granite supply of North Carolina was not 
high enough quality to be used for monuments. According to Bowles, “the success of a 
monumental granite enterprise depends to a large extent on its ability to meet popular demands 
in color and texture” (1930:5). Thus, it is important for granites used in headstone production to 
be of high quality and devoid of imperfections, which “appear on the polished surface like blots 
or streaks on a sheet of paper” (Bowles 1930:4).  
 Because such a small amount of North Carolina granites was suitable for headstone 
production, it is likely that this contributed to the delayed replacement of marble headstones by 
those of granite in the state. In order for this transition to occur in North Carolina, granite would 
have needed to be imported into the state from other locations. Little (1998:231) identifies 
Elberton, Georgia, as the largest supplier of monumental stone to North Carolina. Baugher and 
Veit (2014:151) note Elberton in particular as the major supplier of granite throughout the 
Southeast.  
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Known as the “granite capital of the world,” Elberton is home to a massive, high-quality 
granite deposit and the largest trade association of granite quarries and manufacturers in the 
country. This deposit is approximately fifteen miles long, and twenty-five miles wide (Ouzts 
2002:593). Elberton’s granite industry began to develop in the late 1890s as skilled laborers 
immigrated to the town, and railways expanded to quarry sites. Because Elberton’s granite 
industry, as the supplier of monumental granite to North Carolina, developed late in the 19th 
century (Ouzts 2002:588), this headstone material would have arrived and grown in popularity 
later in North Carolina than in the North and other highly-industrialized areas.  
The Northeast’s head start in the granite industry and its superior railroad system in the 19th 
century resulted in the emergence of granite as the dominant headstone material earlier in this 
region than in North Carolina, and the South in general. 
 Overall, industrialization revolutionized the cemetery landscape of North Carolina, and 
the United States as a whole. In the early 1800s, marble was the preferred headstone material, 
due to its relative softness and ease of carving. Because it was not naturally occurring in North 
Carolina, marble was expensive to acquire and was generally accessible to only the upper class. 
With the development and expansion of railways in North Carolina, however, it became more 
affordable, and began to mark the graves of various economic classes. Marble would eventually 
be replaced by granite as the primary headstone material because of granite’s resistance to 
deterioration. Improvements in stonecutting technology made granite a more viable option in the 
late 1800s, and it began appearing in the Northeast during this period. Because the South lagged 
behind in industrialization and railroad expansion, granite would not become the predominant 
headstone material until the early 1900s in North Carolina. And although granite was naturally 
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occurring in North Carolina, its low quality meant that it was not suitable for monuments. 
Therefore, granite was being imported into the state from Elberton, Georgia. 
 Industrialization also ended the era in which headstone carving was an artisanal craft. 
Mass production and standardization of headstone form and size became the norm, and the job of 
local stonecutters became the mere task of inscribing the pre-shaped slabs they received from 
suppliers. 
Methodology 
Site Selection Criteria 
 In order to create a representative illustration of North Carolina headstone patterns, 
cemeteries from counties around the state were sampled. Several criteria were taken into account 
during site selection. These criteria included cemetery age, size, and location. Cemeteries dating 
to the mid- to late-19th century were necessary to ensure that the data collected would provide 
enough temporal depth to identify trends associated with marble headstones, the period in which 
transition to granite headstones occurs, and trends associated with granite markers. It was also 
important that cemeteries selected for investigation have an adequate number of tombstones to 
yield representative data. Cemeteries with at least 100 hundred graves were deemed sufficient for 
inclusion within the survey. Ultimately, every cemetery included within the survey each 
contained over 250 headstones. In total, 1597 headstones were sampled and analyzed in this 
study. It was also important to incorporate cemeteries from various locations across the state into 
this project, in order to account for potential regional variations in headstone patterns.  
 
Background of Individual Cemeteries 
 One of the initial cemeteries to be surveyed was the Mt. Lebanon Chapel Cemetery, 
located in Wilmington. The cemetery was established in the 1830s, and would have been the 
smallest cemetery included within this study. Data collection for this cemetery was intended to 
occur during the summer of 2015, employing the aid of student volunteers from East Carolina 
University’s Archaeological Field School. Upon arrival at the cemetery, it became clear that it 
would not be suitable for inclusion within this project, as the cemetery was largely overgrown by 
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shrubs. Most of the headstones within the cemetery were in poor condition, as well. Many were 
illegible due to erosion, while others were fragmented or had fallen over. Because the cemetery 
would not be able to yield the amount of data that had been initially anticipated, it was decided 
that a different cemetery would need to be surveyed in its place. 
 Instead, data were collected from the Old Smithville Burying Ground (Figure 1), located 
in Southport. This cemetery has been in use since the 18th-century, and remains in use today. Old 
Smithville was officially established in 1792, making it older than the town itself, which was not 
incorporated until 1805 (Southport Historical Society n.d.). With over 1000 burials, Old 
Smithville chronicles the change in headstone style in the lower Cape Fear region. 
 The second of four cemeteries surveyed was the Cherry Hill Cemetery (Figure 2), located 
in Greenville. With over 1400 graves and dating back to the 1830s, Cherry Hill is one of Pitt 
County’s oldest and largest cemeteries that is still in use. The formation of Cherry Hill began in 
1833, when a Methodist church owned a portion of the land. The Methodists established a 
church and graveyard on their property, and, in 1838, an Episcopalian church purchased the land 
adjacent to the Methodist Church, and established a graveyard of their own. In 1873, Tilman R. 
Cherry donated a sizable portion of land adjacent to the two churchyards to be used as a public 
cemetery. The cemetery was named “Cherry Hill” to honor Cherry for his donation. In 1898, the 
Methodist Church cemetery was incorporated into Cherry Hill, and the Episcopal Church 
cemetery followed suit in 1930 (Kammerer 2007:4-5). In the Cherry Deed, Cherry stipulates that 
a portion of the cemetery be designated for the burial of African Americans. Furthermore, he 
stipulates that a white and black representative be annually appointed to take charge of their 
respective burials grounds. While a portion of the cemetery was set aside for African American 
burials,the city gave control and supervision of this portion to the white cemetery (Barber 2015). 
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Figure	1:	Old	Smithville	Burying	Ground	in	Southport,	North	Carolina.	(http://media.virbcdn.com/cdn_images/resize_1024x1365/68/c0fade52f7ed5350-smithville3.jpg)																						
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Because	of	the	size	and	age	of	the	cemetery,	Cherry	Hill	offers	a	wealth	of	data	relating	to	headstone	patterns	in	eastern	North	Carolina,	as	well	as	an	opportunity	to	study	headstone	variations	between	racial	groups.	The	proximity	of	the	cemetery	to	the	university	and	the	researcher’s	residence	also	allowed	data	collection	to	be	performed	easily	and	with	the	help	of	student	volunteers.	
Data collected from St. Peter’s Cemetery (Figure 3) in Washington, North Carolina, were 
also included in this project. The cemetery goes back to the 1760s and contains around 280 
headstones. Similar to the Old Smithville Burying Ground, the cemetery was in use before the 
construction of the church on the property in 1824. The church building was burned down in 
1864 during Union occupation of Washington in the Civil War. Construction of a second church 
on the property was completed in 1873. The churchyard contains the burial of Col. James 
Bonner, the founder of Washington (Saint Peter’s Episcopal Church n.d.). Although this 
cemetery only contains one grave from the 1900s, it does contain a few granite headstones. Even 
though this cemetery may not help determine when granite markers began to outnumber their 
marble counterparts in North Carolina, the data from this cemetery is valuable because it 
provides information about early trends in both marble and granite headstone attributes. 
 The Hebrew Cemetery (Figure 4) in Durham was also included within this study. This 
cemetery was founded in 1884, when members of Durham’s burgeoning Jewish community 
purchased 500 square feet from the Maplewood Cemetery in order to bury their dead in 
accordance to Jewish customs. Creating this cemetery was the first collective act of Durham’s 
Jewish community. In 1902, the Durham Hebrew Congregation was officially incorporated, and 
later became the Beth El Synagogue. The majority of the Jews buried within the cemetery are of 
Eastern European descent, and came to Durham as the town’s tobacco industry began to boom 
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(Durham Hebrew Cemetery n.d.). Containing over 360 graves, this cemetery’s inclusion within 
this data set will allow the researcher to examine whether the changes in headstone patterns 
associated with the shift from marble to granite headstones are similar between Christian, 
Jewish, and secular cemeteries.  
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Figure 2: Cherry Hill Cemetery, in Greenville, North Carolina. 
(http://www.greenvillenc.gov/Home/ShowImage?id=648&t=635463593326530000)   
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Figure 3: St. Peter’s Episcopal Church Cemetery in Washington, North Carolina. 
(http://i0.wp.com/meanderingpassage.com/wp-
content/uploads/images/2014/04/ebm_d600_20140328130918.jpg) 
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Figure 4: Durham Hebrew Cemetery in Durham, North Carolina. 
(http://www.opendurham.org/sites/default/files/images/2008_5/HebrewCemetery_Maplewood.jp
g)  
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Figure 5: Location map of cemeteries in North Carolina. 
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Cemetery Name Number of 
Graves Included 
in Survey 
Number of 
Headstones 
Suitable for 
Analysis 
Earliest Dateable 
Headstone and Latest 
Dateable Headstone 
Old Smithville 
Burying Ground 
1011 703 1804-2014 
Cherry Hill 
Cemetery 
301 261 1801-2011 
St. Peter’s Episcopal 
Church Cemetery 
280 277 1763-1971 
Durham Hebrew 
Cemetery 
381 356 1888-2011 
 
 Table 1: Graves and Headstones by Cemetery. Headstones were not suitable for analysis if they 
were undateable or illegible. 
 
Fieldwork and Data Collection 
 
 Due to constraints on time and resources, data collection was carried out in both the field 
and through the utilization of online databases. In the Cherry Hill Cemetery, data collection was 
carried out in the field systematically and began with assigning each headstone a grave number. 
Because of the size of the cemetery, only a sample of the headstones could be recorded due to 
constraints on time and resources. Cherry Hill is divided into numerous plots, which were 
randomly selected and recorded to ensure a representative sample. The entirety of the African-
American section was surveyed, which accounted for 48 of the headstones in the sample. In total, 
283 headstones were included in the sample of the Cherry Hill Cemetery. A recording form 
(Figure 6) was completed for each headstone included in the sample. Numerous gravemarker 
attributes were recorded on each data sheet, including headstone form (e.g., tablet, obelisk, etc.), 
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dimensions of headstone size, headstone material, type of inscription, iconography, and 
additional grave items.  
 To determine the form of the headstone, various sources were utilized as references. 
Some examples of various headstone forms are depicted in Figures 7-10. These include the 
“Quick Field Guide to Monument Types,” published by the Chicora Foundation (1999); Coleen 
L. Nutty’s “Cemetery Symbolism of Prairie Pioneers: Gravestone Art and Social Change in 
Story County, Iowa” (1984); and a list of monument styles provided by the Endicott Artistic 
Memorial Company, accessed via their website (see References Cited for link to webpage). 
 Personal information about the decedent were recorded as well, such as name of the 
decedent, dates of birth and death, gender, and religious affiliation if applicable. Because 
headstones are usually erected within twelve months of burial, it was assumed for the purposes 
of this study that the date of death reflected the manufacture date of each headstone. Because 
most of this information was gleaned from the available inscriptions, the degree of weathering of 
older headstones made such information illegible on some of the headstones. In such an instance, 
other sources, such as cemetery records or information compiled by genealogical groups, were 
utilized to acquire information, when available. Recording forms also documented spatial 
attributes such as grave type (i.e., individual, double, or group plot), grave orientation, and other 
associated graves. 
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Figure 6: Recording form used for data collection in the field. 
CEMETERY RECORDING FORM
DATE:
RECORDER/S:
SITE/LOCATION:
GRAVE No (or REF No.):DENOMINATION:
SURNAME OR FAMILY NAME:
Individual
Double plot
Group plot
LENGTH WIDTH HEIGHT
Marble
Granite
Cast iron
Timber
Tile
Other:
Slate Sandstone
Concrete/
Cement
GRAVE TYPE:
SIZE OF 
HEADSTONE:
MATERIAL:
MOTIFS:
MASON:
TOWN:
INSCRIPTION (Please record exactly as it reads on stone, ie. line by line and in same spatial order:
FENCE/BORDER:
 BASIC FORM:
Tablet (upright slab)
Horizontal slab
Block
Obelisk/pillar
SPECIFIC SHAPE:
ORIENTATION:
North
Northeast
East
Southeast
South
Southwest
West
Northwest
No
Yes
OTHER
ASSOC
PLOTS?:
Yes
No
INCLUDES
FOOTSTONE:
Statue/sculpture
Number of interments:
Cross
Combination
NONE
Angel
Wreath
Dove
Flowers
Ribbon Foliage
Book
Cross Pillar/urn
Masonic
War service
Other (please list):
Cast iton picket
Timber picket
Brick border
Stone border
Tile border
Other:
FENCE/BORDER
HEIGHT:
LETTERING:
NONE
Engraved Lead Other:
OTHER ITEMS
ASSOCIATED
WITH GRAVE:
NONE
Vase
Personal items
Glass covered
display
Photos
Statues
Tiles
Shells
Plantings
Other:
Engraved &
Painted
Painted
only
Other:
Catholic
Anglican
Presbyt.
Baptist
Methodist
7th Day Ad
Jewish
Other:
Unknown
Name/No:
cm / m cm / m
cm / m
cm / m
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Figure 7: Upright tablet headstone (Chicora Foundation 1999). 
 
Figure 8: Block headstone (Chicora Foundation 1999). 
 
Figure 9: Lawn-level marker (Chicora Foundation 1999). 
 
 
Figure 10: Box tomb (Chicora Foundation 1999).
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 Data from St. Peter’s Cemetery was collected by Dr. Charles Ewen and his students in 
2001. Headstone dimensions had been entered into the database without a standardized unit of 
measurement, so the data were revised and standardized so that measurements were given in 
centimeters. Some headstone entries were missing data regarding headstone material or shape. In 
such instances, headstone photographs were utilized to determine the material and form. 
 Data from the Durham Hebrew Cemetery was derived from the cemetery’s website, 
which contains pictures of each individual headstone, as well as information about the decedent. 
All aspects of headstone morphology, including material and shape, were obtainable from these 
photos, except for headstone size. 
 Similar to the Durham Hebrew Cemetery, data from the Old Smithville Cemetery were 
obtained partially through an online database. Some data were collected in the field, however, 
during June of 2015 with the help of student volunteers from the East Carolina University 
Archaeological Field School. Because of limited time, only a portion of the cemetery could be 
surveyed. In the past, Jim McKee, the Historic Site Manager of Brunswick Town/Fort Anderson 
State Historic Site, had collected headstone data in the cemetery sporadically between 1993 and 
2002. His data were incorporated into this study, and where gaps in his data were present, an 
online database containing photos of each individual headstone was used to supplement missing 
data. 
 
Data Analysis 
 Once data collection was completed, the data were compiled into digital databases in 
Excel. These data were then recoded and transferred to SPSS, in which analysis of various 
headstone attributes was conducted. The most critical attribute to this project was headstone 
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material, but other relevant aspects, including headstone form and iconography, were examined 
as well. Following the precedent established by Dethlefsen and Deetz (1966) and Deetz (1977), 
and subsequently employed in numerous headstone studies (for examples see Bauer et al. 2002, 
Mallios and Caterino 2011), the data collected were used to construct a seriation of stone use 
frequencies by decade. To accomplish this, headstones were classified based on their material, 
and percentages of headstones of each material type were calculated for each decade. Seriation 
analysis was used to examine changes in headstone material, form, size, iconography, and other 
monument attributes as well. Because the manufacture date of headstones is vital to this process, 
only headstones with known dates were included in these analyses. 
 Analyses were initially performed for individual cemeteries, and the results are detailed 
in the following chapter. Data from each cemetery were also combined and examined in total, 
allowing for analysis of headstone patterns on a broader, regional scale. As will be depicted in 
the next chapter, industrialization had a major impact on headstone patterns within North 
Carolina. 
Results and Analysis 
Old Smithville Burying Ground 
 One of the goals of this study was to examine changes in headstone materials over time 
within North Carolina cemeteries. The first cemetery examined was the Old Smithville Burying 
Ground in Southport, North Carolina. Frequencies of headstone material use by decade were 
analyzed (Figure 11), and the transition from marble headstones to granite is apparent. The 
analysis of headstones within this cemetery included only those made of marble and granite; 
however, these are not the only materials found within Old Smithville. Other materials, such as 
limestone and sandstone, were present as well, but they were utilized far less frequently and 
without consistency. Because these materials did not appear commonly within the cemetery, they 
were excluded from the analysis of headstone materials so that the transition from marble to 
granite headstones could be depicted more clearly.  In addition, labels identifying the counts of 
each headstone category are included in order to contextualize the trends observed. 
 During the first half of the 19th-century, marble is quite obviously the predominant 
material used for headstones within the cemetery. Granite headstones begin to appear within the 
cemetery in the 1870s, but make up less than 7% of the markers placed during this decade. The 
frequency of granite headstones increases over the following decades, and they begin to 
outnumber their marble counterparts in the 1920s, accounting for 58.3% of the headstones placed 
during this decade. Between the 1930s and the 1980s, the frequency of granite markers that 
appear in the Old Smithville Burying Ground fluctuates between 75% and 85% of headstones.  
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Figure 11: Stacked bar graph depicting frequencies of headstone material use by decade in the 
Old Smithville Burying Ground. 
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Granite begins to account for 100% of the newly placed headstones in Old Smithville beginning 
in the 1990s. It should be noted, however, that between the 2000s and 2010s, only five burials 
occurred. The Old Smithville Burying ground was almost entirely full at this point, so very few 
new burials were placed. Therefore, the data from these two decades may not be truly reflective 
of actual headstone trends in the area. 
 An examination of frequencies of headstone form by decade (Figure 12) reveals a similar 
pattern. The analysis of headstone form included only upright tablets, blocks, and lawn-level 
markers, as these three forms were the most commonly and consistently used.  
During the period in which marble headstones are pervasive, upright tablets are the most 
common headstone form. But as granite markers begin to appear within the cemetery in the 
1870s, new headstone forms begin to appear as well. Block and lawn-level markers begin to 
increase in popularity concurrently with the transition from marble to granite. Block and lawn-
level markers eventually outnumber upright tablets in the 1930s, accounting for approximately 
60% of newly placed headstones during this decade. These forms continue to increase in 
popularity over the following decades, as upright tablets become increasingly uncommon.  
There is a clear link between headstone material and headstone form. Of the 387 upright tablets 
that appear within the graveyard, 74% are made of marble, while only 22% were made of 
granite. Over 90% of block markers in the Old Smithville Burying Ground were made of granite, 
while less than 10% were made of marble. For lawn-level markers, 92% were made of granite 
and only 8% were made of marble. Therefore, in the Old Smithville Burying Ground, a transition 
occurs between the 1920s and 1930s where upright tablets made of marble become less popular 
than block and lawn-level markers made of granite. 
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Figure 12: Stacked bar graph depicting frequencies of headstone form by decade in the Old 
Smithville Burying Ground. 
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Cherry Hill Cemetery 
 Data collected from the Cherry Hill Cemetery, located in Greenville, North Carolina, 
depict similar trends in headstone morphology. Figure 13 shows frequencies of headstone 
material use by decade within Cherry Hill. Again, this analysis included only headstones made of 
marble and granite were included in this analysis, although headstones made of concrete and 
brownstone did appear within the cemetery. However, the two latter materials appear 
infrequently and inconsistently, so they were excluded from analysis. 
 Similarly to Old Smithville, headstones in the Cherry Hill cemetery were predominantly 
marble throughout the 1800s. Granite headstones first appeared in the 1890s, and began 
outnumbering their marble counterparts in the 1920s. Marble headstones briefly outnumbered 
granite markers in the 1940s, but granite quickly became the primary headstone material again in 
the 1950s and has continually outnumbered marble markers in every decade since. There was 
only a single burial in this sample that occurred during the 2010s, however, so the data from this 
decade is not truly representative of headstone trends within Cherry Hill.  Examination of 
headstone form by decade (Figure 14) in the Cherry Hill Cemetery again revealed a similar 
pattern. Throughout the 19th-century, upright tablets dominate the cemetery landscape of Cherry 
Hill. In the 1900s, the first block markers appear in the Cherry Hill cemetery, and by 1930, they 
outnumber upright tablets. Similarly to the pattern identified between marble and granite 
markers, upright tablets briefly outnumber block markers in the 1940s, but block markers 
quickly regain their dominance over upright tablets in the 1950s and were the most frequently 
used style of marker in the following decades.  
Of the 83 upright tablets included within the sample of Cherry Hill, 70% were made of 
marble while only 23% were made of granite. On the other hand, 79% of block markers were 
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made of granite, while marble accounted for 19% of blocks. In the Cherry Hill cemetery, there is 
a clear decline in marble and upright tablets concurrent with an increase in granite and block 
markers. 
 Examination of headstone form by decade (Figure 14) in the Cherry Hill Cemetery again 
revealed a similar pattern. Throughout the 19th-century, upright tablets dominate the cemetery 
landscape of Cherry Hill. In the 1900s, the first block markers appear in the Cherry Hill 
cemetery, and by 1930, they outnumber upright tablets. Similarly to the pattern identified 
between marble and granite markers, upright tablets briefly outnumber block markers in the 
1940s, but block markers quickly regain their dominance over upright tablets in the 1950s and 
were the most frequently used style of marker in the following decades.  
Of the 83 upright tablets included within the sample of Cherry Hill, 70% were made of 
marble while only 23% were made of granite. On the other hand, 79% of block markers were 
made of granite, while marble accounted for 19% of blocks. In the Cherry Hill cemetery, there is 
a clear decline in marble and upright tablets concurrent with an increase in granite and block 
markers. 
 Examination of headstone form by decade (Figure 14) in the Cherry Hill Cemetery again 
revealed a similar pattern. Throughout the 19th-century, upright tablets dominate the cemetery 
landscape of Cherry Hill. In the 1900s, the first block markers appear in the Cherry Hill 
cemetery, and by 1930, they outnumber upright tablets. Similarly to the pattern identified 
between marble and granite markers, upright tablets briefly outnumber block markers in the 
1940s, but block markers quickly regain their dominance over upright tablets in the 1950s and 
were the most frequently used style of marker in the following decades.  
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Of the 83 upright tablets included within the sample of Cherry Hill, 70% were made of 
marble while only 23% were made of granite. On the other hand, 79% of block markers were 
made of granite, while marble accounted for 19% of blocks. In the Cherry Hill cemetery, there is 
a clear decline in marble and upright tablets concurrent with an increase in granite and block 
markers. 
 Examination of headstone form by decade (Figure 14) in the Cherry Hill Cemetery again 
revealed a similar pattern. Throughout the 19th-century, upright tablets dominate the cemetery 
landscape of Cherry Hill. In the 1900s, the first block markers appear in the Cherry Hill 
cemetery, and by 1930, they outnumber upright tablets. Similarly to the pattern identified 
between marble and granite markers, upright tablets briefly outnumber block markers in the 
1940s, but block markers quickly regain their dominance over upright tablets in the 1950s and 
were the most frequently used style of marker in the following decades.  
Of the 83 upright tablets included within the sample of Cherry Hill, 70% were made of 
marble while only 23% were made of granite. On the other hand, 79% of block markers were 
made of granite, while marble accounted for 19% of blocks. In the Cherry Hill cemetery, there is 
a clear decline in marble and upright tablets concurrent with an increase in granite and block 
markers. 
 Examination of headstone form by decade (Figure 14) in the Cherry Hill Cemetery again 
revealed a similar pattern. Throughout the 19th-century, upright tablets dominate the cemetery 
landscape of Cherry Hill. In the 1900s, the first block markers appear in the Cherry Hill 
cemetery, and by 1930, they outnumber upright tablets. Similarly to the pattern identified 
between marble and granite markers, upright tablets briefly outnumber block markers in the 
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1940s, but block markers quickly regain their dominance over upright tablets in the 1950s and 
were the most frequently used style of marker in the following decades.  
Of the 83 upright tablets included within the sample of Cherry Hill, 70% were made of 
marble while only 23% were made of granite. On the other hand, 79% of block markers were 
made of granite, while marble accounted for 19% of blocks. In the Cherry Hill cemetery, there is 
a clear decline in marble and upright tablets concurrent with an increase in granite and block 
markers. 
 Examination of headstone form by decade (Figure 14) in the Cherry Hill Cemetery again 
revealed a similar pattern. Throughout the 19th-century, upright tablets dominate the cemetery 
landscape of Cherry Hill. In the 1900s, the first block markers appear in the Cherry Hill 
cemetery, and by 1930, they outnumber upright tablets. Similarly to the pattern identified 
between marble and granite markers, upright tablets briefly outnumber block markers in the 
1940s, but block markers quickly regain their dominance over upright tablets in the 1950s and 
were the most frequently used style of marker in the following decades.  
Of the 83 upright tablets included within the sample of Cherry Hill, 70% were made of 
marble while only 23% were made of granite. On the other hand, 79% of block markers were 
made of granite, while marble accounted for 19% of blocks. In the Cherry Hill cemetery, there is 
a clear decline in marble and upright tablets concurrent with an increase in granite and block 
markers. 
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Figure 13: Stacked bar graph depicting frequencies of headstone material use by decade in the 
Cherry Hill Cemetery. 
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St. Peter’s Cemetery 	
 St. Peter’s cemetery contains 277 headstones, dating from 1763 to 1971. Looking at stone 
use patterns temporally (Figure 15) within the churchyard shows that the earliest material used 
within the cemetery was marble. Slate was first introduced into the cemetery in the 1770s, and 
was used exclusively into the 1780s. Marble headstones began to outnumber slate headstones in 
the 1790s, and box tombs made of brick were often capped with marble slabs rather than slate. 
Marble became the predominant material throughout the 1800s, although a few granite 
headstones appear during this century, as well. It is possible that these granite headstones were 
placed later than the initial burials, however, this cannot be said with certainty. Only one 
headstone was placed in 1890, and this headstone was made of granite. 
 Some distinct trends related to headstone form (Figure 16) were also found within the St. 
Peter’s cemetery. The earliest grave markers were box tombs, and this style was used into the 
1860s. Obelisks and block markers featured infrequently within the St. Peter’s cemetery, 
appearing in the mid-19th century. The most apparent pattern is the dominance of upright tablets 
within the cemetery, beginning in the 1780s.  
 Of the 266 total headstones within St. Peter’s Cemetery, 88% were made of marble. 
Marble accounted for 93% of upright tablets, 55% of block markers, 88% of obelisks/pillars, and 
61% of box tombs. Granite, on the other hand, was used far less frequently, accounting for a 
mere 3% of the total headstones within the churchyard. Marble was by far the most used material 
for headstones within this cemetery, and, similar to the previously discussed cemeteries, the 
majority of these marble headstones were upright tablets. 
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Figure 14: Stacked bar graph depicting frequencies of headstone form by decade in the Cherry 
Hill Cemetery. 
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Figure 15: Stacked bar graph depicting frequencies of headstone material use by decade in St. 
Peter’s Cemetery. 
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Durham Hebrew Cemetery  
 The Durham Hebrew Cemetery, located in Durham, North Carolina, is the youngest of 
the four cemeteries being examined, having been established in the 1880s. Examination of the 
headstone material by decade (Figure 17) again showed the transition from marble to granite 
markers. In the last two decades of the 19th-century, marble was the only material that is used for 
headstones. Granite was introduced within the cemetery in the first decade of the 1900s, but 
disappeared in the following decade. During the 1920s, granite accounted for approximately 36% 
of newly placed headstones. Granite markers began to outnumber those manufactured from 
marble. In the following decades, marble tombstones decrease in frequency, and are eventually 
phased out entirely by the 1990s.  
 In the previously discussed cemeteries, a transition in headstone form occurred 
concurrently with the transition from marble to granite headstones. However, this does not occur 
within the Durham Hebrew Cemetery. An examination of headstone form by decade within the 
cemetery (Figure 18) shows that upright tablets are the predominant headstone form throughout 
the cemetery’s history. Box tombs were fairly common in the early decades of the cemetery’s 
use, but are phased out by the 1950s. The only block marker within the cemetery was placed in 
the 1950s, while only four lawn-level markers were placed: three in the 1980s, and one in the 
2000s. While the transition from marble to granite occurs within the Durham Hebrew Cemetery, 
there is clearly an adherence to the traditional headstone form that is used within the burial 
grounds: the upright tablet.  
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Figure 16: Stacked bar graph depicting frequencies of headstone form by decade in the St. 
Peter’s Cemetery. 
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Figure 17: Stacked bar graph depicting frequencies of headstone material use by decade in 
Durham Hebrew Cemetery. 
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 Whereas Old Smithville and Cherry Hill are larger, public cemeteries owned by the cities 
of Southport and Greenville respectively, the Durham Hebrew Cemetery is smaller and privately 
owned by the Beth El Synagogue of Durham. Because the Durham Hebrew Cemetery belongs to 
a small, tight-knit community, it makes sense that the congregation members would be more 
inclined to adhere to traditional headstone styles within their cemetery, as is common among 
Jewish cemeteries (Lamm 1969:189). On the other hand, Cherry Hill and Old Smithville, being 
larger cemeteries that cater to more diverse populations, lack a shared ethnic identity. Because of 
this, it is possible that there is a tendency within these cemeteries to follow the more popular, 
temporal trends in headstone style rather than the traditional styles of the community. 
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Figure 18: Stacked bar graph depicting frequencies of headstone form by decade in the Durham 
Hebrew Cemetery. 
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Combined Cemetery Data 
 In order to examine headstone trends on a regional scale, data collected from the 
individual cemeteries were compiled together and analyzed collectively. Figure 19 depicts 
frequencies of headstone material use by decade. As expected, the earliest materials used are 
marble and slate, although by the 1790s, marble is by far the predominant source for headstones. 
Granite appears as early as the 1840s, although these likely represent replacement stones for 
markers that have broken. The beginning of the 20th-century saw a dramatic increase in the 
frequency of granite headstones that were placed in North Carolina cemeteries, and by the 1930s, 
granite began to outnumber marble headstones. The frequency of granite markers increases over 
the following decades, and granite was used exclusively in the 2010s. 
 Figure 20 depicts trends associated with headstone form frequencies by decade. The 
earliest grave markers used were box tombs. Upright tablets were introduced in the 1780s, and 
were the most common headstone form used throughout the 19th-century, as expected. When 
examining the Old Smithville and Cherry Hill cemeteries individually, there was a clear 
transition from upright tablets to block and lawn-level markers. Durham Hebrew Cemetery, on 
the other hand, did not experience this transition, and instead adhered to the traditional upright 
tablet form even though granite became the more popular headstone material. When examining 
the data from these cemeteries collectively, however, there is greater heterogeneity among 
headstone forms after the transition to granite.  
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Figure 19: Stacked bar graph depicting frequencies of headstone material use by decade among 
all four cemeteries. 
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Figure 20: Stacked bar graph depicting frequencies of headstone form by decade among all four 
cemeteries. 
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 As can be seen, as stonecutting technology advanced and railroad networks expanded 
throughout the South, North Carolina headstones changed in both material and style. Because of 
marble’s physical properties, it became less desirable as a headstone material than granite. With 
the introduction of this new material, new headstone forms, such as block and lawn-level 
markers, became increasingly popular. The cemetery landscape became less dominated by 
marble upright tablets, and experienced greater heterogeneity in headstone morphology. 
Discussion and Conclusions 
 The headstones examined in this study demonstrate numerous trends related to headstone 
morphology and production. Industrialization revolutionized the manufacturing process of 
headstones and markers, in turn altering the cemetery landscape of North Carolina, and the 
United States as a whole.  
As was seen in the headstones dating to the 1700s and early 1800s (see Figure 19), early 
headstone materials included slate and marble. Slate’s initial use was likely due to its 
availability, occurring commonly in the Carolina Slate Belt of the eastern Piedmont (Little 
1998:78). However, marble would eventually emerge as the preferred material over slate 
throughout the 1800s because of slate’s geological disposition for flaking (Little 1998:78). In 
addition, the Greek Revival movement of the 19th-century sparked a trend across the United 
States of buildings and monuments constructed from marble (Bauer et al. 2002:92-93).  
With the improvement of North Carolina railroads in the 1850s (Link 2009:142-143), the 
accessibility of marble within the state increased, as well as the number of skilled stonecutters 
(Little 1998:219). Local marble yards started appearing along the newly constructed rail lines, 
allowing headstones to be purchased locally and at reduced prices (Little 1998:180). However, 
locally-owned marble yards were eventually absorbed by larger, commercial companies. 
Because of the rise of these large enterprises that catered to broader regional markets, local 
artisans began to vanish, and mass-produced, mail-order headstones became the norm (Little 
1998:230). These factors contributed to the continued dominance of marble headstones in the 
1800s observed in the archaeological data (see Figure 19). 
However, the invention of new stonecutting technology, which originated in the 
Northeast (Wood 2006:39), would eventually bring the demise of the marble headstone industry. 
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Because granite is a harder stone than marble (Trinkley 2013:21), it was not commercially viable 
as a headstone material until the the advent of power tools capable of effectively quarrying, 
cutting, and polishing granite. Granite headstones began to first appear in the Northeast around 
the 1880s, where the necessary equipment was first developed and the material was first being 
quarried (Veit and Nonestied 2008:165; Bauer et al. 2002:87, 94; Wood 2006:39). 
The delayed industrialization of the South (Carlton 1990; Cobb 1984; Link 2009) 
contributed to the later appearance of granite headstones in North Carolina. The granite industry 
of the South, in particular, did not develop until the end of the 19th-century due to a lack of 
skilled laborers trained to use stonecutting tools, and limited available markets due to inadequate 
access to railroads for transportation of granite products (Ouzts 2002:589). Additionally, the 
quality of granites native to North Carolina were not suitable for headstone production (Bowles 
1934:124). Therefore, granite would have needed to be imported from other areas, most likely 
Elberton, Georgia (Baugher and Veit 2014:151; Little 1998:231). These factors contributed to 
the transition from marble to granite as the predominant material in North Carolina in the 1930s, 
as seen in Figure 19. This means that North Carolina experienced this transition in headstone 
material much later than the Northeast and California, regions that industrialized much earlier 
than North Carolina.  
 In addition to the transition in material, the Cherry Hill Cemetery and the Old Smithville 
Burying Grounds both displayed concurrent shifts in headstone form, where block and lawn-
level markers started to outnumber upright tablets in the 1930s. The Durham Hebrew Cemetery, 
on the other hand, did not experience any shifts in headstone form that coincided with the shift 
from marble to granite markers. This is because Durham Hebrew Cemetery belongs to a smaller 
community with a strong, shared religious and ethnic identity, while Old Smithville and Cherry 
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Hill are public cemeteries that cater to a more ethnically and religiously diverse population. 
Jewish cemeteries, in particular, prioritize the maintenance of traditional headstone styles within 
their burying grounds (Lamm 1969:189). Furthermore, the Beth El Synagogue Congregation can 
directly trace its historical roots to the establishment of the Durham Hebrew Cemetery, making it 
an important site to the community’s identity and history. This strongly shared identity among 
the congregants of the Beth El Synagogue is reflected in their cemetery by their adherence to the 
traditional upright tablet style that appears within the burial grounds throughout its history. 
While the transition from marble to granite may be seen as a divergence from this tradition, it 
more accurately reflects a desire to establish longer-lasting memorials for the deceased (Lamm 
1969:188). 
 In Cherry Hill and Old Smithville, the shift from upright tablets to block and lawn-level 
markers shows that these communities had less of a connection to the earlier burials within the 
cemeteries, and that maintaining a group identity linked to the past was less of a concern. 
Instead, the headstones within these cemeteries are more reflective of the popular styles of the 
time. 
 Although this study is revealing, further research is necessary to refine the results that 
were observed, and to answer further questions about the relationship between headstone 
production and the memorialization of identity in North Carolina cemeteries. Because of time 
constraints, data collection and analysis of headstone size was not feasible. However, as 
tombstone manufacturing became increasingly mass-produced, it is likely that headstone sizes 
became more standardized. In a previous study of a Jewish cemetery in Gainesville, Florida 
(Goldstone 2014), I noticed that size disparities between the headstones of men and women 
decreased with the introduction of granite markers, and eventually this disparity became virtually 
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non-existent. It is possible that a similar pattern exists in North Carolina cemeteries; however, 
more data needs to be collected in order to test this hypothesis.  
 In addition, the majority of the data collected for this study came from cemeteries in the 
Coastal Plains region of North Carolina. In order to create a more accurate picture of headstone 
patterns in the state, future research should focus on data from the Piedmont and Mountains 
regions. Because these regions industrialized at different times and to varying degrees, there may 
be slight regional variation in tombstone patterns. 
 Another future avenue of inquiry is the relationship between the new manufacturing 
methods of headstones and iconography. As new methods for engraving headstones, such as 
sandblasting, became more common, it may be possible that iconographic images became more 
diverse and abundant. The collection of more data may make such trends recognizable in the 
future. 
 The data in this study also suggested that trends associated with headstone form vary 
between the cemeteries of different ethnic and religious groups. Future research focusing on the 
cemeteries of specific ethnic and religious groups would be able to test this model, and further 
examine the factors related to potential variation. 
 Overall, the changes in headstone production caused by industrialization directly 
influenced the shift to granite as the predominant headstone material during the 20th-century and 
into the present. Because of granite’s hardness and durability, it is a more desirable resource for 
headstones, allowing for monuments and memorials of the deceased to become more permanent. 
Another result of the shift in monument production was increased heterogeneity in headstone 
style. As headstones became increasingly mass-produced, the popularity of block and lawn-level 
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markers increased, changing the cemeteries of North Carolina from a sea of marble tablets to a 
more diverse and permanent landscape of memorialization.  
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Appendix A: Old Smithville Burying Ground Data 
Grave 
No. Last Name First Name Gender 
Year 
of 
Birth 
Year 
of 
Death 
Basic 
Form Material Misc. 
1 Bellamy Rufus Elles Male 1895 1898 tablet limestone   
2 Bellamy Ida Leola Female 1868 1898 tablet limestone   
3 Woodlock 
Esther 
Sarah Female 1873 1876 tablet limestone   
4 Woodlock 
Emma 
Josephine Female 1871 1876 tablet limestone   
5 Woodlock John Male N/A 1876 tablet limestone   
6 Woodlock  Marion Female 1866 1876 tablet limestone   
7 Kopp 
Albert 
Henry Male 1869 1905 tablet marble   
8 Walder Claude Male 1875 1877 tablet limestone   
9 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 
grave 
depression n/a no marker 
10 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a monument n/a 
probably a 
family 
marker; 
data sheet 
incomplete 
and some 
info 
crossed 
out 
11 Adams 
David 
Columbus Male 1914 1989 slant granite 
incomplete 
data 
sheet; 
check 
data that 
we 
collected 
12 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 
data 
sheet 
missing 
13 Tharp   Male 1877 1880 tablet n/a   
14 Tharp Samuel A. Male 1848 1905 tablet marble 
check 
data that 
we 
collected 
15 Davis Irene M. Female 1888 1957 slant granite 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #16 
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16 Davis J. "Ike" Male 1881 1966 slant granite 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #15 
17 Davis 
Katherine 
Legg Female 1847 1909 slant granite 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #18 
18 Davis Isaac S. Male 1846 1932 slant granite 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #17 
19 Dosher Sadie Female 1882 1910 obelisk marble   
19a Dowling 
Donna 
Marie Female 1954 1954 tablet marble 
unclear as 
to why this 
is 
numbered 
19a 
instead of 
20 
20 Windsor Sarah A. Female 1849 1924 tablet marble 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #21 
21 Windsor Nathan Male 1849 1919 tablet marble 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #20 
22 Smith 
Fannie 
McKeithan Female 1840 1909 cross marble   
23 Smith Cornelius G. Male 1838 1898 cross marble   
24 Smith J.G. Baker Male 1842 1842 tablet marble   
25 Smith Ann Female 1815 1878 tablet granite   
26 Ruark Cronly G. Male 1888 1954 tablet granite 
shared 
headstone 
w/#27 
27 Ruark Eva A. Female 1889 1984 tablet granite 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #26 
28 Ruark 
Beulah 
Stiffler Female 1897 1985 slant marble 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #29 
29 Ruark 
Bryant 
Whitfield Male 1892 1986 slant marble 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #28 
30 Ruark Grace P. Female 1903 1980 slant granite   
31 Ruark Joseph W. Male 1885 1950 slant granite   
32 Ruark Marjorie Female 1898 1899 tablet marble   
33 Ruark James Male 1881 1881 tablet marble   
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34 Ruark Agnes K. Female 1882 1883 tablet marble   
35 Ruark Sallie P. Female 1896 1897 tablet marble   
36 Ruark Edith Female 1884 1884 tablet marble   
37 Stone Infant Son Male N/A n/a tablet marble   
38 Stone Zillah Female 1908 1909 tablet marble   
39 Ruark Sallie Female 1911 1912 
tablet, 
scroll 
shaped marble   
40 Ruark Alice D. Female 1900 1901 tablet marble   
41 St. George R. C. Male 1892 1948 
flat lawn 
level granite   
42 St. George Mary Ruark Female 1893 1960 
flat lawn 
level granite   
43 Stone 
Hattie 
Ruark Female 1876 1966 
flat lawn 
level granite   
44 Stone J. H. Male 1872 1950 
flat lawn 
level granite   
45 Ruark James B. Male 1857 1934 
flat lawn 
level granite   
46 Ruark Sarah P. Female 1857 1939 
flat lawn 
level granite   
47 Woodside Annie May Female 1892 1981 tablet granite   
48 Clemmons 
Elizabeth 
Woodside Female 1841 1914 tablet marble   
49a Woodside John W. Male 1821 1884 tablet marble 
old 
headstone, 
now laying 
on ground 
over grave 
49b Woodside John W. Male 1821 1884 tablet granite 
new 
headstone, 
now 
standing 
upright at 
head of 
grave 
50 Berg 
Mary 
Woodside Female 1869 1946 tablet granite   
51 Woodside 
Capt. John 
W. Male 1858 1895 tablet granite   
52 Berg Jens Male 1868 1942 tablet granite   
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53a Woodside Mary Lizzie Female 1890 1894 tablet marble 
old 
headstone, 
now laying 
on ground 
over grave 
53b Woodside Mary lizzie Female 1890 1894 tablet   
new 
headstone, 
now 
standing 
upright at 
head of 
grave 
54 Baum S. Helen Male 1909 1912 tablet marble   
55 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 
grave 
depression n/a 
unmarked 
grave 
56 Clemmons Ellen Female 1844 1880 tablet marble   
57 Clemmons J. H. Male 1831 1914 tablet marble   
58 Phelps Miss May Female N/A 1970 block granite   
59 Buttler Anna Female 1877 1956 block granite   
60 Thompson James W. Male 1875 1942 block granite   
61 Thompson Walter Male 1877 1878 tablet marble   
62 Thompson Evelyn Female N/A n/a block marble   
63 Thompson 
Thomas 
Mann Male 1831 1907 block granite   
64 Thompson Mary Eliza Female 1839 1881 block granite   
65 Thompson Thomas Male 1859 1863 tablet marble   
66 Thompson 
Sarah 
Amelia Female 1848 1913 block granite   
67 Thompson 
Maryon 
Medway Female N/A n/a 
tablet w/ 
bedstead marble   
68 Thompson 
Harry 
Kidder Male N/A n/a tablet marble 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #70 
69 Thompson 
Emma 
Carroll Female N/A n/a 
tablet w/ 
bedstead marble   
70 Thompson 
Harry 
Phelps Male N/A n/a tablet marble 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #68 
71 Harper John Male 1879 1937 block granite   
72                 
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73 Fisher 
Charles 
Henry Male 1847 1910 slant granite 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #74 
74 Fisher 
Rebecca 
Lydia 
Thompson Female 1857 1918 slant granite 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #73 
75 Rieger 
Augustine 
W. Male 1848 1903 
square w/ 
slanted 
roof granite 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #76 
76 Rieger 
Sarah 
Thompson Female 1855 1937 
square w/ 
slanted 
roof granite 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #75 
77 Rieger 
Florence 
Medway Female 1882 1977 block granite   
78 
unmarked 
grave               
79 
unmarked 
grave               
80 plain marker               
81 plain marker               
82 Sellers 
Susan 
Furpless Female 1846 1911 
flat lawn 
level granite   
83 Legg J.N. Male 1821 1896 
flat lawn 
level granite   
84 Legg Susan Female 1823 1889 
flat lawn 
level granite   
85 Windsor Millard Male 1878 1940 slant granite   
86 Newton Clyde Male 1884 1964 
flat lawn 
level granite   
87 Newton Mary H. Female 1884 1927 
flat lawn 
level granite   
88 Newton Caroline Female 1922 1923 
flat lawn 
level granite   
89 Daniel Roy C. Male 1900 1953 
flat lawn 
level granite   
90 Daniel J.N. Male 1865 1936 block granite   
91 Daniel Ida Robbins Female 1865 1952 block granite   
92 Daniel 
Joseph N., 
Jr. Male 1894 1905 
tablet, 
scroll 
shaped marble   
93 Holden  Clarence Male 1873 1946 tablet granite 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #94 
94 Holden  Addie Lewis Female 1886 1966 tablet granite 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #93 
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95 Holden  Alma Female 1905 1910 tablet granite   
96 Lewis Penelope J. Female 1854 1934 
flat lawn 
level granite   
97 Johnson Olivia Female 1883 1905 tablet marble   
98 Lewis Jacob A. Male 1856 1935 
flat lawn 
level granite   
99 McKeithan Helen Female 1907 1955 tablet granite   
100 McKeithan 
Pauline 
Hughes Female 1882 1956 tablet granite   
101 McKeithan 
Christopher 
C. Male 1871 1926 tablet granite   
102 McKeithan 
Infant 
Daughter Female 1906 1906 tablet granite   
103 Watts 
George 
Walker Male 1888 1889 tablet marble   
104 Watts Taus ? 1884 1889 tablet marble   
105 Watts Harriet E. Female 1828 1890 tablet marble   
106 Watts S.W. Male 1826 1881 tablet marble   
107 plain marker               
108 plain marker               
109 plain marker               
110 unknown               
111 Dosher William J. Male 1863 1933 tablet granite 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #112 
112 Dosher Margaret A. Female 1861 1945 tablet granite 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #111 
113 Dosher Capt. Jesse Male 1901 1975 
flat lawn 
level granite   
114 Drew Rebecca Female 1810 1890 tablet marble   
115 Drew Thomas G. Male 1810 1886 tablet marble   
116 Drew Alfred G. Male 1859 1882 n/a n/a 
no picture 
available 
117 Raby Jane Martini Female 1915 1987 block granite   
118 Snell Nellie M. Female 1880 1881 tablet marble   
119 plain marker               
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120 Allen 
Capt. 
Joseph Male 1811 n/a tablet marble   
121 Platt Henry L. Male 1844 1891 tablet marble   
122 Platt Thomas W. Male 1879 1882 tablet marble   
123 
unmarked 
grave               
124 plain marker               
125 plain marker               
126 Ferguson William R. Male 1847 1925 tablet marble   
127 Ferguson Annie K. Female 1857 1933 tablet marble   
128 Wescott John S. Male 1856 1886 tablet marble   
129 Morse M. Virginia Female 1832 1903 slant granite 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #130 
130 Morse 
Christopher 
C. Male 1820 1903 slant granite 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #129 
131 Morse Ada F. Female 1875 1955 tablet granite 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #132 
132 Morse Robert B. Male 1868 1937 tablet granite 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #131 
133 Winslow 
Virginia 
Morse Female 1911 1978 block granite   
134 unknown Ada             
135 unknown Albert             
136 unknown Russel             
137 Ruark 
Catherine 
Jane Dosher Female 1861 1917 
flat lawn 
level granite   
138 Ruark 
William 
Wade Male 1854 1941 
flat lawn 
level granite   
139 Ruark Julia Dosher Female 1859 1879 
flat lawn 
level granite   
140 Spencer Eliza C. Female 1863 1893 obelisk marble   
141 Spencer Elmer Male 1891 1892     
no picture 
available 
142 Spencer Infant   1887 1887     
no picture 
available 
143 Larkins 
Dora 
Bellamy Female 1900 1901 
tablet, 
pointed marble   
144 Robbins 
Infant 
Daughter Female 1887 1887 tablet marble   
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145 Robbins 
Annie 
Livingston Female 1881 1882 tablet marble   
146 Robbins 
Robert 
Stringfield Male 1880 1880 tablet marble   
147 Hood Amanda Female 1890 1890 tablet marble   
148 Hood Infant           
no picture 
available 
149 Hood Kate F. Female 1867 1928 block granite   
150 Hood H. Warren Male 1861 1915 block granite   
151 Robbins 
Lina 
Williams Female 1893 1893 tablet marble   
152 Robbins Carolina W. Female 1861 1910 tablet marble   
153 Robbins 
Samuel 
Marion Male 1834 1917 tablet marble   
154 Robbins Eliza Female 1833 1889 tablet marble   
155 Robbins T. Lorena Female 1873 1881 tablet marble   
156 Foley Amanda M. Female 1833 1905 tablet marble   
157 Foley Richard F. Male 1836 1884 tablet marble   
158 Robbins Robert Male 1894 1896 tablet marble   
159 Hood Ruth R. Female 1908 1979 block granite   
160 Hood 
H. Warren, 
Jr. Male 1892 1952 block granite   
161 Newton Annie M. Female 1881 1959 block granite   
162 Newton Weisner Female 1895 1936 tablet granite   
163 Newton 
William 
Julius Male 1852 1921 tablet granite 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #164 
164 Newton Annie M. Female 1857 1937 tablet granite 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #163 
165 Newton Benjamin F. Male 1863 1929 tablet granite   
166 Newton 
Josephine 
Bensel Female 1851 1939 tablet granite 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #167 
167 Newton 
John 
Richard Male 1849 1928 tablet granite 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #166 
168 Wescott Maggie Female 1823 1908 tablet marble   
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169 Newton 
Margaret 
Payton Female 1900 1906 obelisk marble   
170 Newton Daughter           
no picture 
available 
171 Newton W.D. Male 1897 1908 tablet marble   
172 Newton Dallas F. Female 1898 1898 tablet marble   
173 Newton Annie B. Female 1894 1900 block granite 
likely a 
modern 
replaceme
nt 
174 Newton Allie D. Female 1865 1922 block granite   
175 Newton 
Florence 
Eloise Female 1894 1900 tablet marble   
176 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a tablet marble 
probably 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #178 
177 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a tablet marble 
probably 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #177 
178 Newton 
Addie 
Dosher Female 1897 1900 tablet marble   
179 Newton Walker Male 1855 1930 block marble   
180 Newton Annis L. Female 1882 1883 tablet marble   
181 Newton Albert A. Male 1872 1879 tablet marble   
182 Newton Calender Male 1885 1959 block marble   
183 Newton Susan A. Female n/a 1883 tablet marble   
184 Newton 
James 
Stokes Male 1805 1883 tablet marble   
185 Newton Mary Female N/A 1888 tablet marble   
186 Smith Harold B. Male 1891 1965 
block w/ 
bronze 
plaque granite   
187 Smith 
Josephine 
Newton Female 1896 1988 block granite   
188 Newton 
Blanche 
Alva Female 1888 1940 block granite   
189 Newton 
John 
Richard Male 1876 1942 block granite   
190 Newton 
Susan 
Curtis Female 1878 1958 block granite   
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191 Craig 
Mary 
Caldonia Female 1893 1893 
box w/ 
bedstead 
(irregular) marble   
192 Grissom Ann W. Female 1822 1889 tablet marble   
193 Jelks Joseph W. Male 1871 1933     
no picture 
or data 
available 
194 Jelks 
Josie 
Powledge Female 1895 1988     
no picture 
or data 
available 
195 
unmarked 
grave               
196 
unmarked 
grave               
197 Ottaway W.T. Male 1860 1927 tablet marble 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #198 
198 Ottaay Sarah J. Female 1860 1917 tablet marble 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #197 
199 Davis Julius D. Male 1850 1927 
flat lawn 
level granite   
200 Davis 
Mary 
Caldonia 
Swain Female 1850 1931 
flat lawn 
level granite   
201 Davis 
George 
Wilson Male 1870 1871 tablet marble   
202 Davis  
Mary 
Rowena Female 1888 1889 tablet marble   
203 Davis 
Annie 
Pearce Female 1885 1946 tablet granite   
204 Pearce Mary Taylor Female 1858 1939 tablet granite 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #205 
205 Pearce 
James 
Monroe Male 1852 1895 tablet granite 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #204 
206 Willis H. Stuart K. Male 1891 1986 tablet granite 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #207 
207 Willis Jeanette Female 1891 1953 tablet granite 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #206 
208 Pearce Mary J. Female         
no picture 
or data 
available 
209 Pearce Henry Male         
no picture 
or data 
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available 
210 Drew James A. Male 1853 1917 
square w/ 
roof granite 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #211 
211 Daniels 
Pauline 
Hogan Female 1853 1917 
square w/ 
roof granite 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #210 
212 Guthrie 
Catherine 
Davis Female 1852 1920 
flat lawn 
level granite   
213 Vest 
Margaret 
Trunnel Female 1872 1935 
flat lawn 
level granite   
214 Trunnel Albert Male 1871 1909 
flat lawn 
level granite   
215 Thompson Waters Male 1909 1966 
flat lawn 
level 
bronze 
(?)   
216 Thompson Robert L. Male 1877 1968 
flat lawn 
level granite   
217 Thompson 
Mary Stuart 
Newton Female 1880 1953 
flat lawn 
level granite   
218 Hanan Infant Male n/a 1943 
flat lawn 
level marble   
219 Wescott John L. Male 1820 1896     
no picture 
or data 
available 
220 Wescott Lydia Female 1917 1900     
no picture 
or data 
available 
221 Leonard W.L. Male         
no picture 
or data 
available 
222 Leonard T.L. Male         
no picture 
or data 
available 
223 Leonard Alice J. Female 1853 1910 tablet granite   
224 Leonard T.L. Male 1875 1937 block granite   
225 Leonard W.F. Male 1877 1924 block granite   
226 Wescott Daughter Female 1902 1905     
no picture 
or data 
available 
227 Wescott 
Morita 
Worth Female 1887 1888 tablet marble   
228 Newton Gene     1962     
no picture 
or data 
available 
229 Newton Samuel D. Male 1864 1935 
flat lawn 
level granite   
230 Newton Mary H. Female 1874 1935 
flat lawn 
level granite   
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231 Newton Alfred P. Male 1907 1946 
flat lawn 
level granite   
232 Adkins J.N. Male 1827 1884 tablet marble   
233 Adkins 
James 
Brooks Male 1858 1887 tablet marble   
234 Morse Bryan Male 1850 1886 obelisk marble   
235 St. George Marion P. Male 1896 1985 tablet granite   
236 St. George Ada Dosher Female 1867 1929 tablet granite   
237 St. George Thomas Male 1868 1939 block granite   
238 Christofferson Harry S. Male 1891 1894     
no picture 
or data 
available 
239 Tharp Paxton C. Male 1859 1937 tablet granite   
240 Tharp Sarah Female 1858 1940 tablet granite   
241 Tharp Ethleen Female 1892 1893 tablet marble   
242 Tharp 
William 
McClintic Male 1901 1902 tablet marble   
243 Tharp Priscilla Female 1884 1909 tablet marble   
244 Standland Lorenza Male 1884 1886 tablet marble   
245 Standland Elizabeth Female 1852 1935 tablet marble   
246 St. George Alneta Female 1892 1915 tablet marble   
247 Standland Lola May Female 1875 1926 sqaure marble   
248 Yaskell Leonard T. Male 1898 1986 
flat lawn 
level granite   
249 Dosher Infant ? 1896 1896 tablet marble   
250 Dosher Richard Male 1864 1927 block granite   
251 Dosher Sue D. Female 1869 1920 block granite   
252 Dosher Richard Male 1902 1902 tablet marble   
253 Dosher Leslie May Female 1891 1893 tablet marble   
254 Williams Frank H. Male 1877 1910 tablet marble   
255 Williams 
James 
Allison Male 1845 1930     
no picture 
or data 
available 
256 Williams 
Mary 
Elizabeth Female 1850 1917 
flat lawn 
level marble   
257 Kissenger Bertha Lee Female 1884 1906 
flat lawn 
level marble   
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258 Williams Edward Hall Male 1882 1907     
no picture 
or data 
available 
259 Moore John Male 1852 1920 tablet marble   
260 Moore Sophia Female 1827 1887 tablet granite   
261 Moore Virginia C. Female 1845 1906 tablet marble   
262 plain marker               
263 Swan Mable B. Female 1918 1918 
flat lawn 
level granite   
264 Swan Bessie F. Female 1890 1967 
flat lawn 
level granite   
265 Swan Charles N. Male 1873 1964 
flat lawn 
level granite   
266-a Swan Marie Rose Female 1875 1915 
flat lawn 
level granite 
this 
individual 
has two 
headstone
s; this one 
is probably 
placed 
more 
recently 
than the 
marble 
266-b Swan Marie Rose Female 1875 1915 tablet marble 
this 
individual 
has two 
headstone
s; this one 
is probably 
placed 
before the 
granite 
267 Swan 
Ethel 
Theresa Female 1909 1987 
flat lawn 
level granite   
268 (Swan) n/a n/a N/A n/a 
wood 
marker wood   
269 Swan Caroline A. Female 1837 1891 tablet marble   
270 Swan Henry G. Male 1830 1901 tablet marble   
271 unknown               
272 Daniels Joseph Male 1892 1894 
flat lawn 
level granite   
273 Daniels Rebecca G. Female 1863 1889 
flat lawn 
level granite   
274 St. George Donald F. Male 1896 1972 block granite   
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275 St. George 
Florence 
Daniels Female 1869 1931 
flat lawn 
level granite   
276 St. George 
Capt. 
Charles B. Male 1866 1932 block granite   
277 St. George 
Annie 
Louise Female 1892 1978 block granite   
278 Fraser Richard C. Male 1886 1922 tablet marble   
279 Fraser Geneva Female 1889 1923 tablet marble   
280 Harker John Male 1872 1931 tablet granite   
281 Haskett William T. Male 1848 1915 tablet marble   
282 Haskett Carrie Female 1851 1928 tablet marble   
283 Haskett James P. Male 1875 1918 tablet marble   
284 Haskett W. Ben Male 1890 1920 tablet marble   
285 Fraser 
John 
William Male 1913 1913 block granite 
possible 
replaceme
nt marker 
286 Harker Stella G. Female 1880 1919 tablet marble   
287 Haskett Louise Female 1877 1923 tablet marble   
288 Fraser 
Mary 
Elizabeth Female 1921 1921 
flat lawn 
level granite   
289 Swain William Male 1827 1895 tablet marble   
290 Swain Mary Female 1842 1938 tablet marble   
291 plain marker               
292 Furpless Price Male 1869 1959 
flat lawn 
level granite   
293 Furpless Lilly Drew Female 1877 1945 
flat lawn 
level granite   
294 Singletary Georgie E. Female 1877 1953 tablet marble   
295 Singletary Joseph P. Male 1868 1926 tablet marble   
296 Singletary Charlotte Female         
no picture 
or data 
available 
297 Leggett 
Percy 
Ormond, Jr. Male 1916 1977 block 
granite, 
bronze   
298 unknown               
299 Hooker Capt. S. Male n/a 1879 tablet 
sandston
e   
300 Stewart Capt. Wm. Male n/a 1867 tablet 
sandston
e   
301 Carver 
Capt. James 
N., Jr. Male n/a 1885 tablet 
sandston
e   
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302 Lake 
Capt. 
Thomas Male n/a 1907 tablet 
sandston
e   
303 Judge William J. Male 1880 1899 tablet limestone   
304 Curtis 
Sarah 
Twining Female 1836 1875 tablet 
sandston
e   
305 Curtis Sarah C. Female 1852 1881 tablet 
sandston
e   
306 Curtis Nathaniel Male 1786 1870 tablet 
sandston
e   
307 St. George William F. Male 1905 1905 tablet marble   
308 St. George 
Louisa 
Smith 
Dosher Female 1833 1900 tablet marble   
309 St. George 
Charlie 
Hallet Male 1890 1910 tablet marble   
310 Ward Hugh D. Male 1885 1919 tablet marble   
311 St. George Rivers Male 1886 1919 tablet marble   
312 St. George William Male 1855 1924 block marble   
313 St. George Isabel W. Female 1860 1934 block marble   
314 Carr 
Susan 
Dosher Female 1872 1954 block granite   
315 Carr 
Thomas 
Beals Male 1871 1928 block granite   
316 Greer Nancy Female 1843 1902 tablet marble   
317 Tydings Alice Adkins Female 1895 1957 
flat lawn 
level granite   
318 Adkins Bertram B. Male 1889 1912 obelisk granite   
319 Adkins 
Ellen 
Genevieve Female 1888 1888 tablet marble   
320 Keal Audra H. Female 1886 1886 tablet marble 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #321 
321 Keal Lula Female 1878 1879 tablet marble 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #320 
322 Keal Isola W. Female 1881 1897 tablet granite   
323 Keal John W. Male 1882 1904 obelisk marble   
324 Keal John W., Sr. Male 1849 1910 obelisk marble   
325 Keal 
Adeline 
Burris Female 1856 1923 tablet marble   
326 Downing Mary J. Female 1825 1895 tablet marble   
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327 Burriss Mary A. Female 1813 1906 tablet marble   
328 Burriss Mary Jane Female 1833 1903 tablet marble   
329 Burriss 
Joseph 
Newton Male 1827 1901 tablet marble   
330 Burriss Sallie Potter Female 1887 1889 tablet marble   
331 Burriss Philip Male 1892 1892 tablet marble   
332 Burriss 
Jacob 
Dawson Male 1857 1893 tablet marble   
333 Burriss 
Carrie 
Vance Female 1862 1915 tablet marble   
334 Small Fred A. Male 1881 1965 tablet granite 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #335 
335 Small Alice E. Female 1886 1954 tablet granite 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #334 
336 Messick 
Gilbert 
Kendall Male N/A 1940 tablet marble   
337 Messick Mary Parker Female 1890 1941 block granite   
338 Erickson John D. Male 1888 1961 
flat lawn 
level marble   
339 Eriksen 
Esther 
Dosher Female 1893 1990 tablet granite   
340 Branton John Male 1806 1862 tablet marble 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #341 
341 Branton Amelia Female 1800 1862 tablet marble 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #340 
342 Bowers Andrew Male 1822 1886 tablet marble   
343 Bowers Mary Louisa Female 1857 1863 
horizontal 
slab marble   
344 Bowers Dora Female 1859 1865 
horizontal 
slab marble   
345 Sellers Luella A. Female 1871 1873 tablet marble   
346 Hutchinson James E. Male 1877 1917 tablet marble   
347 Dabney 
Emmeline 
Louisa Female 1811 1814 
horizontal 
slab on 
brick 
bedstead marble   
348 King Philip, Jr. Male 1908 1988 
slanted 
block granite   
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348B King Susan Female 1915 1990 slant granite   
349 Richards Lula D. Female 1865 1900 obelisk granite   
350 Oliver Bertha Lay Female 1900 1973 
flat lawn 
level 
granite, 
bronze   
351 Oliver Edward Lee Male 1895 1988 
flat lawn 
level 
granite, 
bronze   
352 Manson David W. Male 1847 1920 tablet marble 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #353 
353 Manson Ida C. Female 1858 1920 tablet marble 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #352 
354 Manson Nellie Female 1877 1883 tablet marble   
355 Potter Wm. Julius Male 1833 1895 tablet marble   
356 Potter Sallie A. Female 1839 1881 tablet marble   
357 Longest 
Annie 
Hatridge B. 
Potter Female 1831 1872 tablet marble   
358 Williams Edgar Male 1820 1863 tablet marble 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #358 
359 Williams Susan Female 1819 1862 tablet marble 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #359 
360 Potter Nathaniel Male 1787 1851 tablet marble   
361 Potter Sarah J. Female 1791 1834 tablet marble   
362 Warren Little Annie Female n/a n/a tablet marble   
363 Warren Elizabeth Female 1827 1900 monument marble   
364 Warren John Male 1812 1877 tablet marble   
365 Warren Jonnie Male         
no picture 
or data 
available 
366 Warren Eddie C. Male 1871 1900 tablet marble   
367 Bensell Joseph W. Male 1824 1872 tablet marble   
368 Staurt Mary E. Female 1795 1884 tablet marble   
369 Stuart Kate Female 1844 1929 tablet marble   
370 Cranmer 
Capt. 
Edward H. Male 1816 1894   ?   
371 Cranmer Allie G. Female 1838 1905 tablet ?   
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372 Swain Margaret J. Female 1848 1903 tablet 
hand with 
pointer 
finger 
pointing 
upward   
373 Blancy Benjamin Male         
no picture 
or data 
available 
374 Galloway Mary C. Female 1846 1879 tablet marble   
375 Boyer 
Rebecca 
Marsh Female         
no picture 
or data 
available 
376 Price Mary A. Female 1821 1880 tablet marble   
377 Garrason Thomas Male 1835 1897 tablet marble   
378 Garrason 
Emma 
Perrin Female 1836 1877 tablet marble   
379 Price Caroline Female 1832 1879 tablet marble   
380 Price John B. Male 1822 1862 tablet marble 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #381 
381 Price Ann Female 1776 1858 tablet marble 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #380 
382 Smith George R. Male 1831 1856 tablet marble 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #383 
383 Smith Amelia G. Female 1831 1856 tablet marble 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #382 
384 Smith Mary Female n/a n/a tablet marble   
385 unknown               
386 Price James Male 1802 1837 tablet marble 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #387 
387 Price Eliza T. Female 1806 1872 tablet marble 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #386 
388 Adkins Minnie Female 1855 1882 tablet marble   
389 Adkins Addie Female 1862 1885 tablet marble   
390 Dosher Richard, Sr. Male 1824 1893 tablet marble   
391 Broom infant           
no picture 
or data 
available 
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392 Lewis  
Elizabeth 
Ann Female 1856 1894 tablet marble   
393 Lewis  William R. Male 1848 1926 tablet marble   
394 Anderson Mary Female         
no picture 
or data 
available 
395 Anderson John Male         
no picture 
or data 
available 
396 McGreary Anna A. Female 1858 1863 tablet marble   
397 McGreary Mary A. Female 1835 1863 tablet marble   
398 Lehew 
Samuel 
Wm. Male 1834 1906 tablet granite 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #399 
399 Lehew 
Emma 
Greer Female 1870 1924 tablet granite 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #398 
400 Lehew Benjamin F. Male 1893 1950 
flat lawn 
level granite   
401 Tobiasen Knud Male 1866 1953 tablet granite 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #402 
402 Tobiasen Inga Female 1864 1940 tablet granite 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #401 
403 Tobiasen T.J. Male 1902 1989 
flat lawn 
level granite   
404 Gause Ephraim D. Male 1825 1887 tablet granite 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #405 
405 Gause Rebecca R. Female 1836 1897 tablet granite 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #404 
406 Gause Lucy Estella Female 1854 1865 tablet marble   
407 Gause Caroline Female 1859 1920 tablet granite   
408 Daniels Edie Gause Female 1867 1936 
flat lawn 
level granite   
409 Gause 
Charles 
Eyden Male 1875 1949 tablet marble   
410 Gause 
Gertrude 
Dosher Female 1869 1951 tablet marble   
411 McNeil 
Gertrude 
Gause Female 1906 1977 tablet granite   
412 McNeil 
James 
Augustine Male 1898 1928 tablet granite   
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413 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a   
414 McRackan William W. Male 1836 1919 tablet marble 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #415 
415 McRackan Sophia A. Female 1841 1888 tablet marble 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #414 
416 Moore W.A. Male 1853 1914 tablet marble 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #417 
417 Moore Sallie R. Female 1860 1936 tablet marble 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #416 
418 Lehew Mary B. Female 1848 1889     
no picture 
or data 
available 
419 Caraway Rebecca Female 1848 1889     
no picture 
or data 
available 
420-a Dosher 
James 
Henry Male 1843 1934 
flat lawn 
level marble   
420-b Dosher 
James 
Henry Male 1843 1934 tablet granite   
421 Dosher Rebecca Female 1848 1916 monument marble   
422 Dosher Charles G. Male 1821 1895 
flat lawn 
level granite   
423 Dosher Susan D. Female 1825 1903 
flat lawn 
level granite   
424 Dosher 
Catherine 
Corlette Female 1887 1976 tablet granite   
425 Dosher 
Lillian 
James Female 1885 1981 tablet granite   
426 Parker 
Annie 
Dosher Female 1867 1948 
flat lawn 
level granite   
427 Parker N.F. Male 1854 1909 
square w/ 
roof granite   
428 Anderson Alfred J. Male 1878 1943 tablet marble   
429 unknown               
430 Lewis Mary W. Female 1865 1953 
flat lawn 
level granite 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #431 
431 Lewis Melvin, Sr. Male 1860 1939 
flat lawn 
level granite 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #430 
432 Northrop Lucy N. Female N/A n/a tablet marble   
433 Northrop Samuel B. Male 1868 1930 
flat lawn 
level granite   
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434 Northrop Lucy B. Female 1869 1947 
flat lawn 
level granite   
435 Hirsch Zerline Female 1854 1855 tablet marble   
436 Matthews Jarrott Male 1812 1898 tablet marble   
437 Scales Peter Male 1817 1842 
horizontal 
slab marble   
438C Giles 
Julian 
Bryson Male 1928 2014 
slanted 
block granite   
438D Giles 
Peggy 
Arnold Female 1930 2003 
slanted 
block granite   
439 Fullwood Ethel A. Female 1883 1970 tablet granite 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #440 
440 Fullwood John W. Male 1879 1919 tablet granite 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #439 
441 Fullwood 
Mary 
Kathryn Female 1914 1939 tablet granite   
442 Fullwood Sarah E. Female 1907 1929 tablet marble   
443 unknown               
444 Blake 
Mary 
Amanda Female 1800 1825 
horizontal 
slab marble   
445 
unmarked 
grave               
446 Hicks David Male 1774 1804     
no picture 
or data 
available 
447 Bensell Caroline Female 1824 1896 tablet marble   
448 Pepper Lille A. Female 1855 1890 tablet marble   
449 Pepper Louis James Male 1850 1919 tablet marble   
450 Bensell Richard T. Male 1853 1914 obelisk marble   
451 Bensell Thomas Male 1829 1881     
no picture 
or data 
available 
452 Lewis Kate Stuart Female 1903 1904 tablet marble   
453 Caison 
John 
Gordon Male 1889 1955 
flat lawn 
level marble   
454 Caison 
Lillian 
Bensell Female 1886 1960 
flat lawn 
level marble   
455 Taylor Richard Male 1795 1851 tablet marble   
456 Taylor Annis Female 1805 1858 tablet marble   
457 Vernon Mabel F. Female 1859 1860     
no picture 
or data 
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available 
458 Taylor Alfred D. Male 1826 1865 tablet marble   
459 Vernon 
Annie 
Margaret Female 1832 1917 tablet marble   
460 Pepper 
Olympus 
Victoria 
Vernon Female 1862 1941 tablet granite   
461 Heckman Jane Female 1827 1851     
no picture 
or data 
available 
462 Cratch Eliza Female   1818     
no picture 
or data 
available 
463 Mellen Albert H. Male 1854 1876 tablet marble   
464 Brown Robert W. Male 1828 1862     
no picture 
or data 
available 
465 Brown 
Caroline 
Maria Female 1833 1862 tablet marble   
466 Brown 
Napoleon 
Bonaparte Male 1824 1856 
horizontal 
slab marble   
467 Brown John Male 1789 1871 
horizontal 
slab marble   
468 Brown 
Rebecca 
Peyton Female 1788 1892 
horizontal 
slab marble   
469 Brown Capt. John Male 1756 1834 
horizontal 
slab marble   
470 Anderson John R. Male n/a 1821 tablet marble   
471 unknown               
472 unknown               
473 Creech 
Charles 
Gilbert Male 1921 1940 tablet granite   
474 Bond Samuel Male 1808 1851 tablet marble   
478 Daniel John C. Male 1859 1860 tablet limestone   
479 Daniel James B. Male 1861 1863 tablet marble   
480 Daniel Susan B. Female 1867 1871 tablet marble   
481 Daniel Enoch B. Male 1831 1880 tablet marble   
482 Daniel Lucy V. Female 1862 1989 tablet marble   
483 Bryant 
Irene 
Woodside Female 1913 1978 
flat lawn 
level granite   
484 Woodside Robert T. Male 1881 1960 
flat lawn 
level granite   
485 Woodside Berta Keal Female 1877 1958 
flat lawn 
level granite   
486 Woodside Son Male 1911 1912     
no picture 
or data 
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available 
487 Lewis 
Virginia C. 
Holden Female 1862 1942 
flat lawn 
level granite   
488 
Lewis Family 
members               
489 Lewis Robert B. Male 1860 1920 
flat lawn 
level granite   
490 unknown               
491 unknown               
492 Scribner Emma E. Female 1871 1912 tablet marble   
493 Weeks Mary Louise Female 1852 1933 tablet granite 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #494 
494 Weeks William Male 1850 1927 tablet granite 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #493 
495 Weeks Waker N. Male 1878 1922 slant granite   
496 unknown               
497 unknown               
498 St. George 
Beulah 
Weeks Female 1882 1973     
no picture 
or data 
available 
499 St. George Richard D. Male 1890 1963 tablet marble   
500 Church James B. Male 1877 1965 slant granite 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #501 
501 Church Laura De. Female 1874 1941 slant granite 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #500 
502 Cottrell 
Leah R. 
Weeks Female 1886 1923 slant granite   
503 Weeks Mary L. Female 1882 1944 slant granite   
504 Price Sarah E. Female 1823 1895 tablet marble   
505 Price 
Capt. 
Samuel B. Male 1811 1897 tablet marble   
506 Price 
Sarah 
Florence Female 1868 1929 tablet marble   
507 Price 
Mary 
Elizabeth Female 1832 1904 tablet marble   
508 Price Mary Jane Female 1806 1855 tablet marble   
509 Price 
Emaline 
Tharp Female 1841 1890 tablet marble   
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510 Swain Eliza Ann Female 1836 1891 tablet marble   
511 Swain Samuel P. Male 1838 1906 tablet marble   
512 Guthrie Eugene D. Male 1875 1903 
monument 
w/ slanted 
roof marble   
513 Guthrie 
Elizabeth 
Lord Female 1854 1901 block granite   
514 Guthrie 
Michael 
Cronly Male 1850 1930 block granite   
515 Smith Cora Arabell Female n/a 1858 tablet marble   
516 Smith Sgt. John Male n/a 1858 tablet marble   
517 Galloway Alfred S. Male 1858 1885 tablet marble   
518 Gilbert Ella J. Female 1856 1937     
no picture 
or data 
available 
519 unknown               
520 Brunson 
Elizabeth 
St. George Female 1900 1988 block granite   
521 Brunson 
Elbert B., 
Sr. Male 1889 1950 
flat lawn 
level granite   
522 St. George 
Nathalia 
Daniel Female 1863 1946 block marble(?)   
523 St. George 
John 
Newton Male 1858 1928 block marble(?)   
524 St. George William T. Male 1887 1901 unknown marble(?)   
525 Tharp 
Wilbur 
Hughes Male 1918 1967     
no picture 
or data 
available 
526 
unmarked 
grave               
527 Kirby 
Robert 
Galloway Male N/A n/a tablet marble   
528 Kirby Sarah P. Female 1840 1911 tablet 
concrete(
?)   
529 Tharp Nancy A. Female 1860 1914 tablet granite   
530 Holden Robert W. Male 1893 1968 tablet granite   
531 Peadrick Alice K. Female 1897 1901 tablet marble   
532 Peadrick 
Virginia 
Pridgen Female 1855 1927 tablet marble   
533 Ewell 
Edwin 
Vance Male 1897 1898     
no picture 
or data 
available 
534 Ewell 
James 
Charlton Male 1899 1900     
no picture 
or data 
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available 
535 Phelps Henry Erl Male 1864 1910 
flat lawn 
level granite   
536 Phelps 
Serelia 
Annie Female 1866 1953 
flat lawn 
level granite   
537 Thweat 
Haddie 
Fulcher Female 1878 1969     
no picture 
or data 
available 
538 Fulcher Philip A. Male 1880 1934 tablet granite   
539 Fulcher Lena D. Female 1886 1929 tablet granite   
540 Fulcher Tucker W. Male 1851 1915 tablet marble 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #541 
541 Fulcher Sallie L. Female 1853 1915 tablet marble 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #540 
542 Bowen A.T. Male 1868 1896 tablet marble   
543 Bowen Louis F. Male 1870 1893 tablet marble   
544 Bowen Thelma Female 1900 1903 tablet marble   
545 Bowen William F. Male 1876 1887 tablet marble   
546 Morgan Gussie Female 1898 1902 tablet marble   
547 Southerland 
Elizabeth 
Hickman Female 1871 1954 slant granite 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #548 
548 Southerland 
Hiram 
Williams Male 1864 1930 slant granite 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #547 
549 Southerland Julie C. Female         
no picture 
or data 
available 
550 Southerland Jerry G. Male 1904 1905 
wooden 
marker wood   
551 Bell J.A. Male 1838 1913     
no picture 
or data 
available 
552 Bell Mary J. Female 1849 1896     
no picture 
or data 
available 
553 Bell George W. Male 1848 1940     
no picture 
or data 
available 
554 Lind Emma B. Female 1879 1968     
no picture 
or data 
available 
555 Lind Alex L. Male 1872 1964     
no picture 
or data 
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available 
556 Cumbee Mary Female 1878 1936 block granite 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #557 
and #558 
557 Cumbee Richmond Male 1907 1986 block   
shared 
headstone 
w/ #556 
and #558 
558 Cumbee Ephraim Male 1878 1954 block granite 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #556 
and #557 
559 Vitou Annie K. Female 1882 1967 
flat lawn 
level granite   
560 Harper 
James 
Thomas Male 1843 1915 tablet marble 
shared 
headstone 
w/#561 
561 Harper Annie S. Female 1844 1913 tablet marble 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #560 
562 Harper Robbie Male 1876 1877 tablet marble   
563 Gamache Mary Female   1822     
no picture 
or data 
available 
564 Thompson 
Cecil 
Arington Male 1881 1934 block granite   
565 Thompson John Jacob Male 1850 1911 block granite   
566 Thompson 
Rebecca 
Walker Female 1848 1924 block granite   
567 Dickson Ann Female   1821 
tablet w/ 
brick 
bedstead marble   
568 unknown               
569 Langdon Richard Male 1793 1847 
horizontal 
slab marble   
570 Langdon Richard, Jr. Male 1825 1926     
no picture 
or data 
available 
571 Cranmer Morris Male 1912 1986 
flat lawn 
level granite   
572 Crapon Catherine Female 1795 1872 tablet marble   
573 Crapon Mary Female n/a n/a tablet marble 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #574 
and #575 
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574 Crapon Carrie Female n/a n/a tablet marble 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #573 
and #575 
575 Crapon Eva Female n/a n/a tablet marble 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #573 
and #574 
576 Dudley Ann Female 1783 1852 crypt marble   
577 Guthrie A.M. Male 1821 1870 tablet marble   
578 Guthrie Sarah A. Female 1828 1887 tablet marble   
579 Pinner Anna C. Female         
no picture 
or data 
available 
580 Willetts V.D. Male         
no picture 
or data 
available 
581 McCowen 
Rosemary 
W. Female 1948 1987     
no picture 
or data 
available 
582 unknown               
583 Guthrie Eliza B. Female 1855 1903 tablet marble   
584 Guthrie Amelia Ann Female 1820 1909 tablet marble   
585 Guthrie James W. Male 1819 1872 tablet marble   
586 Mansley 
Francis 
Guthrie Female 1852 1932 tablet marble   
587 Price Elizabeth A. Female 1867 1954 tablet granite 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #588 
588 Price 
Capt. Jesse 
D. Male 1867 1948 tablet granite 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #587 
589 Price Carey L. Female 1892 1893 tablet marble   
590 Price Infant           
no picture 
or data 
available 
591 Cooker Ida Girtrude Female 1833 1909 
flat lawn 
level marble   
592 Cooker John Alonza Male 1840 1908 
flat lawn 
level marble   
593 Long Henry Male         
no picture 
or data 
available 
594 unknown               
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595 Potter Rebecca Female         
no picture 
or data 
available 
596 Carrick Andrew Male n/a 1804 tablet marble   
597 Russ Simphronius Male 1765 1816 tablet limestone   
598 Eagles Olivia Cox Female 1821 1840 tablet marble   
599 Winder Thomas Cox Male 1835 1837 tablet marble   
600 Cox Peggy Female 1765 1823 tablet marble   
601 Eagles 
Mary Louisa 
Cox Female 1820 1822 tablet marble   
602 Morse Joseph C. Male 1880 1914 tablet granite 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #603 
603 Williams Lillie M. Female 1877 1959 tablet granite 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #604 
604 Grissom Cassandra Female 1846 1927 tablet marble   
605 Grissom E.A. Male 1840 1908 tablet marble   
606 Potter Mary Susan Female 1869 1913 obelisk marble   
607 Hood Martha R. Female 1839 1908 tablet marble   
608 Ruark Elizabeth Female   1895     
no picture 
or data 
available 
609 Matthews Margaret Female         
no picture 
or data 
available 
610 Matthews B.B. Male         
no picture 
or data 
available 
611 unknown               
612 Smith Thomas Male 1776 1830 tablet marble   
613 Sellers John S. Male 1860 1923 tablet marble 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #614 
614 Sellers Sallie M. Female 1859 1948 tablet marble 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #613 
615 Sellers  Mary Ceicel Female 1887 1888 tablet marble   
616 Sellers Buddie Male 1887 1888 tablet marble   
617 Fountain Eliza King Female 1863 1905 tablet marble   
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618 Fountain Mary A. Female 1839 1893 tablet marble 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #619 
619 Fountain William J. Male 1830 1892 tablet marble 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #618 
620 Sellers Eliza Female 1832 1887 tablet marble   
621 Sellers 
William 
Thomas Male         
no picture 
or data 
available 
622 Sellers Celia Female         
no picture 
or data 
available 
623 Piver Little Mama           
no picture 
or data 
available 
624 Pinner O.C. Male 1886 1911 obelisk marble   
625 Pinner Virginia C. Female 1859 1908 obelisk marble   
626 Unknown Susie Female         
no picture 
or data 
available 
627 Unknown Agnes           
no picture 
or data 
available 
628 Dosher 
Lizzie 
Burnette Female 1875 1890 tablet marble   
629 Dosher Caroline Female 1867 1933 tablet granite   
630 Dosher Mary A. Female 1842 1920 tablet marble   
631 Dosher John Julius Male 1828 1892 tablet marble   
632 Skerritt Joseph Male         
no picture 
or data 
available 
633 Howey 
Mary 
Dickson Female 1849 1933 block granite   
634 Howey 
George 
Parker Male 1863 1929 block granite   
635 Howey 
Harriet 
Legge Female 1873 1943 block granite   
636 Galloway Henry B. Male 1841 1862 tablet marble   
637 Legge Charles H. Male 1833 1896 block granite   
638 Legge 
Eleanor E. 
Galloway Female 1842 1915 block granite   
639 Legge 
Catherine 
Lydia Female 1871 1902 block granite   
640 Legge Mary Barton Female 1833 1919 block granite   
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641 Galloway Samuel N. Male 1802 1854 tablet marble   
642 Smith 
Emma Julia 
Galloway Female 1839 1915 tablet granite   
643 Galloway 
Catherine 
D. Female 1819 1857 tablet marble   
644 Galloway Lewis A. Male 1816 1891 tablet granite   
645 Galloway 
Lawrence 
Augustus Male 1857 1934 tablet marble 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #646 
646 Galloway 
Mamie 
Gause Female 1858 1905 tablet marble 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #645 
647 Watts 
Howard 
Crawford Male 1898 1969 block granite   
648 Watts Crawford W. Male 1866 1929 tablet granite 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #649 
649 Watts Annie W. Female 1873 1938 tablet granite 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #648 
650 unknown               
651 Burriss J.E. Male 1875 1898 obelisk marble   
652 Burriss 
Thomas 
Gray Male 1843 1925 slant granite 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #653 
653 Burriss 
Nany Jane 
Elmore Female 1845 1936 slant granite 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #652 
654 unknown               
655 unknown               
656 Strickland Hector B. Male 1860 1961     
no picture 
or data 
available 
657 Strickland 
Alice 
McDonald Female 1906 1972     
no picture 
or data 
available 
658 Burriss 
Frederick 
Thomas Male 1869 1958 block granite   
659a Butler William G. Male 1869 1947 block marble 
military 
issue 
headstone 
659b Butler William G. Male 1869 1947 slant granite 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #660 
660 Butler Minnie B. Female 1886 1980 slant granite 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #659b 
661 Swain Gertrude B. Female 1881 1933 block granite   
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662 Swain  R. Clyde Male 1880 1952 block granite   
663 Fulcher Ella Female 1888 1889     
no picture 
or data 
available 
664 Fulcher Francis           
no picture 
or data 
available 
665 Fulcher 
Mary 
Varnum Female 1866 1896 block granite   
666 Fulcher David West Male 1859 1938 block granite   
667a Fulcher 
Mary 
Woodside Female 1875 1930 
flat lawn 
level granite   
667b Ford Grace E. Female 1889 1991     
no picture 
or data 
available 
668 Piver Minnie Ida Female 1887 1901 block granite   
669 Piver Lily Drew Female 1904 1909 block granite   
670 Piver George H. Male 1861 1917 
slanted 
block granite 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #671 
671 Piver Minnie K. Female 1869 1949 
slanted 
block granite 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #670 
672 Harris James Clay Male 1904 1976 block granite 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #673 
673 Harris 
Margaret 
Farmer Female 1915 1997 block granite 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #672 
674 Farlow Jesse L. Male 1824 1868 tablet marble 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #675 
675 Farlow Hester A. Female 1827 1900 tablet marble 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #674 
676 Price Mary Farlow Female 1848 1937 tablet marble 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #677 
677 Price John E. Male 1848 1924 tablet marble 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #676 
678 Price John L. Male 1877 1937 tablet marble   
679 Wells 
Wiley 
Gordon Male 1914 1975     
no picture 
or data 
available 
680 Marren Mabel Price Female 1873 1948     
no picture 
or data 
available 
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681a Hartwig 
Geraldine 
Wesley Female 1922 2004     
no picture 
or data 
available 
681b Hartwig 
Harold 
Edward Male 1924 1988     
no picture 
or data 
available 
682 Coleman David Male 1856 1915 
woodmen 
of the 
world 
memorial marble   
683 Stevens 
Charles 
Larmine Male 1857 1937 tablet granite   
684 Stevens 
Alfred 
Enochh Male 1860 1953 tablet granite   
685 Kiddoo 
Raymond 
James Male 1911 1987 
flat lawn 
level bronze   
686 Stevens 
Elizabeth 
Larminie Female 1834 1908 obelisk marble 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #687 
687 Stevens 
Enoch 
Bunker Male 1834 1908 obelisk marble 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #686 
688 Taylor C. Edward Male 1875 1944 block granite   
689 Taylor 
Jessie 
Stevens Female 1879 1961 block granite   
690 Cranmer 
Jeanette 
Stacy Female 1921 1938 
flat lawn 
level granite   
691 Cranmer Kate Stuart Female 1906 1916 
flat lawn 
level granite   
692 Cranmer 
Mary 
Elizabeth Female 1900 1903 
flat lawn 
level granite   
693 unknown               
694 Cranmer 
Blanna 
Matthews Female 1907 1979 
flat lawn 
level granite   
695 Cranmer 
Edward 
Henry Male 1871 1942 tablet granite 
shared 
headstone 
696 Davis Simon S. Male 1840 1911 tablet anchor   
697 Davis Alice Female         
no picture 
or data 
available 
698 Davis Rollins Male 1885 1914 obelisk marble   
699 Arnold Joseph G.           
no picture 
or data 
available 
700 Anrold Elizabeth           
no picture 
or data 
available 
701 Weeks Mary A. Female 1850 1920 obelisk marble   
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702 Weeks John Julius Male 1847 1916 obelisk marble   
703 Weeks 
Carrie D. 
Drew Female 1875 1894 tablet marble   
704 Weeks Annie Dell Female   1906     
no picture 
or data 
available 
705 Weeks 
Angie 
Mazella Female 1883 1917 tablet granite   
706 Weeks 
Viola 
Mazella Female 1899 1899     
no picture 
or data 
available 
707 Davis Ned F. Male   1926     
no picture 
or data 
available 
708 Weeks Irene T. Female 1874 1932 slant granite 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #709 
709 Weeks 
William 
Jesse Male 1871 1930 slant granite 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #708 
710 Guthrie Viola W. Female 1877 1963 tablet granite   
711 Fountain John Baker Male 1868 1943 
block w/ 
urn granite 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #712 
712 Fountain 
Lena 
Elizabeth Female 1870 1920 
block w/ 
urn granite 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #711 
713 Fountain 
Henry 
Greenwood Male   1905     
no picture 
or data 
available 
714 Fountain Eunice Earl Female 1894 1917     
no picture 
or data 
available 
715 Fountain 
William 
Baker Male 1896 1951 
flat lawn 
level granite   
716 Fullwood 
William 
Courtland Male   1917     
no picture 
or data 
available 
717a Farmer Robert G. Male 1886 1918 
flat lawn 
level granite   
717b Farmer Robert G. Male 1886 1918 tablet marble   
718a Farmer A.L. Male 1914 1949 slant granite   
718b Farmer A.L. Male 1914 1949 
flat lawn 
level granite   
719 Farmer Robert G. Male 1912 1919 tablet marble   
720a Cox 
Katie T. 
Piver Female 1894 1983 
flat lawn 
level granite   
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720b Cox 
Katie T. 
Piver Female 1894 1983 block granite 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #721a 
721a Cox Marcellus Male 1890 1954 block granite 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #720b 
721b Cox Marcellus Male 1890 1954 
flat lawn 
level granite   
722 Everitt Marietta G. Female 1821 1856 tablet marble   
723 Baker Julia Female 1825 1868 tablet marble   
724 Baker Carrie Female n/a n/a tablet marble   
725 Everitt Caroline A. Female 1831 1863 tablet marble   
726 Taylor George Male 1816 1853 obelisk marble 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #727 
727 Taylor Emeline Female 1823 1953 obelisk marble 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #726 
728 Everitt Sterling B. Male 1791 1855 obelisk marble 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #729 
729 Everitt Charles E. Male 1819 1852 obelisk marble 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #728 
730 Everitt 
W. 
Randolph Male 1827 1839     
no picture 
or data 
available 
731 Everitt George W. Male n/a 1831 tablet marble 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #732 
732 Everitt George L. Male n/a n/a tablet marble 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #731 
733 Everitt Amelia C. Female 1803 1873 tablet marble   
734 Everitt Unknown           
no picture 
or data 
available 
735 Perry Travis Male 1923 1927 tablet marble   
736 Dosher 
Sarah 
Thomas Female 1821 1859 tablet marble   
737 Dosher Eliza J. Female 1856 1865 tablet marble   
738 Thomas Rebecca Female 1795 1882     
no picture 
or data 
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available 
739 Lehew Eliza Female 1819 1874 tablet marble   
740 Betts 
Edward 
Andrew Male 1858 1961     
no picture 
or data 
available 
741 Dosher William S. Male 1852 1897 slant granite 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #742 
742 Dosher Mary P. Female 1853 1939 slant granite 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #741 
743 McKeithan A. Tilden Male 1876 1935 tablet granite 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #744 
744 McKeithan 
Elizabeth 
Pigott Female 1889 1962 tablet granite 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #743 
745 McKeithan James K. Male 1921 1972     
no picture 
or data 
available 
746a Russ Mary Rees Female 1908 1996 block granite   
746b Russ 
James 
Harold Male 1929       
no picture 
or data 
available 
746c Russ 
William 
Albert Male 1908 1992 block granite   
746d Rees J. Louise Male 1922 1958 tablet marble   
747 Rees 
Rebecca 
Fullwood Female 1884 1968 tablet marble   
748 Watson John Moody Male 1894 1920 tablet marble   
749 Watson Duncan Male 1889 1891 tablet marble   
750 Watson Duncan I. Male 1856 1939 
flat lawn 
level granite   
751 Watson 
Maggie 
Moody Female 1855 1930 
flat lawn 
level granite   
752 Watson Archie C. Male 1893 1964 
flat lawn 
level granite   
753 Watson Louise Female 1885 1948 
flat lawn 
level granite   
754 Newton 
Edward 
Cranmer Male 1890 1968 tablet granite 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #755 
755 Newton 
Ann Lou 
Know Female 1900 1985 tablet granite 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #754 
756 unknown               
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757 Caseletta Antonio Male 1863 1882 tablet marble   
758 McKeithan Philip T. Male 1893 1969     
no picture 
or data 
available 
759 McKeithan Katherine T. Female 1869 1942 tablet granite 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #760 
760 McKeithan John W. Male 1869 1936 tablet granite 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #759 
761 Placey Winnie L. Female         
no picture 
or data 
available 
762 Fullwood Harry C. Male 1868 1892 tablet marble   
763 Fullwood Charles V. Male 1844 1882 tablet marble   
764 Watts Olie Female 1866 1896 tablet marble   
765 Fullwood Charles T. Male 1876 1899 tablet granite   
766 O'Quinn Cora Emma Female 1871 1921 tablet marble   
767 O'Quinn W.C. Male 1866 1919 
woodmen 
of the 
world 
memorial marble   
768 Leggett 
Percy 
Ormond Male 1877 1935 
flat lawn 
level granite   
769 Leggett 
Vienna Mae 
O'Quinn Female 1891 1935 
flat lawn 
level granite   
770 Cox Mary Female 1862 1933 
flat lawn 
level granite   
771 McKeithan Theodore Male 1825 1910 tablet marble 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #772 
772 McKeithan Hannah Female 1831 1914 tablet marble 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #771 
773 Leinart Lella Cox Female 1894 1978     
no picture 
or data 
available 
774 Leinart Wayne C. Male 1889 1959 
flat lawn 
level granite   
775 Hewitt Lettiie M. Female 1875 1962 
flat lawn 
level granite   
776 Hewitt Charles S. Male 1863 1941 
flat lawn 
level granite   
777 Payne Lizzie Female 1882 1898     
no picture 
or data 
available 
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778 Payne Carrie Female 1892 1907     
no picture 
or data 
available 
779 Newton Susan E. Female 1845 1912     
no picture 
or data 
available 
780 Walker George Male n/a n/a 
wooden 
marker wood   
781 Walker Sarah A. Female 1849 1916 obelisk marble   
782 Mayer Annie Ray Female 1872 1905     
no picture 
or data 
available 
783 Davis Katherine Female 1896 1918     
no picture 
or data 
available 
784 Davis Minnie Ray Female 1910 1939     
no picture 
or data 
available 
785 Mayer Aunt Lizzie Female 1854 1932     
no picture 
or data 
available 
786 Davis Minnie B. Female   1946     
no picture 
or data 
available 
787 Davis 
Robert W., 
Jr. Male 1875 1939     
no picture 
or data 
available 
788 Bell Elias Male 1797 1841 tablet marble   
789 Bell William Male 1829 1851 
horizontal 
slab marble   
790 
unmarked 
grave               
791 Potter Rachel Jane Female 1779 1836     
no picture 
or data 
available 
792 Potter Samuel Male   1817     
no picture 
or data 
available 
793 Potter Ann Female         
no picture 
or data 
available 
794 Potter Samuel Male         
no picture 
or data 
available 
795 Potter Matilda Female         
no picture 
or data 
available 
796 Potter Milton Male         
no picture 
or data 
available 
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797 
unmarked 
grave               
798 unknown               
799 Baker Mary L. Female   1832     
no picture 
or data 
available 
800 
unmarked 
grave               
801 McGrath 
John 
Raphael 
Gordon Male   1934     
no picture 
or data 
available 
802 Carrier Ozen Male 1894 1936 
slanted 
block granite   
803 Carrier Robbins Male 1847 1912 tablet marble   
804 Carrier Mary F. Female 1868 1953 slant granite   
805 Holden 
Robert W., 
Jr. Male 1916 1918 slant granite   
806 Southerland Charles F. Male 1861 1923     
no picture 
or data 
available 
807 Southerland Laney H.           
no picture 
or data 
available 
808 Guy W.E. Male 1883 1924     
no picture 
or data 
available 
809 Smith 
Percy 
Cameron Male 1923 1923 
slanted 
block granite   
810a Hancock Earl Male 1901 1992 block granite   
810b Hancock Lois E. Female 1907 1954 block granite   
811 Hancock Betty Earle Female 1927 1929 tablet marble   
812 Watts Samuel F. Male 1900 1953 block granite   
813 Watts 
Laura 
Southerland Female 1901 1979 
slanted 
block granite   
814 Corlette Louise W. Female 1868 1951 block marble   
815a Corlette Harry C., Jr. Male 1898 1947 block marble   
815b Rook 
Mary Rachel 
Corlette Female 1902 1996     
no picture 
or data 
available 
816a Corlette 
Harry C., 
Sr. Male 1853 1930 tablet granite   
816b Harrelson 
Doris 
Corlette Female 1923 1990     
no picture 
or data 
available 
817 unknown               
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818 Thompson William C. Male 1876 1944 
flat lawn 
level granite   
819 Thompson Richard Male 1903 1905     
no picture 
or data 
available 
820 Thompson Joseph T. Male 1845 1909     
no picture 
or data 
available 
821 Thompson Emma G. Female 1846 1930 
flat lawn 
level granite   
822 Gilbert Harry Male         
no picture 
or data 
available 
823 Cates Edna Lenora Female 1911 1919     
no picture 
or data 
available 
824 Wade 
Virgina 
Thompson Female 1905 1963     
no picture 
or data 
available 
825 Thompson Mollie D. Female 1869 1930 tablet granite 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #826 
826 Thompson Mike G. Male 1872 1944 tablet granite 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #825 
827 Jannett 
Muriel 
Thompson Female 1908 1935 tablet granite   
828 Moore 
Walburg 
Fisher Female 1900 1969     
no picture 
or data 
available 
829 Moore 
William 
Benjamin 
"Hook" Male 1893 1945     
no picture 
or data 
available 
830 Fisher Thelma C. Female 1908 1990 
flat lawn 
level granite   
831 Fisher 
George 
Warren Male 1894 1972 
flat lawn 
level granite   
832 Fisher J.M.C Male 1860 1902 
woodmen 
of the 
world 
memorial marble   
833 Fisher 
Miriam 
Pinner Female 1867 1946     
no picture 
or data 
available 
834 Moore Dorothy G. Female 1919 1921 block granite   
835 Moore Billie B. Male 1928 1933     
no picture 
or data 
available 
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836 Wilson 
Victor 
Norriss Male 1914 1929 tablet marble   
837 Galloway 
Effie 
Preston 
Pinner Female 1864 1908 tablet marble   
838 Pinner 
Mary Taylor 
Sattes Female 1899 1911 tablet marble   
839 Ruark A. Dosher Male 1890 1955 block granite 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #840 
840 Ruark Estelle P. Female 1898 1970 block granite 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #839 
841 Jorgensen Niels Male 1867 1920 block granite   
842 Jorgensen Emma C. Female 1886 1960 block granite   
843 Jorgensen Robert M. Male 1917 1938 block granite   
844 Pinner James A. Male 1863 1952     
no picture 
or data 
available 
845 Pinner 
Elizabeth 
Newton Female 1866 1930 tablet marble   
846 Pinner Reginald A. Male 1903 1947 tablet marble   
847 McKeithan Moses A. Male 1841 1928     
no picture 
or data 
available 
848 McKeithan M.J. Female 1846 1911     
no picture 
or data 
available 
849 McKeithan Charles E. Male 1875 1899 obelisk granite   
850 Potter Elizabeth M. Female 1867 1940     
no picture 
or data 
available 
851 McKeithan Ida C. Female 1876 1888     
no picture 
or data 
available 
852 Coleman 
Dorothy 
Mae Female 1916 1917     
no picture 
or data 
available 
853 
unmarked 
grave               
854 Wade Stacey W. Female 1899 1976     
no picture 
or data 
available 
855 St. George Elsket Wade           
no picture 
or data 
available 
856 Wade William B. Male 1873 1952     
no picture 
or data 
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available 
857 Wade Stella W. Female 1873 1935     
no picture 
or data 
available 
858 Hickman W.N. Male 1873 1909     
no picture 
or data 
available 
859 Hickman Mary E. Female 1849 1921 block granite   
860 Hickman Peter G. Male 1892 1958     
no picture 
or data 
available 
861 Hickman Clayton Female 1902 1986     
no picture 
or data 
available 
862a Schule 
Henry 
William Male 1914 1993     
no picture 
or data 
available 
862b Elwood Earl L. Male 1934 1991 tablet granite 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #862c 
862c Elwood Linder H. Female 1931 2015 tablet granite 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #862b 
862d Stephens 
William 
Harold             
863 Watson Isham E. Male 1886 1931 block granite   
864 Watson Bessie D. Female 1887 1940 block granite   
865 Watson 
Charles 
Drew Male 1920 1936 
slanted 
block granite   
866 Danford 
Daniel 
Clarence Male 1907 1986 
flat lawn 
level marble   
867 Watson George Y. Male 1881 1920 
flat lawn 
level granite   
868 Watson 
Ida Potter 
Manson Female 1880 1962 block granite   
869 Watson Sally Female         
no picture 
or data 
available 
870 Watson Alice Female         
no picture 
or data 
available 
871 Johnson  Alfred Male n/a 1911 tablet marble   
872 Anderson William Male 1883 1937 tablet granite 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #873 
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873 Anderson Marie Female 1898 1928 tablet granite 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #872 
874 Anderson Willie Marie Female 1918 1920 tablet marble   
875a Eriksen Hakon Male 1891 1921 
flat lawn 
level granite   
875b Sherrill 
Margaret 
Elizabeth 
Larson Female 1920 2000 
flat lawn 
level granite   
875c Sherrill 
Homer 
Woodrow Male 1916 1990 
flat lawn 
level 
granite, 
bronze 
military 
issue 
876 unknown               
877 Larsen Peter Male 1871 1921 block granite 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #878 
878 Larsen Lue B. Female 1882 1964 block granite 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #877 
879 Larsen 
Charles 
Bervin Male 1931 1931 
flat lawn 
level granite   
880 Fullwood 
Mary 
Spencer Female 1858 1941 block granite 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #881 
881 Fullwood 
Samuel 
Porter Male 1852 1923 block granite 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #880 
882a Thorsen Lenna Allred Female 1928 1993 
flat lawn 
level granite   
882b Thorsen  Peter Ednar Male 1957 1957 
flat lawn 
level granite   
883 Wolfe Joseph P. Male 1894 1921 tablet marble 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #884 
884 Wolfe Eva P. Female 1895 1988 tablet marble 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #883 
885 unknown               
886 unknown               
887 Lund Helena Female 1884 1923 tablet granite 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #888 
888 Lund Kjeld Male 1872 1921 tablet granite 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #887 
889 Calder Nora Lund Female 1912 1980     
no picture 
or data 
available 
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890 Newton 
David 
Carlton Male 1917 1919 tablet marble   
891 Newton Ida F. Female 1890 1936 tablet granite   
892 Newton John R. Male 1886 1936 tablet granite   
893 Newton Star Yvonne Female 1956 1961 tablet marble   
894 Newton 
Arthur 
Edmond Male 1922 1964 
flat lawn 
level granite   
895 Rankin 
Margarette 
Aldredge Female         
no picture 
or data 
available 
896 Aldridge Zulima W. Female 1879 1961 
flat lawn 
level granite   
897a Aldridge Lee B. Male 1874 1932     
no picture 
or data 
available 
897b Aldridge Pearl Potter Female 1914 1990 
flat lawn 
level granite   
897c Aldridge Walter Lee Male 1913 2002 block granite   
898 Ruark George H. Male 1884 1933 block granite   
899 Ruark Lou Ella Female 1882 1955 block granite   
900a Gay 
Wyatt M., 
Jr. Male 1928 1995 block granite   
900b Gay 
Wyatt 
Marion Male 1893 1935 tablet granite 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #901a 
901a Gay Ruth Ruark Female 1893 1980 tablet granite 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #900b 
901b Vereen Delight Gay Female 1933 2014 block granite   
902 Arnold Fred V. Male 1902 1933 tablet granite 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #903 
903 Arnold Cora E. Female 1902 1935 tablet granite 
shared 
headstone
w/ #902 
904 Dallas Robert E. Male 1877 1935     
no picture 
or data 
available 
905 Arnold Fred D. Male 1899 1926 tablet marble 
fragmente
d 
906 Finch 
Benjamin 
Perry Male 1866 1927     
no picture 
or data 
available 
907 Finch 
Elizabeth 
Annis Female 1872 1943     
no picture 
or data 
available 
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908a Davis 
Thelma 
McRackan Female 1905 1991     
no picture 
or data 
available 
908b McRackan 
Margaret 
Craig Female 1930 1930     
no picture 
or data 
available 
909 McRackan 
John 
Robert, Sr. Male 1866 1927 
flat lawn 
level granite   
910 McRackan 
Annie Neal 
Thompson Female 1869 1934 
flat lawn 
level granite   
911 McRackan 
Annie 
Lucille Female 1894 1977 
flat lawn 
level granite   
912 McRackan 
John 
Robert, Jr. Male 1901 1964 
flat lawn 
level granite   
913 Messick 
Sophia 
McRackan Female 1899 1982     
no picture 
or data 
available 
914 Fullwood 
Annie 
Elizabeth Female 1880 1927 block granite 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #915 
915 Fullwood 
Lewis 
Herbert Male 1870 1935 block granite 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #914 
916 Fullwood 
William 
Richmond Male 1907 1950 block granite   
917 unknown               
918 Fullwood Infant Female 1937 1937 tablet marble   
919 Fullwood Infant Female 1932 1932 tablet marble   
920 Fullwood Ava Lee Female 1936 1936 tablet marble   
921a Fullwood Lewis Oliver Male 1908 1970 block granite   
921b Fullwood Lewis Oliver Male 1908 1970 tablet granite 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #921c 
921c Fullwood 
Josie 
Varnam Female 1910 1995 tablet granite 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #921b 
922 Sellers 
Victor 
Dyson Male 1928 1934     
no picture 
or data 
available 
923 Willis 
Edwin 
Olistine Male 1867 1928 
flat lawn 
level granite   
924 Biddlecomb 
Edwin 
Robinson Male 1932 1933 block granite   
925 
unmarked 
grave               
926 Arnold George W. Male 1890 1967 block granite   
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927 Arnold Emma Jane Female 1895 1944 block granite   
928 Arnold Joseph F. Male 1854 1929 
flat lawn 
level granite   
929 Anrold  Elizabeth Female 1856 1932 
flat lawn 
level granite   
930 Arnold 
Albert A., 
Sr. Male 1878 1964 block granite   
931 Arnold 
Annie M. 
Boyd Female 1878 1949 
flat lawn 
level granite   
932a Arnold James S. Male 1901 1956 block granite   
932b Arnold 
Bertha 
Fulford Female 1906 1996 
flat lawn 
level granite   
933 Arnold Joseph N. Male 1886 1950 
flat lawn 
level granite   
934 Arnold Dora K. Female 1883 1962 
flat lawn 
level granite   
935 O'Neal George B. Male 1889 1939 tablet granite   
936 Godwin Charles E. Male 1856 1929 tablet granite   
937 Willis William Tice Male 1875 1939 block granite   
938 Willis Lovey Dixon Female 1872 1934 block granite   
939 Hood 
Winnie 
Willis Female 1902 1958 block marble   
940 
unmarked 
grave               
941 
unmarked 
grave               
942 Grimes Sarah Beth Female 1902 1964 block granite   
943 Grimes George C. Male 1873 1968 tablet marble   
944 Watts J.L. Male 1854 1911 tablet marble   
945 Watts 
Essie 
Dosher Female 1855 1935 
flat lawn 
level granite   
946 Rogers Mary A. Female 1890 1934     
no picture 
or data 
available 
947a Gaskins 
Robert 
Merritt Male 1892 1935     
no picture 
or data 
available 
947b Brewer 
Homer 
Weeks, Jr. Male 1929 1991     
no picture 
or data 
available 
948 Gaskins 
Sadie 
Mason Female 1892 1957     
no picture 
or data 
available 
949 Omirly 
Agatha 
Gaskins Female 1910 1983     
no picture 
or data 
available 
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950 Willing Claude R. Male 1876 1930 block granite   
951 Willing Addie Young Female 1878 1953 block granite   
952 Hewett Mary E. Female 1929 1934 tablet marble   
953 Cox Annie Female 1867 1934 tablet granite 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #954 
954 Cox Asa Male 1867 1935 tablet granite 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #953 
955 Hewett Mary Cox Female 1909 1963 tablet granite 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #956 
956 Hewett Johnnie G. Male 1903 1984 tablet granite 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #955 
957 Jones John J., Jr. Male 1922 1929 tablet marble   
958 Jones James D. Male 1923 1933 tablet marble   
959 Jones 
Mary 
Elizabeth Female 1928 1946 
flat lawn 
level granite   
960 Jones John Jay Male 1895 1963 tablet marble   
961 Jones Lila Burr Female 1902 1975 tablet marble   
962 Jones 
George 
Hugh Male 1926 1977 tablet marble   
963 Creech Infant Male 1932 1932     
no picture 
or data 
available 
964a Creech 
Donald 
Louis Male 1943 1944 tablet marble   
964b Creech 
Dillon 
Patrick Male 1994 1994 
flat lawn 
level granite   
965 Creech Benjamin H. Male 1889 1957 tablet marble   
966 Creech Eslie L. Female 1899 1986 tablet granite   
967 Bellflower Ann Creech Female 1918 1969 
flat lawn 
level granite   
968a Foster Charley C. Male 1942       
no picture 
or data 
available 
968b Foster 
Elizabeth 
Ann Female 1942       
no picture 
or data 
available 
969 Aldridge James Bell Male 1907 1979 
horizontal 
slab granite   
970a Pinner James E. Male 1898 1981 
flat lawn 
level bronze   
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970b Pinner James E. Male 1898 1981 tablet granite 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #971 
971 Pinner Dula Reeves Female 1900 1992 tablet granite 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #970b 
972 Savage 
George 
Thomas, Sr. Male 1915 1971 block granite   
973 Savage 
Kathryn 
Ruark Female 1915 1993 block granite   
974 Webb Kathleen M. Female 1918 1993 tablet granite 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #975 
975 Webb W.C. Male 1918 1985 tablet granite 
shared 
headstone 
w/ #974 
Appendix B: Cherry Hill Cemetery Data 
Grave 
No. Last Name First Name Gender 
Year 
of 
Birth 
Year 
of 
Death 
Basic 
Form Material Misc. 
A01001 Bridgers 
Infants of 
S.L. and 
Essie W. n/a -9 1923 block granite 
3 
cornerstone
s for family 
plot 
A02002 Whichard 
David 
Jordan Male 1862 1922 block granite 
3 
cornerstone
s for family 
plot 
A02003 Whichard 
Hennie 
Sutton Female 1868 1957 block granite 
3 
cornerstone
s for family 
plot 
A02004 Bridgers 
Samuel 
Leon Male 1891 1985 block granite 
3 
cornerstone
s for family 
plot 
A02005 Whichard 
Essie S. 
(Wife of 
Samuel L. 
Bridgers Female 1893 1980 block granite 
3 
cornerstone
s for family 
plot 
A03006 Andrews 
Ruth (Wife 
of Walter L. 
Whichard) Female 1901 1981 block granite 
3 
cornerstone
s for family 
plot 
A03007 Whichard 
Walter 
Linden Male 1901 1933 block granite 
3 
cornerstone
s for family 
plot 
A03008 Whichard N/A n/a -9 -9 
upright 
tablet granite 
3 
cornerstone
s for family 
plot; Sign 
reading 
"East 
Carolina 
Founder;" 
This is a 
family 
monument 
A03009 Whichard 
Hennie 
Sutton Female 1890 1937 block granite 
3 
cornerstone
s for family 
plot 
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A03010 Whichard David Julian Male 1895 1993 block granite 
3 
cornerstone
s for family 
plot 
A03011 Suther 
Virginia 
(Wife of 
David j 
Whichard) Female 1898 1973 block granite 
3 
cornerstone
s for family 
plot 
A04012 Ragsdale Jennings B 
Male 
1898 1953 block granite 
3 
cornerstone
s for family 
plot 
A04013 Ragsdale Sherwood L Male 1894 1928 block granite 
3 
cornerstone
s for family 
plot 
A04014 Ragsdale W.H. Male 1855 1914 
upright 
tablet granite 
3 
cornerstone
s for family 
plot; Sign 
reading 
"East 
Carolina 
Founder"  
A04015 Sutton 
Bettie 
Perkins wife 
of W.H. 
Ragsdale Female 1861 1902 
woodmen
/log marble 
3 
cornerstone
s for family 
plot 
A04016 Ragsdale Hugh Smith Male 1887 1961 block granite 
3 
cornerstone
s for family 
plot 
A04017 Ragsdale Susie Moore Female 1887 1959 block granite 
3 
cornerstone
s for family 
plot 
A04018 Carroll 
John 
Roderick  Male 1884 1960 block granite 
3 
cornerstone
s for family 
plot 
A04019 Carroll 
Hennie R 
daughter of 
WH & Bettie 
Ragsdale Female 1886 1953 block granite 
3 
cornerstone
s for family 
plot 
B01001 Wilson Frank Male 1866 1945 lawn level granite   
B01002 Wilson Verda W. Female 1887 1968 lawn level granite   
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B01003 Wilson 
"Libba" 
Martha 
Elizabeth Female 1919 1999 lawn level granite   
B02004 Wilson 
Grayson 
Waldrop Male 1910 1911 
statue/sc
ulpture marble   
B02005 Wilson 
Charles 
Herbert 
(Son of 
Frank and 
Verda 
Wilson) Male 1924 1938 block granite   
B02006 Wilson N/A n/a -9 -9 
upright 
tablet granite 
This is a 
family 
monument 
B03007 Thurston 
John 
Waldrop Male 1926 2004 slant granite   
B03008 Vanderpool 
Lillian 
Waldrop Female 1882 1962 slant granite   
B03009 Parker 
Nannie 
Waldrop Female 1867 1950 slant granite   
B03010 Wilson Nannie M. Female 1860 1940 slant granite   
B04011 Wilson Burney S. Male 1868 1897 
upright 
tablet marble 
bronze 
plaque, 
broken-off 
vase 
B04012 Wilson 
Ashley J. 
(Son of S.B. 
& M.E. 
Wilson) Male 1877 1915 
upright 
tablet marble 
broken-off 
vase 
B04013 Wilson 
Eugene 
(Son of S.B. 
& M.E. 
Wilson) Male 1870 1910 cross marble   
B04014 Wilson Myrtle Female 1872 1905 cross marble   
B04015 Wilson S.B. Male 1866 1906 
obelisk/pil
lar marble   
B04016 Wilson Martha E. Female 1835 1919 cross marble 
bush placed 
at foot of 
grave, as 
well as an 
empty 
concrete 
planter 
B04017 Unknown Unknown n/a -9 -9 
upright 
tablet marble   
C01001 King N/A n/a -9 -9 
upright 
tablet granite 
This is a 
family 
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monument 
C02002 King Unknown n/a 1901 1903 
upright 
tablet marble   
C02003 King 
Richard W., 
Jr. Male 1899 1989 block granite   
C02004 King Helen K. Female 1907 1996 block granite   
C03005 King 
William 
Perry Male 1915 1957 lawn level granite   
C03006 King Henry T. Male 1861 1924 block granite   
C03007 Daughton 
Blanche 
(Wife of 
Henry T 
King) Female 1872 1914 block granite   
C04008 King Louis Henry Male 1889 1951 
upright 
tablet marble   
C04009 Smith W.J. Male 1878 1910 
obelisk/pil
lar granite   
C05010 King N/A n/a -9 -9 
upright 
tablet granite 
This is a 
family 
monument 
C05011 King James F. Male 1872 1943 block granite   
C05012 King Cornelia S. Female 1882 1965 block granite   
C05013 King 
James F., 
Jr. Male 1909 1924 block granite   
C05014 King 
Bryan 
Grimes King Male 1903 1904 block granite   
C06015 King Elias Male -9 -9 
statue/sc
ulpture marble   
C06016 King 
Richard 
Warren Male 1858 1913 block granite   
C06017 King 
Mattie Moye 
(Wife of 
Richard 
Warren 
King) Female 1870 1951 block granite   
C06018 Unknown William Male 1899 1903 
upright 
tablet marble   
D01001 Harris Anne Female 1947 1947 
upright 
tablet granite   
D01002 Harris 
James 
Louis, Sr. Male 1883 1955 
upright 
tablet granite   
D01003 Harris Nora Forbes Female 1882 1943 
upright 
tablet granite   
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D01004 Jolly W.E. Male 1873 1905 
obelisk/pil
lar granite   
D02005-
A Kennedy 
Alfred 
Forbes, Sr. shared 1872 1961 
upright 
tablet granite 
Shared 
monument 
for 6 
individuals; 
2 individuals 
buried on E 
side of 
monument, 
4 buried on 
W side of 
monument; 
unclear 
when this 
monument 
was erected 
D02005-
B Kennedy 
Ora 
Whichard shared 1875 1934 
upright 
tablet granite 
Shared 
monument 
for 6 
individuals; 
2 individuals 
buried on E 
side of 
monument, 
4 buried on 
W side of 
monument; 
unclear 
when this 
monument 
was erected 
D02005-
C Kennedy 
Clarence 
Robert shared 1904 1905 
upright 
tablet granite 
Shared 
monument 
for 6 
individuals; 
2 individuals 
buried on E 
side of 
monument, 
4 buried on 
W side of 
monument; 
unclear 
when this 
monument 
was erected 
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D02005-
D Kennedy 
Arthur 
Eason shared 1895 1905 
upright 
tablet granite 
Shared 
monument 
for 6 
individuals; 
2 individuals 
buried on E 
side of 
monument, 
4 buried on 
W side of 
monument; 
unclear 
when this 
monument 
was erected 
D02005-
E Kennedy 
Alfred 
Forbes, Jr. shared 1896 1972 
upright 
tablet granite 
Shared 
monument 
for 6 
individuals; 
2 individuals 
buried on E 
side of 
monument, 
4 buried on 
W side of 
monument; 
unclear 
when this 
monument 
was erected 
D02005-
F Kennedy 
Mildred 
Dupree shared 1901 1970 
upright 
tablet granite 
Shared 
monument 
for 6 
individuals; 
2 individuals 
buried on E 
side of 
monument, 
4 buried on 
W side of 
monument; 
unclear 
when this 
monument 
was erected 
D02006 Harris 
James 
Louis, III Male 1949 1996 block granite   
D02007 Harris N/A n/a -9 -9 
upright 
tablet granite 
This is a 
family 
monument 
D03008 Moye N/A n/a -9 -9 
upright 
tablet granite 
This is a 
family 
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monument 
D03009 Harris 
Edward 
Cleveland Male 1918 1985 block granite   
D03010 Harris Sybil Carr Female 1924 2011 block granite   
D03011 Harris 
James 
Louis, Jr. Male 1915 1986 block granite   
D04012 Moye 
Wiliam 
Simon, Jr. Male 1913 1986 block granite   
D04013 Moye Sue Hatcher Female 1911 1987 block granite   
D04014 Moye 
W. Simon, 
Sr. Male 1879 1954 block granite   
D04015 Moye 
Pearl 
Hemby Female 1878 1961 block granite   
D05016 Moye 
Infant 
Daughter of 
William S. & 
Pearl 
Hemby Female 1904 1904 block granite   
D05017 Moye 
Infant Son 
of William S. 
and Pearl 
Hemby Male 1911 1911 block granite   
D05018 Taft 
Allen 
Halstead 
(Son of A.H. 
& M.A. Taft) Male 1903 1905 
upright 
tablet marble   
D05019 Taft Allen H. Male 1870 1951 block granite   
D05020 Taft Alice Hoover Female 1871 1958 block granite   
AA-1 Scales 
Margaret 
Blow Female 1891 1965 lawn level marble   
AA-2 Scales 
Waightstill 
M. Male 1890 1942 lawn level marble   
AA-3 Scales 
Waightstill 
M., Jr. Male 1924 2001 lawn level marble   
AA-4 Doughty 
Emmy 
Scales Female 1921 1991 
upright 
tablet marble   
AA-5 Scales N/A N/A -9 -9 
upright 
tablet marble   
AA-6 Scales N/A N/A -9 -9 
upright 
tablet granite   
AA-7 Skinner Charles Male 1851 1906 block marble   
AA-8 Skinner 
Harriet 
Cotten Female 1860 1940 lawn level marble   
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AA-9 Anderson 
Mary 
Elizabeth 
Ferguson Female 1915 2001 block marble   
AA-10 Skinner Margaret Female 1888 1974 block marble   
AA-11 Ferguson Edward B.  Male 1878 1938 block marble   
AA-12 Monteiro Maria Cocke Female 1834 1917 block granite   
AA-13 Blow Florence Female 1893 1929 cross marble   
AA-14 Monteiro Alice Female 1859 1918 
statue/sc
ulpture marble   
AA-15 Blow Alexander L. Male 1851 1918 
upright 
tablet granite   
AA-16 Blow Florence Female 1929 1929 slant marble   
AA-17 Blow Maud Female 1919 1919 slant marble   
AA-18 Skinner N/A N/A -9 -9 
upright 
tablet marble   
AA-19 Cotton 
Pattie 
Sessoms Female 1836 1889 
upright 
tablet marble   
BB-1 Skinner 
Edward 
Ficklen  Male 1916 1971 lawn level marble   
BB-2 Skinner 
Louis 
Cotten, Jr. Male 1916 2005 lawn level marble   
BB-3 Harrington Mary Gaskill Female 1905 1992 block granite   
BB-4 Harrington 
Walter 
Lancaster Male 1902 1978 block granite   
BB-5 Flanagan 
Beatrice 
Murray Female 1913 1995 block granite   
BB-6 Flanagan 
Roy 
Chetwynd, 
Jr. Male 1909 1994 block granite   
BB-7a Calhoun 
Charles 
Dobyns shared 1908 1973 lawn level marble   
BB-7b Calhoun 
Elizabeth 
Skinner shared 1911 2008 lawn level marble   
BB-8 Skinner 
Daisy 
Elizabeth 
Minor Female 1884 1960 
horizontal 
slab marble   
BB-9 Skinner 
Louis 
Cotten, M.D.  Male 1880 1942 
horizontal 
slab marble   
BB-10a Shepherd William Vass shared 1913 1985 lawn level marble   
BB-10b Shepherd 
Cotten 
Skinner shared 1913 2001 lawn level marble   
BB-11 Skinner Margaret P. Female 1908 1976 lawn level marble   
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BB-12 Skinner 
Charles C., 
Jr. Male 1908 1976 lawn level marble   
BB-13 Skinner Charles C. Male 1883 1936 lawn level marble   
BB-14 Flanagan 
Helen 
Perkins Female 1875 1962 block granite   
BB-15 Flanagan Roy C. Male 1873 1935 block granite   
BB-16 Skinner N/A n/a -9 -9 cross marble   
BB-17 Skinner N/A n/a -9 -9 
upright 
tablet marble   
BB-18 Flanagan N/A n/a -9 -9 
upright 
tablet granite   
BB-19 Butner Alex Blow Male 1917 1936 block granite   
BB-20 Butner Lottie Blow Female 1884 1966 block granite   
CC-1 Harriss Henry E. Male -9 1842 
upright 
tablet marble   
CC-2 Monteiro Pocahontas Female 1833 1914 cross granite   
CC-3 Skinner Harry, Jr. Male 1882 1909 cross granite   
CC-4 Skinner James G. Male 1880 1880 
upright 
tablet marble   
CC-5 Skinner Edward M. Male 1881 1881 
upright 
tablet marble   
CC-6 Latham 
Charles 
Louis Male 1880 1960 block granite   
CC-7 Latham Louis Male 1877 1877 
upright 
tablet marble   
CC-8 Skinner Lottie Female 1861 1888 cross marble   
CC-9 Latham 
Lavinia 
Emilia Female 1858 1891 cross marble   
CC-10 Latham N/A n/a -9 1891 
obelisk/pil
lar marble   
CC-11 Latham 
Andrew 
Monteiro Male 1884 1947 
upright 
tablet marble   
CC-12a Cotten 
Robert 
Randolph Male 1839 1928 
upright 
tablet granite 
Metal Cross 
CSA 
CC-12b Cotten 
Sallie 
Southall Male 1846 1929 
upright 
tablet granite   
CC-13 Cotten [Illegible] Male -9 1883 
obelisk/pil
lar marble   
CC-14 Cotten Sally Female -9 1873 
upright 
tablet marble   
DD-1 Harding Sarah E. Female 1872 1954 lawn level granite   
DD-2 Harding Mary E. Female 1874 1962 block granite   
DD-3 Harding Martha V. Female 1876 1923 block granite   
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DD-4 Little 
James 
Thomas, Jr. Male 1937 2001 block granite   
DD-5 Harding N/A n/a -9 -9 
upright 
tablet granite   
DD-6 Hodges Eva Miriam Female 1902 1971 block granite   
DD-7 Glenn 
Evelyn 
Hodges Female 1899 1982 block granite   
DD-8 Brown Louis Oburn Male 1924 1936 cross granite   
DD-9 Little 
Pauline 
Peacock Female 1904 1993 block granite   
DD-10 Little 
James 
Thomas Male 1901 1976 block granite   
DD-11 Harding Annie B. Female 1869 1953 lawn level granite   
DD-12 Harding Fordyce C. Male 1869 1956 lawn level granite   
DD-13 Harding Mary L. Female 1902 1974 lawn level granite   
DD-14a Hodges 
Evelyn Bell 
Greene shared 1872 1940 
upright 
tablet granite 
Footstone 
with initials 
"EBH" 
DD-14b Hodges 
Frank 
Morton shared 1864 1933 
upright 
tablet granite 
Footstone 
with initials 
"FMH" 
DD-15a Hodges 
James 
Weston shared 1909 1985 slant granite   
DD-15b Hodges 
Maud Blow 
Fulford shared 1907 1991 slant granite   
DD-16 Little N/A n/a -9 -9 
upright 
tablet granite   
EE1 Moseley Nell Skinner Female 1885 1987 block marble   
EE2 Moseley Alfred M. Male 1879 1948 block marble   
EE3 fallen over   n/a -9 -9 
upright 
tablet marble   
EE4 illegible   n/a -9 -9 box tomb multiple   
EE5A MacDonald William shared -9 -9 
upright 
tablet granite   
EE5B MacDonald Lyda A. shared -9 -9 
upright 
tablet granite   
EE6 Norcott 
Joseph 
Brickell Male -9 -9 slant granite   
EE7 Moseley 
Family 
Monument n/a -9 -9 cross marble   
EE8 Skinner Francis X. Male 1897 1926 cross granite   
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EE9A Skinner Harry shared 1855 1929 
obelisk/pil
lar granite   
EE9B Skinner Ellen M. shared 1866 1937 
obelisk/pil
lar granite   
EE10 Ficklen 
Marie 
Donnelly Female 1918 2000 block granite   
EE11 Ficklen Louis Stuart Male 1918 2006 block granite   
EE12 
Footstone 
of EE19   n/a -9 -9 -9 -9   
EE13 
Footstone 
of EE20   n/a -9 -9 -9 -9   
EE14 
Footstone 
of EE21   n/a -9 -9 -9 -9   
EE15 Cherry Mary Female -9 -9 
upright 
tablet marble   
EE16 Cherry William Male 1864 1886 
obelisk/pil
lar marble   
EE17 Ficklen Edward B. Male 1868 1925 block granite   
EE18 Ficklen 
Myra 
Skinner Female 1878 1952 block granite   
EE19 Davis James Male 1792 1858 
upright 
tablet marble   
EE20 Davis Mary E.M. Female 1835 1845 
upright 
tablet marble   
EE21 Davis Elizabeth Female 1795 1851 
upright 
tablet marble   
EE22 Balfour Lillie B. Female 1894 1932 
upright 
tablet marble   
EE23 Cherry Lola Floyd Female 1858 1921 
upright 
tablet marble   
EE24 Ficklen 
Edward 
Bancroft, Jr. Male 1903 1914 cross granite   
EE25 Ficklen 
Family 
Monument n/a -9 -9 -9 granite   
EE26 Bernard Mary A. Female 1831 1918 cross granite   
EE27 Smith Hannah D. Female 1840 1917 block granite   
EE28 Cherry Lee Male 1868 1890 
upright 
tablet marble   
EE29 Cherry Mary Ann Female 1837 1870 
upright 
tablet marble   
EE30 Cherry W.L. Male 1831 1877 
upright 
tablet marble   
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EE31 Cherry Anne Eliza Female -9 1890 
upright 
tablet marble   
FF1 Ficklen 
June 
Mantague Female 1927 -9 block marble   
FF2 Ficklen 
James 
Skinner, Jr. Male 1924 2001 block marble   
FF3 Brown Bessie Rose Female 1902 1985 
horizontal 
slab marble   
FF4 Arthur 
Christopher 
Douglas Male 1952 1952 block marble   
FF5 Arthur 
Elen 
Douglas 
Ficklen Female 1872 1943 block marble   
FF6 Arthur 
Louis 
Chesterfield Male 1864 1935 block marble   
FF7 Arthur 
Rachel 
Scarborough Female 1903 1982 block marble   
FF8 Arthur 
James 
Ficklen Male 1894 1973 block marble   
FF9 Warren 
Lucy 
Wheelock Female 1900 1984 block marble   
FF10 Ficklen 
James 
Skinner Male 1909 1955 block marble   
FF11 Ficklen 
Warren 
Myers Male 1926 1952 block marble   
FF12 Brown Ames Male 1892 1947 
horizontal 
slab marble   
FF13 Arthur 
Family 
Monument n/a -9 -9 
upright 
tablet marble   
FF14 Ficklen 
Family 
Monument n/a -9 -9 cross marble   
FF15 Arthur 
Robert 
Bruce Male 1906 1958 block marble   
FF16 
Fragmente
d   n/a -9 1862 
upright 
tablet marble   
FF17 Williams John Ellis Male 1872 1944 
upright 
tablet marble   
FF18 
Hollingswor
th 
Family 
Monument n/a -9 -9 
upright 
tablet granite   
FF19 Williams 
Emily 
Adelaide Female 1862 1934 cross marble   
FF20A Williams Richard shared 1813 1894 
upright 
tablet granite   
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FF20B Williams Henrietta shared 1832 1901 
upright 
tablet granite   
FF21 Williams Zeno Male 1876 1878 
upright 
tablet marble   
FF22 Williams Estelle Female 1870 1893 cross marble   
FF23A Williams 
Mary 
Elizabeth shared 1872 1947 cross marble   
FF23B Williams Richard shared 1858 1929 cross marble   
FF24 Williams Richard, Jr. Male 1905 1969 cross marble   
FF25A Joyner 
Olthos 
Leland shared 1897 1959 cross marble   
FF25B Joyner 
Anna Long 
Royer shared 1904 1987 cross marble   
FF26 Williams 
Henrietta 
Estelle Female 1902 1968 cross marble   
BR1 King Moses Male 1853 1909 
upright 
tablet concrete   
BR2 Parker Evilyn Female 1920 1967 
horizontal 
slab concrete   
BR3 Parker Blanche Female 1905 1977 block concrete   
BR4 Lee Henry Male 1915 1918 
upright 
tablet marble   
BR5 Russell 
Jacob 
Rasper Male 1817 1903 
upright 
tablet marble   
BR6 Parker David Lee Male 1892 1969 block concrete   
BR7 Jackson Annie L. Female 1904 1919 lawn level marble   
BR8 Edmonds Henry Male 1892 1961 
horizontal 
slab concrete   
BR9 Edmonds Henry Male 1820 1892 
upright 
tablet marble   
BR10 Edmonds James T. Male 1899 1955 
horizontal 
slab concrete   
BR11 Edmonds Florence Female 1862 1932 
upright 
tablet marble   
BR12 Edmonds Herbert Male 1861 1918 lawn level marble   
BR13 Jackson Charlie Male 1874 1928 lawn level marble   
BR14A King Daniel R. shared 1848 1922 lawn level marble   
BR14B King Frances shared 1851 1922 lawn level marble   
BR15 Douglas Helen Female 1906 1922 cross marble   
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BR16 Barnes Dennis Male 1863 1904 lawn level marble   
BR17 Smith Elizabeth Female 1896 1922 
upright 
tablet marble   
BR18 Rawls Martha A. Female 1811 1926 
upright 
tablet marble   
BR19 Waddell Charity Female 1898 1989 block granite   
BR20A Fleming Willie C. shared -9 1941 
upright 
tablet granite   
BR20B Fleming Nell C. shared -9 1940 
upright 
tablet granite   
BR21 Latham James Male 1883 1946 
upright 
tablet marble   
BR22 Norcott Wallace Male -9 1996 
upright 
tablet concrete   
BR23 Norcott N/A n/a 1833 1909 
upright 
tablet marble   
BR24 Norcott Sallie Female -9 1908 
upright 
tablet marble   
BR25 Cherry 
Ernest 
Herman Male 1886 1926 
upright 
tablet marble   
BR26 Cherry Alonzo B. Male 1854 1906 
upright 
tablet marble   
BR27 Patrick Violet B. Female 1863 1936 
upright 
tablet marble   
BR28 Norcott William P. Male 1857 1923 
upright 
tablet concrete   
BR29 Brown 
Nettie 
Payton Female 1917 2004 slant granite   
BR30 Payton Alveroda Male 1929 2003 
upright 
tablet granite   
BR31 Payton 
Mary 
Elizabeth Female 1918 1961 lawn level granite   
BR32 Payton Mary Moye Female 1895 1965 
upright 
tablet granite   
BR33 Payton Samuel Male 1920 1941 block granite   
BR34 Payton George Male 1911 1943 
upright 
tablet marble   
BR35 Little Erma P. Female 1914 1977 
upright 
tablet granite   
BR36 Moore Erma L. Female 1933 1934 
upright 
tablet granite   
BR37 Brown Samuel Male 1915 1991 
upright 
tablet marble   
BR38 Haskins Delia Ann Female 1848 1928 
upright 
tablet concrete   
BR39 Wyche 
Josephine 
W. Female 1879 1962 block granite   
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BR40 Elks Wilson Male 1905 1968 
horizontal 
slab concrete   
BR41 Elks Ella Female 1886 1966 
horizontal 
slab concrete   
BR42 Elks Jimmy Male 1903 1954 
horizontal 
slab concrete   
BR43 N/A   n/a -9 1906 
upright 
tablet marble   
BR44 Barnhll Atta Female 1871 1933 
upright 
tablet marble   
BR45A Elks Lillian shared 1905 1995 
upright 
tablet granite   
BR45B Elks William shared 1905 1968 
upright 
tablet granite   
BR46 Jones Rosalie M. Female 1919 -9 
upright 
tablet granite   
BR47 Jones Willie L. Male 1914 1984 
upright 
tablet granite   
BR48 Lang 
James 
Haywood 
Long Male 1857 1925 
upright 
tablet concrete   
FBR1 Johnson Joseph Male 1911 1917 
upright 
tablet marble   
FBR2 Ray Walter Male 1890 1890 
upright 
tablet marble   
FBR3 Davidson C.L. Male -9 1803 
upright 
tablet marble   
FBR4 Smith Louisia Female -9 1801 
upright 
tablet 
brownsto
ne   
FBR5 James Buddy Male 1924 1931 
upright 
tablet marble   
FBR6A Warren Bertie shared 1903 1987 
upright 
tablet granite   
FBR6B Warren 
James 
Courtney shared 1888 1968 
upright 
tablet granite   
FBR7 Stocks Ann Eliza Female 1844 1927 
upright 
tablet marble   
FBR8 Williams Mary Female 1869 1918 
upright 
tablet marble   
BS1 Sheppard Henry Male 1854 1934 block granite   
BS2 Sheppard Essie Female 1886 1898 
statue/sc
ulpture marble   
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BS3 Sheppard 
Estelle 
Sutton Female 1859 1900 
statue/sc
ulpture marble   
BS4 Baker George W. Male 1906 1910 
statue/sc
ulpture marble   
BS5 Baker George W. Male 1856 1910 irregular granite   
BS6 Grant Lina S. Female 1878 1925 block granite   
BS7 Sutton Hugh A. Male 1831 1904 
obelisk/pil
lar granite   
BS8 Perkins Bettie Female 1830 1907 block granite   
BS9 Baker Estelle Female 1905 1906 
statue/sc
ulpture marble   
BS10 Baker Elizabeth Female 1907 1908 
statue/sc
ulpture marble   
Z1 Dill Harriet T. Female 1822 1881 
upright 
tablet marble   
Z2 Dill David H. Male 1816 1884 
upright 
tablet marble   
Z3 Carmer 
Elizabeth 
Delaney Female 1867 1952 block granite   
Z4 Pearce J.D. Male 1860 1891 
upright 
tablet marble   
Z5 Forrest George A. Male 1888 1925 block granite   
Z6 Forrest Martha C. Female 1894 1986 block granite   
Z7 Bowden 
George 
Forrest Male -9 1952 block granite   
Z8 Sugg Emily F. Female 1812 1902 
upright 
tablet marble   
Z9 Sugg R.P. Male 1840 1904 
upright 
tablet marble   
Z10 Whichard 
Emily 
Catherine R. Female 1878 1951 slant granite   
Z11 Whichard Clarence B. Male 1872 1928 slant granite   
Z12 N/A N/A n/a 1835 1912 
upright 
tablet marble   
Z13 Dail J. Theodore Male 1895 1938 slant granite   
Z14A Ross S.R. shared 1867 1929 
upright 
tablet marble   
Z14B Ross Stella shared 1872 -9 
upright 
tablet marble   
Appendix C: St. Peter’s Episcopal Cemetery 
Grave 
Number Last Name First Name Gender 
Year 
of 
Birth 
Year 
of 
Death Basic Form Material 
1 Staton Ella Shared 1847 1885 obelisk/pillar marble 
2 Clark Ella Female 1850 1885 cross marble 
3 Willis Virginia Female 1865 1886 upright tablet marble 
4 Myers Juliana Female 1828 1857 upright tablet marble 
5 Myers Mary Female 1820 1854 upright tablet marble 
6 Ellison Mary Female 1854 1855 upright tablet marble 
7 Myers Henry Shared 1863 1864 upright tablet marble 
8 Myers Caroline Female 1841 1841 upright tablet marble 
9 Myers Lucy Female 1825 1836 upright tablet marble 
10   Sarah Female 1810 1859 upright tablet marble 
11 Myers William Male 1818 1886 upright tablet marble 
12 L. Myers Reading Male 1816 1878 obelisk/pillar marble 
13 Myers Patsey Female 1833 1834 upright tablet marble 
14 Myers Ann Female 1850 1850 upright tablet marble 
15 Myers John Shared 1794 1867 obelisk/pillar marble 
16 Myers John Female 1824 1824 upright tablet marble 
17 Tankard William Male 1849 1884 obelisk/pillar marble 
18 Tankard Isabel Female 1882 1882 upright tablet marble 
19 S. H. n/a n/a -9 upright tablet marble 
20 Shaw 
(Capt.) 
William Male 1826 1890 upright tablet granite 
21 Parmerle Benjamin Male 1812 1865 upright tablet marble 
22 Shaw William Shared n/a 1865 upright tablet marble 
23 Frizzle Ella Female 1856 1881 obelisk/pillar marble 
24 Frizzel Hattie Female 1876 1881 obelisk/pillar marble 
25 Lewis? Fannie Female n/a 1887 woodmen/log marble 
26 Bryan Elizabeth Female 1793 1853 horizontal slab marble 
27 Bryan Jesse Male 1791 1832 horizontal slab marble 
28 Bryan Sally Female 1852 1853 upright tablet marble 
29 Bryan T. Female n/a -9 upright tablet marble 
30 Bryan Mary Female 1832 1836 upright tablet marble 
31 Handy Margaret Female 1879 1888 upright tablet marble 
323 Handy Henry Male 1818 1884 obelisk/pillar marble 
33 Hoyt Herbert Shared 1845 1848 upright tablet marble 
34 Hoyt Rosannah Female 1832 1833 upright tablet marble 
35 Hines George Male n/a 1833 upright tablet marble 
36 Bryan Mary Female 1849 1850 n/a marble 
37 Bryan Jane Female 1832 1888 block marble 
38 Bryan Margaret Female n/a 1866 upright tablet marble 
39 Bryan William Male 1817 1889 upright tablet marble 
40 Ravenscroft Sydney Female 1830 1856 obelisk/pillar marble 
41 Archbell Thomas Male 1856 1880 upright tablet marble 
42   Herbert Male n/a -9 upright tablet marble 
43 Williams John Male 1819 1856 upright tablet marble 
44 Walling William Male 1829 1888 obelisk/pillar granite 
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45 Foreman Annie Female 1880 1882 upright tablet marble 
46 Foreman Carrie Female 1879 1882 upright tablet marble 
47 Foreman Eva Female n/a 1882 upright tablet marble 
48 Foreman? Linda Female n/a 1888 upright tablet marble 
49 Nairon Mary Female 1804 1880 upright tablet bronze 
50 Nairon Rebecca Female 1801 1864 upright tablet bronze 
51 Buchanan Sarah Female 1821 1889 upright tablet marble 
52 Forbes Samuel Male n/a -9 upright tablet marble 
53 Perkins Churchill Male 1866 1887 upright tablet marble 
54 Perkins Mary Shared 1848 1854 obelisk/pillar marble 
55 Warren Edward Male 1824 1876 obelisk/pillar granite 
56 Hill Charles Male 1859 1888 cross marble 
57 Williams John Male 1815 1884 upright tablet marble 
58 Williams Samuel Male 1837 1880 upright tablet marble 
59 Nobles Mary Female 1855 1889 upright tablet marble 
60 Bruer Helen Female n/a 1883 upright tablet marble 
61 Randolph Justus Male 1779 1827 upright tablet marble 
62 Harding Mary Female 1849 1887 upright tablet marble 
63 Lucas Abagail Female 1816 1833 upright tablet marble 
64 Grist Mary Female 1809 1841 upright tablet marble 
65   N/A n/a n/a -9 horizontal slab -9 
66 MacNair Sarah Female 1812 1837 upright tablet marble 
67 Campbell Mary Female 1821 1886 upright tablet marble 
68   Julian Female n/a -9 upright tablet marble 
69 Ribitt H. Male n/a -9 upright tablet marble 
70 Gordon Euphemia Female 1835 1855 horizontal slab marble 
71 Holmes Decimus Female 1823 1843 upright tablet marble 
72 Holmes William Male 1751 1812 upright tablet marble 
73 Holmes Mary Female 1749 1810 upright tablet marble 
74 Holmes William Male 1818 1838 upright tablet marble 
75 Holmes George Male 1820 1836 upright tablet marble 
76 Holmes Mary Female 1815 1833 upright tablet marble 
77 Holmes Addison Male 1829 1830 upright tablet marble 
78 Blount Mary Female 1821 1850 horizontal slab marble 
79 Robinson Elizabeth Female 1786 1812 upright tablet marble 
80 Robinson Joseph o 1805 1880 upright tablet marble 
NA G J n/a n/a -9 upright tablet brick 
82 Blount William Male 1875 1880 obelisk/pillar marble 
83 MacNair Thomas Male 1814 1878 upright tablet marble 
84 Wharton Mary Shared 1881 1886 obelisk/pillar marble 
85 Blount Stephen Male 1869 1869 upright tablet marble 
86 Warren Charlie Male 1881 1882 block marble 
87 MacNair Hugh Male 1826 1871 upright tablet marble 
88 MacNair Eliza Female 1791 1871 upright tablet marble 
89 MacNair Pauline Female 1828 1876 upright tablet marble 
90 Telfair Thomas Male 1867 1869 upright tablet marble 
91 Bryan Carney Male 1842 1883 upright tablet marble 
92 Bryan Fanny Female 1819 1877 upright tablet marble 
93 Bryan Jesse Male 1814 1884 upright tablet marble 
95 Blount Thomas Male 1861 1887 block marble 
NA - - n/a n/a -9 horizontal slab marble 
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96 Bradford Margaret Female 1852 1853 upright tablet marble 
97 Taylor John Male 1807 1863 upright tablet marble 
98 Neale Abner Male 1792 1849 upright tablet marble 
99 - - n/a n/a -9 upright tablet marble 
100 - - n/a n/a -9 upright tablet marble 
101 Neale 
Ann 
Elizabeth Female 1828 1829 upright tablet marble 
102 Robinson Harriet Female n/a -9 upright tablet marble 
103 Hoyt Churchill Male 1837 1856 upright tablet marble 
104 Hoyt Phoebe Female 1844 1846 upright tablet marble 
105 Blount John Male 1836 1837 box tomb marble 
106 Hoyt Eli Male 1833 1844 box tomb marble 
107 Hoyt Henry Male 1812 1850 box tomb marble 
108 Cambreleng Mary Female 1790 1877 upright tablet marble 
109 Hoyt Eli Male 1787 1864 box tomb marble 
110 Cambreleng Ann Female 1767 1847 box tomb marble 
111  Bleecker John Male n/a -9 upright tablet marble 
112 Freman Emily Female 1823 1823 horizontal slab marble 
113 Hodges David Male 1829 1829 horizontal slab marble 
114 Hardenbergh Mary Female 1811 1851 upright tablet marble 
115 Brown Lottie Female 1867 1871 upright tablet marble 
116 Freeman 
Rev. 
Jonathan Male 1772 1835 horizontal slab marble 
117 E T n/a n/a -9 upright tablet marble 
118 - - n/a n/a -9 n/a -9 
119 Clark Samuel Male 1816 1855 horizontal slab marble 
120 Clark Virginia Female 1847 1869 block marble 
121 Hodges Benjamin Male 1832 1836 upright tablet marble 
122 Ransom Sara Female 1760 1840 upright tablet marble 
123 Akenford John Male 1827 1830 upright tablet marble 
124 Clark Maria Female 1812 1813 upright tablet marble 
125 Hodges Samuel Male 1841 1842 upright tablet marble 
126 Hardenbergh John Male 1836 1840 upright tablet marble 
127 Akenford John Male 1799 1830 upright tablet marble 
128 Akenford William Male 1819 1821 upright tablet marble 
129 Akenford Henrietta Female 1806 1827 upright tablet marble 
130 - - n/a n/a -9 upright tablet marble 
131 Cooper Rachel Female 1889 1889 horizontal slab marble 
132 Howard William Male 1825 1850 upright tablet marble 
133 Farrow David Male 1844 1844 upright tablet marble 
134 Farrow Elvira Female 1803 1883 upright tablet marble 
135 Fester Frances Female 1823 1850 upright tablet marble 
136 Farrow William Male 1795 1868 upright tablet marble 
137 DeMill William Male 1824 1873 upright tablet marble 
1381 Singletary John Male 1834 1840 horizontal slab marble 
1382 Singletary Thomas Male 1840 1873 horizontal slab marble 
1383 Singletary Adela Female 1830 1841 horizontal slab marble 
1384 --- --- n/a n/a -9 horizontal slab marble 
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1385 Masters Mary Female 1810 1832 horizontal slab marble 
1386 DeMill Thomas n/a n/a -9 horizontal slab marble 
1387 DeMill Mary Female 1825 1851 horizontal slab marble 
1388 DeMill 
Thomas 
(Jr.) Male 1825 1853 horizontal slab marble 
1389 Price Matthew Male 1776 1821 horizontal slab marble 
13810 DeMill Caroline Female 1801 1831 obelisk/pillar marble 
13811 --- --- n/a n/a -9 horizontal slab marble 
139 Bonner? Irene Female n/a -9 upright tablet marble 
140 Bonner Elizabeth Female 1868 1863 obelisk/pillar marble 
141 Havens Mary Female n/a -9 upright tablet marble 
142 Bonner Virginia Female n/a -9 upright tablet marble 
143 --- --- n/a n/a -9 upright tablet marble 
144 Havens Sarah Female 1811 1813 horizontal slab marble 
145 Havens Benjamin Male 1810 1880 upright tablet marble 
146 Havens C. Male 1844 1882 upright tablet marble 
147 Brown Richard Male 1871 1872 upright tablet marble 
148     Female n/a -9 block marble 
149 Bonner Richard Male 1763 1813 horizontal slab marble 
150 Bonner Richard Male 1832 1840 horizontal slab marble 
151 Bonner --- Male 1838 1838 horizontal slab marble 
152 --- --- n/a n/a -9 horizontal slab marble 
153 Bonner Richard Male n/a -9 horizontal slab marble 
154 Myers Reading Male 1870 1871 upright tablet marble 
155 Myers Kate Female 1874 1884 block marble 
156 Myer Sarah Shared 1873 1874 upright tablet marble 
157 Dimock Henry Male 1809 1862 upright tablet marble 
1581 Small John Shared 1805 1878 block granite 
1582 Small Martha Shared 1847 1847 block granite 
1583 Small John Shared 1805 1878 block granite 
1584 Sanderson Sally Female 1822 1887 block granite 
159 Jackson George Male n/a -9 block granite 
160 Jackson Margaret Female 1840 1888 block granite 
161 Ellison -- Male 1826 1827 upright tablet marble 
162 Ellison Sarah Female 1824 1826 upright tablet marble 
163 Ellison Mary Female 1802 1833 upright tablet marble 
164 Tayloe William Male 1824 1826 upright tablet marble 
165 Tayloe William Male 1831 1833 upright tablet marble 
166 Tayloe Mary Female 1842 1842 horizontal slab marble 
167 Tayloe - Male 1866 1866 upright tablet marble 
168 --- --- n/a n/a -9 horizontal slab marble 
169 --- --- n/a n/a -9 horizontal slab marble 
170 Blount John Male 1819 1842 horizontal slab marble 
171 Ellison Deborah Female 1825 1827 upright tablet marble 
172 Ellison Charles Male 1831 1834 upright tablet marble 
173 Ellison Mary Female 1838 1848 upright tablet marble 
174 Ellison Mary Female 1838 1839 horizontal slab marble 
175 Ellison Olivia? Female n/a 1839 horizontal slab marble 
176 Hawls Mary Female 1800 1873 upright tablet marble 
177 Hawks John Male 1796 1865 upright tablet marble 
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178 Hawks Maria Female n/a 1831 upright tablet marble 
179 Hawks Eliza Female 1838 1840 upright tablet marble 
180 Ellison Thomas Male n/a 1832 upright tablet marble 
181 Ellison? Mary Female n/a -9 upright tablet marble 
182 Tayloe David Male 1826 1884 obelisk/pillar marble 
183 Tayloe Joshua Shared 1793 1861 horizontal slab granite 
184 --- --- n/a n/a -9 n/a brick 
185 --- --- n/a n/a -9 n/a -9 
186 Blount Nancy Female 1813 1835 horizontal slab marble 
187 Ellison Mary Female 1794 1853 horizontal slab marble 
188 Harden Mary Female 1858 1863 upright tablet brick 
189 Brown William Male 1818 1818 upright tablet marble 
190 Darden George Male 1856 1858 upright tablet marble 
191 Darden Annis Female 1834 1866 upright tablet marble 
192 Fyfe James Male n/a 1799 upright tablet marble 
193 Harvey Augustus Male n/a 1798 horizontal slab slate 
194 Harvey Susannah Female 1768 1818 horizontal slab slate 
195 Keats Nathan Male 1740 1795 upright tablet marble 
196 Keats Barbara Female 1745 1801 upright tablet multiple 
197 Gibbs Sarah Female 1796 1799 horizontal slab marble 
198 Simpson John Male 1747 1800 horizontal slab multiple 
199 Fohey Maria Female 1795 1800 horizontal slab multiple 
200 Fohey Arabella Female 1801 1803 horizontal slab multiple 
201 Lowril Margaret Female 1791 1837 upright tablet marble 
202 Newmans Sarah Female 1827 1846 upright tablet marble 
203     n/a n/a -9 n/a marble 
204 O'Cain William n/a n/a -9 upright tablet marble 
205 O'Cain Isaac Male 1822 1824 upright tablet marble 
206 Blount Mary Female 1766 1818 horizontal slab marble 
207 Blount John Male 1752 1833 horizontal slab marble 
208 Gibbs Alice Female n/a -9 box tomb marble 
209 Gibbs Nathaniel Male 1752 1805 box tomb multiple 
210 Rhodes William Male 1770 1799 horizontal slab marble 
211 Rhodes Fenner Male 1779 1805 upright tablet slate 
212 Blount Patsey Female 1802 1886 cross marble 
213 Blount John n/a n/a -9 horizontal slab marble 
214 O'Cain William Female 1827 1837 upright tablet marble 
215 O'Cain James Male 1830 1832 upright tablet marble 
216 O'Cain Thomas Male 1832 1834 upright tablet marble 
217 O'Cain Thankful Female n/a 1831 upright tablet marble 
218 O'Cain William Male 1790 1850 upright tablet marble 
219 John M. Male 1748 1805 box tomb marble 
220 Paul Mary Female 1823 1824 upright tablet marble 
221 -- -- n/a n/a -9 upright tablet marble 
222 Quinn Edward Male 1765 1834 upright tablet marble 
223 -- --- Male 1764 1812 upright tablet marble 
224 Bonner Thomas Male 1690 1763 upright tablet multiple 
225 Bonner Capt. John Male 1746 1788 horizontal slab slate 
226 Neale? Jane Female 1819 1820 upright tablet marble 
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227 Neale? Christopher Male 1817 1819 upright tablet marble 
228 Neale Barthenea Female 1816 1816 upright tablet marble 
229 Peacock? Nancy Female 1801 1868 upright tablet marble 
230 Beard Mary Female 1809 -9 upright tablet marble 
231 Beard William Male n/a -9 upright tablet marble 
232 
DU*OGK*MD 
(illegible) Susan Female n/a -9 upright tablet marble 
233 Wright Maj. Samuel Male 1849 1882 upright tablet marble 
234 Clark Sidney Female 1811 1882 upright tablet marble 
235 Grist Bryan Male 1857 1874 horizontal slab marble 
236 Foreman James Male 1785 1807 upright tablet marble 
237 Bonner Sarah Female 1756 1779 horizontal slab marble 
238 Bonner Col. James Male n/a -9 horizontal slab marble 
239 Hodges Samuel Male 1762 1798 upright tablet slate 
240 Hodges H n/a n/a -9 upright tablet slate 
241 MacKenzie Althalia Female 1901 1971 statue/sculpture multiple 
242 -- -- n/a n/a -9 n/a -9 
243 Baker Gemine Female 1782 1806 upright tablet marble 
244 Hodges Samuel Male n/a 1778 upright tablet slate 
245 Dowdy?? Zachariah?? n/a n/a -9 upright tablet marble 
246 Cordon S n/a 1820 1874 upright tablet marble 
247 Ellison? Henry Male 1818 1860 upright tablet marble 
248 Ellison Eliza Female 1818 1880 upright tablet marble 
249 Havens Jonathan Male 1784 1828 upright tablet marble 
250 Havens Sally Female 1789 1856 upright tablet marble 
251 Jubin Louisa Female 1808 1815 upright tablet marble 
252 Bowler Ann Female 1806 1807 upright tablet slate 
253 Dowdy Margaret Female 1826 1826 upright tablet marble 
254 Credle Francis Male 1840 1840 upright tablet marble 
255 Brown Sylvester Male 1789 1862 upright tablet granite 
256 Selby Sylvester Shared n/a -9 upright tablet marble 
257 Selby Bettie Female n/a -9 upright tablet marble 
258   Elizabeth Female n/a -9 upright tablet marble 
259 Blount - n/a n/a -9 upright tablet marble 
260 Young Miriam Female n/a 1840 upright tablet marble 
261 Morton Mary Female 1834 1835 upright tablet marble 
262 Meekins Ann Female n/a 1841 upright tablet marble 
263 Houston George Male 1774 1839 horizontal slab marble 
264 Credle Francis Male 1812 1843 upright tablet marble 
265 Credle Mary Female 1843 1844 upright tablet marble 
266 W W Male n/a -9 upright tablet marble 
Appendix D: Durham Hebrew Cemetery 
Grave 
No. Last Name 
First 
Name Gender 
Year 
of 
Birth 
Year 
of 
Death 
Basic 
Form Material Misc. 
A1001 Glass Isaac Male n/a n/a 
tablet w/ 
bedstead marble   
A1002 Friedman Siegfried Male 1892 1960 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
A1003 Hockfield Ida Female 1897 1945 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
A1004 Dworsky 
Dinah 
Kadish Female 1895 1988 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
A1005 Dworsky Solomon Male 1883 1955 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
A1006 Katz 
Lena 
Chester Female 1897 1962 tablet granite   
A1007 Daniel 
Shirley 
Miller Female 1911 1953 tablet granite   
A1008 Sher Annie Female 1882 1950 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
A1009 Shway Gussie Female 1863 1947 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
A1010 Levin 
Anna 
Greene Female 1882 1945 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
A1011 Kaplan Chassie Female 1879 1943 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
A1012 Zuckerman Ethel Female 1860 1941 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
A1013 Miller Sarah Female 1844 1933 
obelisk w/ 
bedstead granite   
A1014 Fagan Yetta Female 1871 1930 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
A1015 Apter Annie Sher Female 1886 1966 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
A1016 Silver Rosa Levin Female 1887 1966 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
A1017 Pas Eric Male 1948 1997 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
A1018 Siegel Earl Male 1924 2001 tablet granite   
A1019 Morrison 
Pearl 
Penner Female 1918 2010 tablet granite   
A1020 Fridovich 
Mollie 
Finker Female 1927 2011 
temporary 
marker n/a   
A2021 Hurwitz 
Margaret 
Wilson Female 1915 2007 tablet granite   
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A2022 Eisenberg 
Gertrude 
S. Female 1892 1985 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
A2023 Levine Dora Stein Female 1899 1971 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
A2024 Munich Marie Female 1879 1951 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
A2025 Schlanger Julia Female 1877 1951 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
A2026 Schlanger Henry Male 1869 1947 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
A2027 Katz Gilbert Male 1917 1986 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
A2028 Katz Bernard Male 1916 1959 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
A2029 Arenow Isidor Male 1884 1976 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
A2030 Sher Louis Male 1906 1965 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
A2031 Fagan Samuel Male 1863 1960 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
A2032 Abelkop Harris Male 1860 1952 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
A2033 Apter Morris Male 1890 1949 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
A2034 Sher Morris Male n/a 1936 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
A2035 Katz Morris Male 1889 1928 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
A2036 Murnick Harry Male 1880 1928 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
A2037 Silver Frank Male 1862 1927 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
A2038 Zuckerman Solomon Male 1881 1952 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
A2039 Daniel Samuel Male 1904 1962 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
A2040a Berman Mary Female 1894 1984 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite 
shared 
headstone 
A2040b Berman Samuel Male 1887 1961 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite 
shared 
headstone 
A2041 Roemer 
Rose 
Sawilosky Female n/a 1938 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
A2042 Sawilosky Charles Male 1889 1960 
tablet w/ 
bedstead marble   
A2043 Rosenberg Albert Male 1900 1961 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
A2044 Rosenberg Rose Female 1904 1985 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
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A2045a Swartz Sarah Female 1906 1991 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite 
shared 
headstone 
A2045b Swartz Max Male 1904 1992 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite 
shared 
headstone 
A2046 Abelkop 
Milton 
Stanley Male 1923 1996 tablet granite   
A3047 Kodack 
Randi Sue 
Grier Female 1947 2009 
temporary 
marker     
A3048 Freedman Mary Female   1972 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
A3049 Tanner Anna M. Female 1898 1958 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
A3050 Miller 
Joseph 
William Male 1903 1953 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
A3051 Browdy Morris B. Male 1893 1935 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
A3052 Munich Sam Male 1876 1933 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
A3053 Miller Simon Male   1931 
tablet w/ 
bedstead marble   
A3054 Ornoff Nathan Male 1912 1940 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
A3055 Levy Simon Male 1853 1931 
monument 
w/ pointed 
top, 
horizontal 
slab marble   
A3056 Margolis  Michael Male   1931 
tablet w/ 
bedstead marble   
A3057 Smolensky Joseph Male 1869 1935 
tablet w/ 
bedstead marble   
A3058 Woolf Afram Male   1938 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
A3059 Rose Samuel Male 1869 1940 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
A3060 Switzer Betsey Female 1871 1933 
tablet w/ 
bedstead marble   
A3061 Switzer Mark Male 1867 1947 
tablet w/ 
bedstead marble   
A3062 Rosenstein Mary Female 1877 1939 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
A3063 Rosenstein Nathan Male 1877 1935 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
A3064 Nachamson Eli Male 1881 1933 tablet granite   
A3065 Nachamson 
Jennie 
Bloom Female 1882 1942 tablet granite   
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A3066 Wilson Lena L. Female 1895 1966 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
A3067 Wilson Charles Male 1888 1958 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
A3068 Wilson Anna Female 1863 1945 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
A3069 Abelkop Edith S. Female 1901 1972 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
A3070 Swartz Sam Male 1875 1956 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
A3071 Swartz Clara Female 1879 1948 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
A3072 Stadiem 
Sophia 
Shapiro Female 1881 1948 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
A3073 Stadiem Louis Male 1878 1962 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
A3074 Stadiem Jacob Male 1914 1982 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
A3075 Stadiem Abraham Male 1912 1998 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
A4076 London Fritz Male 1900 1954 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
A4077 London Edith Female 1904 1997 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
A4078 Gordon Israel Male 1867 1951 tablet granite   
A4079 Gordon 
Rebecca 
Blankfield Female 1880 1962 tablet granite   
A4080 Wilson 
Rebecca 
Land Female   1949 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
A4081 Abramowitz Dora Female   1930 
tablet w/in 
box tomb 
marble, 
brick 
possibly 
above ground 
tomb, which 
is abnormal 
for Jewish 
cemeteries 
A4082 Land Ida Sarah Female   1929 
tablet w/ 
bedstead marble   
A4083 Miller 
Sarah 
Libby Female 1870 1928 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
A4084 Mulowitz Hannah Female 1878 1928 
obelisk w/ 
horizontal 
slab granite   
A4085 Levy Sadie Female 1859 1927 
monument 
w/ 
segmented 
roof, 
horizontal 
slab marble   
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A4086 Murnick 
Sarah 
Bessie Female   1926 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
A4087 Zuckerman Sarah G. Female   1924 
tablet w/in 
box tomb 
marble, 
brick 
possibly 
above ground 
tomb, which 
is abnormal 
for Jewish 
cemeteries 
A4088 Gladstein 
Sephrah 
Bassie Female   1921 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite 
somewhat 
eroded 
towards top 
A4089 Gladstein Moses Male   1933 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
A4090 Gladstein 
Nathan 
David Male 1913 1926 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
A4091 Levitt Joe Myer Male 1912 1993 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
A4092 Abelkop Aaron Male 1892 1928 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
A4093 Land Abraham Female   1927 
tablet w/ 
bedstead marble   
A4094 Abelkop Selich Male 1881 1925 
monument 
w/ slanted 
top and 
bedstead marble   
A4095 Levine Henry Male 1874 1920 
tablet w/ 
bedstead marble   
A4096 Freedman Daniel Male 1873 1926 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
A4097 Freedman Minnie S. Female 1874 1959 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
A4098 Higger Goodman Male   1931 
tablet w/in 
box tomb 
marble, 
brick 
possibly 
above ground 
tomb, which 
is abnormal 
for Jewish 
cemeteries 
A4099 Jaffe Philip Male   1933 
tablet w/in 
box tomb 
marble, 
brick 
possibly 
above ground 
tomb, which 
is abnormal 
for Jewish 
cemeteries 
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A4100 Cohen Mr. E. Male   1941 
tablet w/in 
box tomb 
marble, 
brick 
possibly 
above ground 
tomb, which 
is abnormal 
for Jewish 
cemeteries 
A4101 Rapport Samuel Male   1927 
tablet w/ 
bedstead marble   
A4102 Gladstein Louis Male 1880 1943 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
A4103 Gladstein Lilly Miller Female 1882 1969 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
A4104 Nurkin 
Harry 
Abraham Male 1875 1944 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
A4105 Nurkin Rebecca Female 1875 1952 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
A4106 Nurkin Leo Male 1911 1948 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
A4107 Swartz Henry Male 1907 1987 
flat, lawn 
level granite   
A4108 Bloch 
Edmond 
Cecil Male 1923 2011 
temporary 
marker     
A5109 Raynor Jules Male 1936 1959 tablet granite   
A5110 Margolis Abraham Male 1913 1947 
tablet w/ 
bedstead marble   
A5111 Levitt Morris Male 1881 1944 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
A5112 Messenger Aaron Male 1882 1939 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
A5113 Abelkop Isadore Male   1936 
tablet w/ 
bedstead marble military issue 
A5114 Kaplan Philip Male 1872 1928 
tablet w/ 
bedstead marble   
A5115 Shevel Leah Female 1902 1907 
slant w/ 
bedstead marble   
A5116 Bloom 
Annie 
Thelma Female     
obelisk w/ 
bedstead marble 
illegible, 
badly eroded 
A5117 Morrison Chaie Male 1856 1916 
monument 
w/ slanted 
top and 
bedstead marble   
A5118 Beider Bertha Female   1916 
monument 
w/ pointed 
top, 
bedstead marble   
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A5119 Levy 
Idalja 
Alberta Female 1881 1888 tablet marble   
A5120 Kaplon Fannie Female     tablet marble 
badly eroded, 
no dates 
available 
A5121 Gladstein Elkey Male 1827 1903 
obelisk w/ 
bedstead marble   
A5122 Goldstein Esther Female 1832 1905 tablet marble   
A5123 Schenker Sarah Female   1905 tablet marble badly eroded 
A5124 Abelkop Jennie Female 1869 1932 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
A5125 T.B.         
flat, lawn 
level marble 
"currently no 
one is able to 
decipher any 
text on this 
tombstone 
except the 
person's 
iniitials" 
A5126 Cohen Lena Female 1866 1905 
tablet w/ 
bedstead marble badly eroded 
A5127 Davidow Leah Female 1886 1908 
tablet w/ 
bedstead marble badly eroded 
A5128 Levin Leah Female   1909 
tablet w/in 
box tomb 
marble, 
brick 
possibly 
above ground 
tomb, which 
is abnormal 
for Jewish 
cemeteries 
A5129 Bermard Sophia Female     tablet marble 
badly eroded, 
no dates 
available 
A5130 Lovett Sarah Female   1912 tablet marble badly eroded 
A5131 Cohen Dweira Female   1918 tablet marble   
A5132 White Edith Female 1880 1930 tablet granite   
A5133 Higger Annie Female   1946 tablet granite   
A5134 Cohen Rebecca Female   1919 
tablet w/in 
box tomb 
marble, 
brick 
possibly 
above ground 
tomb, which 
is abnormal 
for Jewish 
cemeteries 
A5135 Levin 
Ida 
Florence Female   1920 tablet marble   
A5136 Levin Harry Male 1844 1922 tablet marble   
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A5137 Abrahamson Mordecai Male   1924 
monument 
w/ slanted 
top and 
bedstead marble   
A5138 Glaser Harry Male   1926 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
A5139 Nachamson Morris Male 1867 1950 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
A5140a Schwarz Fred Male 1920 1995 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite 
shared 
headstone 
A5140b Santer Lillian Female 1920 2003 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite 
shared 
headstone 
A6141 Sheps 
Mandel 
Cherniack Male 1913 1973 tablet marble   
A6142 Krynski Stephanie Female 1900 1975 tablet granite   
A6143 Levitt Annie Female 1886 1971 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
A6144 
Shlomowitz 
Family 
Memorial       1988 tablet granite   
A6145 Primakoff Abram Male 1874 1951 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
A6146 Primakoff Pearl Female 1879 1949 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
A6147 Cohen Harry Male 1886 1929 tablet marble   
A6148 Levine Meyer Male 1893 1924 tablet marble   
A6149 Goodman Israel Male 1865 1928 tablet marble   
A6150 Silver Herman Male 1881 1920 
tablet w/ 
bedstead marble   
A6151 Miller Harry Male 1880 1920 
tablet w/ 
bedstead marble   
A6152 Land Moses Male 1892 1915 
tablet w/ 
bedstead marble 
illegible, 
badly eroded 
A6153 Gladstein David Male 1887 1913 
monument 
w/ slanted 
top and 
bedstead marble   
A6154a Enock Nathan Male   1906 
tablet w/in 
box tomb 
marble, 
concrete 
possibly 
above ground 
tomb, which 
is abnormal 
for Jewish 
cemeteries 
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A6154b Enock Hannah Female 1841 1909 
tablet w/in 
box tomb 
marble, 
concrete 
possibly 
above ground 
tomb, which 
is abnormal 
for Jewish 
cemeteries 
A6155 Bane Mollie Female   1910 
tablet w/ 
bedstead marble badly eroded 
A6156 Enoch Mrs. B. Female   1913 
tablet w/ 
bedstead marble badly eroded 
A6157 Cohen Mrs. E. Female   1914 
tablet w/in 
box tomb 
marble, 
brick badly eroded 
A6158 Michtom Ida Ethel Female 1885 1918 
obelisk w/ 
bedstead marble   
A6159 Harris Rosa Female 1900 1919 
obelisk w/ 
bedstead marble badly eroded 
A6160 Swartz Nellie Female 1878 1919 
woodmen 
of the 
world 
memorial marble   
A6161 Levine Celia Female     
obelisk w/ 
bedstead marble   
A6162 Hayes Silvia Female 1910 1926 
obelisk w/ 
bedstead marble   
A6163 Hayes S.M. Male 1887 1935 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
A6164 Gladstein Sam Male 1883 1952 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
A6165 Kaplan 
Louis 
Harry Male 1904 1956 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
A6166 Silver Jack Male 1903 1950 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
A6167a Levy Moses Male 1888 1953 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite 
shared 
headstone 
A6167b Levy Susie Female 1899 1990 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite 
shared 
headstone 
A6168 Leiss Tirtza Female 1947 1995 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
A6169 Fink Murray Male 1897 1967 tablet granite   
A7170 Stone Jesse Male 1964 2001 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
A7171 Kirshner Norman Male 1923 2010 tablet granite   
A7172 Seligman Edward Male 1907 1981 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
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A7173 Goldberg Joseph Male 1876 1964 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
A7174 Goldberg Ida Female 1876 1958 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
A7175 Mandel 
Lazaro 
Jacobo Male 1940 1998 
horizontal 
slab granite   
A7176 Isaacs 
Bertram 
M. Male 1922 1964 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
A7177 Krynski Szymon Male 1892 1962 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
A7178 Weiss Max Isaac Male 1892 1964 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
A7179 Zankel Mollie Female 1880 1960 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
A7180 Weiss Fannie C. Female 1895 1954 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
A7181 Woolf Anna Female 1886 1951 tablet marble   
A7182 Margolis Celia Female   1951 
tablet w/ 
bedstead marble   
A7183 Neuwirth Flora Female 1879 1941 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
A7184 Sher Gertrude Female 1902 1947 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
A7185 Silbert 
Sarah 
Shevel Female 1882 1940 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
A7186 unknown               
A7187 Kadis Rivka Female 1875 1947 
tablet w/ 
bedstead marble   
A7188 Kadis Charles Z. Male 1870 1952 
tablet w/ 
bedstead marble   
A7189 Bane Benjamin Male   1953 tablet granite   
A7190 Hill Charles W. Male 1897 1954 tablet granite   
A7191 Haskell Morris B. Male 1862 1954 tablet granite   
A7192 Blankfield 
William 
Jacob Male 1875 1955 tablet marble   
A7193 Bergman David Male 1912 1957 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
A7194 Eisenberg Morris Male 1882 1959 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
A7195 Nurkin Mike Male 1901 1959 block granite   
A7196 Sher Morris Male 1894 1961 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
A7197 Apter Oscar Male 1916 1970 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
A7198 Schultz Morris Male 1895 1972 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
A7199a Slifkin 
Isaac 
Louis Male 1895 1983 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
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A7199b Slifkin Eva Baden Female 1900 1984 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
A7200 Sher Flora Ruby Female 1941 1950 tablet granite   
A7201 Fink Marvin Male 1939 1948 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
A8202 Rabin 
Joseph 
Saul Male 1963 1970 
slant w/ 
bedstead granite   
A8203 Kirshner Marya Female 1964 1970 
slant w/ 
bedstead granite   
A8204 Berkowitz 
Sarah 
Levitt Female 1915 1968 tablet granite   
A8205 Haskell Jennie Female     tablet marble   
A8206 Bane Sarah S. Female 1870 1942 tablet granite   
A8207 Bane 
Lillian 
Gertrude Female   1938 tablet granite   
A8208 Silver Annie Female 1857 1933 
monument 
w/ slanted 
top marble   
A8209 Silver Emma Female   1929 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
A8210 Brenner Esther Female 1861 1928 tablet marble badly eroded 
A8211a Stein Ethel Female   1918 
tablet w/in 
box tomb 
marble, 
brick 
possibly 
above ground 
tomb, which 
is abnormal 
for Jewish 
cemeteries 
A8211b Stein Isaac Male   1918 
tablet w/in 
box tomb 
marble, 
brick 
possibly 
above ground 
tomb, which 
is abnormal 
for Jewish 
cemeteries 
A8212 Allen Isaac Male   1894 
tablet w/in 
box tomb 
marble, 
brick 
possibly 
above ground 
tomb, which 
is abnormal 
for Jewish 
cemeteries 
A8213 unknown         tablet marble badly eroded 
A8214 Linow J. Male   1900 tablet marble badly eroded 
A8215 Zuckerman Nathan Male   1901 
tablet w/in 
box tomb 
marble, 
brick 
possibly 
above ground 
tomb, which 
is abnormal 
for Jewish 
cemeteries 
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A8216 unknown       1901 
tablet w/in 
box tomb 
marble, 
brick, 
concrete 
possibly 
above ground 
tomb, which 
is abnormal 
for Jewish 
cemeteries 
A8217 Shevel Max Male 1873 1916 
tablet w/ 
bedstead marble   
A8218 Nahum Morris Male 1878 1904 
obelisk w/ 
bedstead marble badly eroded 
A8219 Switzer David Male 1894 1908 
tablet w/ 
bedstead marble badly eroded 
A8220 Morris Benjamin Male 1848 1925 
tablet w/ 
bedstead marble badly eroded 
A8221 Zuckerman Jacob Male 1886 1925 
tablet w/in 
box tomb 
marble, 
brick 
possibly 
above ground 
tomb, which 
is abnormal 
for Jewish 
cemeteries 
A8222 Rose Nathan Male 1912 1925 tablet marble   
A8223 Gladstone 
Saul 
Isidore Male 1903 1903 tablet marble   
A8224 Smolinsky Leib Male   1905 obelisk marble badly eroded 
A8225 Fine David Male 1891 1898 
vertical 
block marble badly eroded 
A8226 Morris Infant   1899 1899 tablet marble   
A9227 Enoch Rachel Female 1904 1914 tablet marble badly eroded 
A9228 Wolf Druzy Male     tablet marble 
badly eroded, 
no dates 
available 
A9229 unknown         tablet marble 
badly eroded, 
no dates 
available 
A9230 Stock 
Samuel 
Noah Male   2009 slant granite   
A9231 Wolf 
M.N. and 
I.M. twin 
sons Male     tablet marble 
no dates 
available 
A9232 unknown         
diamond 
on base marble 
badly eroded, 
no dates 
available 
B1233 Dworsky Leon Male 1925 2004 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
B1234a Margolis Samuel Male 1910 2004 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
B1234b Margolis Florence Female 1911 2003 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
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B1235 Isaacs Libby Female     
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite 
poor photo, 
dates no 
legible 
B1236 Robbins Rose Female 1899 1981 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
B1237 Zuckerman Luba Female     
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite 
poor photo, 
dates no 
legible 
B1238 Bergman  Bessie Female 1911 1969 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
B1239 Messenger Minnie Female 1881 1967 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
B1240 Kaplan Herbert Male     
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite 
poor photo, 
dates no 
legible 
B1241 Bernstein Eugene Male 1917 1971 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
B1242a Bergman Harry Male 1914 1991 
tablet w/ 
horizontal 
slab granite   
B1242b Bergman Bertha Female 1913 1979 
tablet w/ 
horizontal 
slab granite   
B1243a Greenberg Ida Female 1897 1979 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
B1243b Greenberg Philip Male 1898 1965 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
B1244 Moel Florence Female 1914 1964 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
B1245 Lewin George Male 1897 1994 
tablet w/ 
horizontal 
slab granite   
B1246 Lewin Ray Female 1907 1988 
tablet w/ 
horizontal 
slab granite   
B1247a Lieberman Eva Female 1908 1969 
tablet w/ 
horizontal 
slab granite   
B1247b Lieberman Nathan Male 1899 1965 
tablet w/ 
horizontal 
slab granite   
B1248a Fink Sam Male 1912 1994 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
B1248b Fink Jeanette Female 1916 2006 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
B1249 Perilstein Elaine Female 1947 1998 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
B1250 Ostroff 
Bella Doris 
Lucash Female 1917 2011 
temporary 
marker     
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B1251 Ostroff Alexander Male 1913 2005 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
B1252 Strauss Edward Male 1930 2010 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
B2253 Tartell Murray Male 1918 2007 slant granite   
B2254 Cohen Pearl K. Female 1920 2007 tablet granite   
B2255 Cohen Lewis Male 1919 1999 tablet granite   
B2256 Becker Mo Male 1910 1996 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
B2257 Becker Shirley Female 1909 2000 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
B2258 Block Joan Female 1931 1992 slant granite   
B2259 Rancer Sidney Male 1913 1990 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
B2260 Katz Jacob Male 1896 1977 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
B2261 Bergman Mitchell Male 1910 1967 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
B2262 Gladstein Melvin Male 1908 1993 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
B2263 Gladstein Michael Male 1942 1971 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
B2264 Gladstein 
Grace 
Hirsch Female 1911 2010 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
B2265 Goodman 
Sandra 
Fink Female 1947 2003 
flat, lawn 
level granite   
B2266 Evans  Sarah Female 1905 1986 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
B2267 Evans Emanual Male 1907 1997 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
B2268a Freedman 
Marian 
Coleman Female 1917 2004 
tablet w/ 
horizontal 
slab granite   
B2268b Freedman David Male 1908 2000 
tablet w/ 
horizontal 
slab granite   
B2269 Hackel 
Donald 
Benjamin Male 1921 1994 
tablet w/ 
horizontal 
slab granite   
B2270 Heyman Dorothy Female 1915 1991 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
B2271 Reed Helen Female 1910 1989 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
B2272 Goldberg Harry Male 1907 1988 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
B2273 Landshoff Werner Male 1905 1985 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
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B2274 Landshoff Zelda Female 1908 1986 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
B2275 Herbst Dorothy Female 1911 2003 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
B2276 Herbst Stuart K. Male 1907 1981 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
B2277 Strauss 
Robert 
Stephen Male 1964 2005 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
B3278 Morris 
Sabrina 
Kaia Female 1985 2010 
temporary 
marker     
B3279 Kaplan Rosalind Female 1935 2007 tablet granite   
B3280 Gevarter 
Sondra 
Turk Female 1916 2002 tablet granite   
B3281 Lipper Susan Female 1946 2003 
tablet w/ 
horizontal 
slab granite   
B3282 Markman Sidney Male 1911 2011 
temporary 
marker     
B3283 Markman Malvina Female 1925 2008 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
B3284 Markman Sarah Female 1946 2004 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
B3285 Abrambson Gustave Male 1928 1998 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
B3286a Bernstein Saul Male     tablet granite 
poor photo, 
dates no 
legible 
B3286b Bernstein Marilyn Female   199? tablet granite 
poor photo, 
dates no 
legible 
B3287 Parker Sieg Male 1923 1995 tablet granite   
B3288 Segal Ben Male 1916 1994 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
B3289 Bishku Martin Male 1926 1903 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
B3290 Man Gedale Male 1902 1993 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
B3291 Bane Henry Male 1904 1998 tablet granite   
B3292a Meyer Sigmund Male 1904 1991 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
B3292b Meyer 
Anna 
Switzer Female 1909 1990 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
B3293 Evans Judith Female 1947 2006 
temporary 
marker     
B3294 Gardner Judith Female 1923 2004 tablet granite   
B3295 Lipton Robert Male 1920 1976 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
B3296 Colvin Abram Male 1904 1971 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
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B3297a Kaplan  Minnie Female     
tablet w/ 
horizontal 
slab granite 
poor photo, 
dates no 
legible 
B3297b Kaplan Irving Male     
tablet w/ 
horizontal 
slab granite 
poor photo, 
dates no 
legible 
B3298a Margolis Charles Male 1893 1973 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
B3298b Margolis Lena Female 1894 1973 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
B3299a Freedman Mollye Female     
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite 
poor photo, 
dates no 
legible 
B3299b Freedman Sam Male     
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite 
poor photo, 
dates no 
legible 
B3300 Mulowitz Harry B. Male 1880 1965 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
B4301 Gingold 
Miriam 
Weissman Female 1900 1901 tablet granite   
B4302 Lakin Martin Male 1925 2006 tablet granite   
B4303 Levine Sam Male 1928 2005 tablet granite   
B4304 Carson Adam Lou Male 1932 2007 tablet granite   
B4305 Bergman Lee Ray Male 1941 2008 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
B4306 Margolin Barry Male 1943 2009 
temporary 
marker     
B4307 Morris 
Roberta 
Esther 
Bolvin Female 1942 2010 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
B4308 Resnick 
Rebekah 
Eianna Female 1970 2011 tablet granite   
B4309 Landau Hanah Female   2009 tablet granite   
B4310 Pomerantz Gerri Female 1952 1998 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
B4311 Silver Patricia Female 1910 2010 tablet granite   
B4312 Goodman Sadie Female 1905 2007 tablet granite   
B4313 Silver Louis Male 1915 2009     
no photo 
available 
B4314 Silver Sylvia Female 1917 2007 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
B4315 Silver Rene Female 1930 1989 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
B4316a Greene Philip Male 1906 1988 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
B4316b Greene  Jean Female 1905 1992 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
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B4317 Greenberg Bernard Male 1910 1985 
tablet w/ 
horizontal 
slab granite   
B4318 Freedman Israel Male 1905 1986 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
B4319 Smullen Frank Male 1943 1983 tablet marble   
B4320a Gordon Ira Male     
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite 
poor photo, 
dates no 
legible 
B4320b Gordon Esther Female   2005 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite 
poor photo, 
dates no 
legible 
B4321 Eggleston Eileen Female 1960 1994 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
B4322 Amazon Mary K. Female 1908 1985 
flat, lawn 
level granite   
B4323 Amazon Irving Male 1903 1984 
flat, lawn 
level granite   
B4324a Zuckerman Charles Male   1980 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite 
poor photo, 
dates no 
legible 
B4324b Zuckerman Sophie Female   1980 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite 
poor photo, 
dates no 
legible 
B4325 Gordon Hyman Male 1912 1972 tablet granite   
B4326 Morrison Joseph Male 1918 1970 
tablet w/ 
horizontal 
slab granite   
B4327 Cohen Philip Male 1891 1968 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
B4328 Cohen Sarah Female 1904 1994 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
B4329a Rancer Rose Female 1895 1962 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
B4329b Rancer Isidore Male     
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite 
poor photo, 
dates no 
legible 
B4330 Bland 
Jeremy 
Alexander Male 1967 2010 tablet granite   
B5331 Abramowitz Freda Female 1922 2006 tablet granite   
B5332 Goldberg Mary Lu Female 1944 2001 tablet granite   
B5333 Wagner Herman Male 1912 2000 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
B5334 Wagner Sarah Female 1919 2008 tablet granite   
B5335 Slome Beryl           
no photo 
available 
B5336 Phillips 
Harry 
Tarley Male 1915 2004 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
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B5337 Phillips Eva Salber Female 1916 1990 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
B5338 Boulais 
Pearl 
Yampolsky Female 1928 1989 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
B5339 Schwartz Anna Female 1905 1987 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
B5340 Friedl Nicholas Male 1892 1983 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
B5341 Friedl Ethel Female 1897 1985 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
B5342 Fruchtman Lillian Female 1899 1983 tablet granite   
B5343 Fruchtman Henry Male 1896 1978 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
B5344 Messenger Isadore Male     
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite 
poor photo, 
dates no 
legible 
B5345 Ornoff Isaac Male 1888 1974 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
B5346 Ornoff Rebecca Female 1889 1981 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
B5347 Koplowitz Teresa Female 1928 1974 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
B5348a Gladstein Fannie Female     
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite 
poor photo, 
dates no 
legible 
B5348b Gladstein Lewis Male 1886 1974 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
B5349 Rosefielde David Male 1978 1998 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
B5350 Stadiem Myer Male 1909 1984 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
B5351 Stadiem Rebecca Female 1920 1972 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
B5352 Man Toba Female 1903 1971 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
B5353a Man 
May 
Freedman Female 1904 1984 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
B5353b Freedman Jacob Male 1900 1971 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
B5354 Wallach 
Martin 
Simons Male 1932 1963 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
B5355 Zuckerman William Male 1891 1962 
tablet w/ 
bedstead granite   
B5356 Silverberg Louis Male 1892 1950 tablet granite   	
